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ABSTRACT

Severe pollution levels and the growing influence of climate change have shown that dirty energy
sources need renewable and sustainable replacements. The field of photovoltaics (PV) has grown
substantially over the years from a niche space solar market to a commodity in large part due to
improvements in reliability. Reliability of all materials in a PV module must be considered. The
industry has seen an explosion of innovation in cell interconnection technologies with significant
market penetration in the past several years. These emerging, less mature technologies require
more reliability information to guide improvements. Degradation studies of long-term outdoor
exposure and accelerated stress testing provide the samples, but a comprehensive characterization
suite is necessary for impactful results.
The state of the art for characterization is highly valuable yet incomplete. This work presents a
multiscale, multicomponent process that provides information on device physics, polymer performance, thermal signatures, chemical composition, and degradation mechanisms, as well as
advancements in electrical performance and defect localization. A comprehensive characterization suite is proposed which expands upon conventional one-sun current-voltage (I-V) and high
injection electroluminescence (EL) imaging to multi-irradiance I-V, suns-VOC , multi-injection EL
imaging and analysis, IR thermography, and UV fluorescence imaging. A database of over 1000 IV curve, high-injection EL image pairs is presented for public use. An analysis and measurement
technique is developed using EL images at multiple injection levels to non-destructively extract
dark I-V curves for each cell. These curves can be analyzed to extract device properties. A machine learning model is developed using annotated EL images for automated defect detection. The
training set of 17,064 cell EL images is publicized for the industry’s benefit. While applicable to
all module technologies, the focus of this work is on applying this expansion on characterization
to studying interconnection and contact degradation.
iii

Several interconnection technologies are studied with varying results. Each technology is shown
to have distinct advantages and disadvantages with respect to performance and reliability. Modules
are studied that have undergone accelerated tests and outdoor exposure. It is shown that full interconnection separation influences degradation differently depending on location of failure, though
requires many failures before significant performance losses are evident. In another study, a model
is developed for the mechanism behind front contact corrosion in damp heat degraded modules. A
coring process is developed to extract cell samples which allows materials characterization. Results
demonstrate that the primary mechanism is based on Sn diffusion from interconnection ribbons via
acetic acid and moisture. One study examines a system of modules exposed in Florida for 10 years
showing rear interconnect corrosion at the Ag/solder interface. Intermetallic compound formation
led to reduced carrier transport and contact embrittlement leading to fatigue failure susceptibility.
Another study investigates four different interconnection technologies before, during, and after
stages of different accelerated stress protocols. Five-busbar ribbon, shingled, soldered wire, and
laminated wire technologies underwent mechanical loading, humidity freeze, damp heat, and thermal cycling tests. Laminated wire performed the best overall though showed some features in EL
imaging that have not yet been published. In the final study presented, a system of heterojunction modules from a system in Florida after 10 years exposure show resistive degradation. Device
and materials characterization shows recombination and resistive losses, with resistive losses due
corrosion at the intrinsic a-Si/c-Si interface.

iv

"The Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it."
Genesis 2:15
"Great are the works of the Lord, studied by all who delight in them."
Psalm 111:2
Soli Deo gloria
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1

Why PV?

Consequences of improperly caring for the world are becoming more evident as CO2 emissions are
driving climate change and increasing pollution. From 1969 to 2019, the amount of CO2 emissions
increased from 13.69 billion tons to 36.44 billion tons, a 166% increase [17, 18]. Pollution is a
problem that costs the global economy 4.6 trillion USD per year [19]. Pollution is a problem
that costs lives. Using Global Burden of Disease 2019 data from the Institute for Health Metrics
and Evaluation, it was shown that pollution was the third highest cause of deaths in 2019 ([20]).
Notably, 91% of the world’s population lives in places where air quality exceeds the safety limits
given by the World Health Organization [19].
The literature studying the health effects from pollution is staggering and clearly testimonial to
the damage done by pollution. A recent review examined 240 studies (161 meta-analyses and 79
systematic reviews) [19]; a meta-analysis of 272 studies was performed in 2003 [21] (detail on
methods in [22]); a review of 48 studies on pollution in China was performed in 2013 [23]. It is
detrimental to several bodily systems [24, 25, 26]; it increases hospitalizations [27] and mortality
[27, 28, 29]; it is deleterious to fetal development [30, 26], post-natal development [25, 31, 26, 32];
and pollution in air, water, soil, acid rain, haze, and ozone depletion have negative effects on
wildlife [25]. It is clear that carbon emissions contribute to pollution and that pollution is high
enough for the majority of our population to cause notable damage. We owe it to the world,
wildlife, and ourselves as a human race to do better. We are called to tend and keep what we have
been given. While there is not one towering solution that will fix a complex issue like this, one
essential component to the solution is here.
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Solar photovoltaics (PV) is a green technology that is rapidly being employed. According to the
International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), solar energy generation has increased 22.7%
from 2018-2019 [33]. This accounts for an increase of 361 TWh electricity generation. According
to the International Energy Agency (IEA) 2020 report, "the share of renewables in global electricity
generation jumped to nearly 29% in 2020, up from 27% in 2019" [34]. There is still work to be
done to reduce coal and gas from its present 50+% share of global electricity supply.
Within the solar PV market, there are several technologies available that can broadly be separated
into crystalline silicon and thin film. Crystalline silicon (c-Si) comprises approximately 95% of the
PV market while thin film comprises the other 5% [35]. The predominance of silicon has partly to
do with its history in semiconductor electronics and in large part due to its abundance in the earth’s
crust. Two crystallinities are predominant in the market: multicrystalline and monocrystalline.
Market-relevant c-Si cell technologies include aluminum back-surface field (Al-BSF), passivated
emitter and rear cell (PERC), silicon heterojunction (SHJ), interdigitated back contact (IBC), and
metal wrap-through (MWT). The industry standard was Al-BSF until the past several years as
PERC has rapidly become the dominant cell technology in the market (particularly, monocrystalline PERC). Thin film technologies include cadmium telluride (CdTe), copper indium selenide
(CIS), copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS), cadmium sulfide (CdS), and amorphous silicon
(a-Si), with CdTe as the dominant thin film technology.
Technological and economical factors play a role in the overall cost of solar PV. The economic
viability of PV is measured as levelized cost of energy (LCOE). The lower the LCOE, the cheaper
the electricity. PV will expand all the more as LCOE is reduced.
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1.2

Expansion of PV

LCOE describes the cost of energy when all factors of cradle-to-grave manufacture and performance are considered. LCOE was between 2.45 to 6.05 US dollar cents per kWh in 2019 according to the 2020 International Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaics [35]. It is projected to further
reduce to 1.56 to 3.86 US dollar cents per kWh in 2030. The range in values accounts for ranges
in total sunlight incident upon the modules.
LCOE is driven by three factors: cost, device efficiency, and reliability. Cost includes material
procurement and processing, device manufacture, system design, power electronics, installation
and certification, and operation and maintenance (O&M). A substantial part of the PV module cost
is silver (≈ 10%). Efficiency typically refers to the PV device efficiency but can also be applied to
that of the power electronics. Reliability is often used interchangeably with durability, but is often
defined as the ability for a device to perform according to its manufacturer’s warranty. Durability
refers to the degradation of a device’s performance over time and under various external stressors.
More thorough definitions are given in Section 4.2.
PV cost has plummeted over 99% since 1975 from 100$/W to less than 1$/W [36]. In a recent
report from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), LCOE for system cost has decreased to less than 30% what it was 10 years ago [1]. It is valuable to seek further cost reduction
for PV; however, it may be more beneficial in the long term to focus on either increasing efficiency
or increasing reliability.
PV efficiencies have steadily increased from the 1970s from about 14% to over 27% (see Fig. 1.2).
While even a fraction of a percent increase in power conversion efficiency is valuable, efficiency
boosts tend to come at the cost of more complex technologies which require more complex fabrication processes, thus driving up cost. It is also worth considering how significant small improve-
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Figure 1.1: The LCOE (adjusted for inflation) for residential, commercial, and utility-scale PV
systems from 2010 to 2020. Figure adapted from [1].

ments of efficiency are when consider cell to module losses. PERC technology has been rapidly
consuming the market. It only requires one more step (passivating the emitter) than conventional
Al-BSF that is easy to implement and costs slightly more. The trend in efficiency improvements
suggests that increasing efficiency will only marginally improve LCOE.
Therefore, reliability shows the greatest overall potential for reducing LCOE. Reliability, as defined by manufacturer warranties, expresses module lifetimes in terms of how many years a module
will produce some percentage (typically 80% or higher) of its nameplate rated power. Most warranties last 25 to 30 years. Defining reliability in this way is misrepresentative of the true durability
of PV modules and gives off the impression that they are only useful for as long as the warranty
guarantees. Jordan et al. showed that for almost 200 studies from 40 different countries and using
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Figure 1.2: Plot of highest confirmed conversion efficiencies for c-Si cells. This plot
is courtesy of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO., obtained at
https://www.nrel.gov/pv/cell-efficiency.html.

a total of over 11,000 degradation rates, the median value for c-Si technologies was 0.5-0.6%/year,
and the mean was 0.8-0.9%/year [37]. It would take 50 years to reach 50% power production if
even an equivalent 1%/year degradation rate were applied to a single module. This is admittedly
ideal, as degradation rates are non-linear and this is not taking possible catastrophic end-of-life
failures into account. It is nevertheless true that there are modules sitting in buildings or landfills
that still produce well over 50% of their original power. The market for "secondhand" modules is
alive and growing [38], though rarely discussed. While those in the industry understand that a 25+
year old module is not worthless, discussing reliability often exclusively in terms of warranties
may inadvertently belittle how durable they truly are.
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1.3

Scope of Work

This dissertation will focus primarily on the reliability of the module contacts. Contact degradation
is a prevalent issue in the field [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. The All India Survey
observed metallization discoloration in 50.4% of the 1148 modules and in 99% of the 135 modules
in systems older than five years [40]. A survey in Japan [41] saw solder bond failure in 28 out of 32
residential systems of approximately 10 years exposure each. Kato et al. also examined 40 systems
totalling 1080 modules of the same vintage, and 25 showed solder bond failure leading to elevated
temperatures in IR images. The IEA PVPS Task 13 observed measurable power loss in systems
five years and older due to disconnected cells or strings [45]. A system installed in Florida showed
solder bond failures for 150 modules installed for 10 years and for four modules of a different
vintage exposed for six years [42]. Jordan et al. shows that discoloration of the modules internal
circuitry (interconnection and cell metallization) is prevalent and is caused by corrosion which
leads to weakened solder bonds and eventually to solder bond failures [47]. Greater than 25% of the
studies performed on fielded modules showed corrosion in cell metallization and interconnection
ribbons in another study [51]. Han et al. observed busbar corrosion on 100% of the 177 modules
they inspected [52].
Contact degradation has been shown to be prevalent in the field and is therefore relevant for study.
Some have attempted to improve upon conventional ribbon tabbing interconnection using shingled
connections, electrically conductive adhesives (ECAs) for ribbons [53], pressure contacts [54],
back contacts, Cu electroplating [55], conductive foils, and wires [56, 55], among many others
[57]. There is a growing body of research on evaluating metal paste recipes [58, 59] and removing
lead from ribbons [60, 61, 62]. ECAs and lead-free solders are projected to consume more than
40% of the cell interconnection world market share by 2030 [35]. There is much work to be
done in studying the degradation and reliability of experimental materials and processes, as well
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as better understanding emerging technologies that are penetrating the industry. Understanding
the influence of encapsulant materials and module architectures is becoming more pressing. By
2030, the industry is projected to significantly move towards using polyolefins (about 30%) and
glass-glass configurations (about 30%) [35].
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CHAPTER 2: PHYSICS OF PV

2.1

PV Devices

The PV effect describes carrier generation that occurs when photons are absorbed by a semiconductor or insulator. Photons of sufficient energy will excite electrons and break them free from their
bonds. The minimum energy required is the bandgap energy of the semiconductor, or EG . Unlike
metals, semiconductors have quantized energy levels at which electrons cannot exist. Metals conduct so well because all energy levels available by the electrons in their atoms overlap; however,
semiconductors and insulators have regions with no overlap. The energy levels are differentiated
between available electron energy states for filling the valence shell and for use in conduction. Valence and conduction states are visually simplified to bands. Electrons either belong in the valence
band (VB) or they enter the conduction band (CB) upon excitement. The bandgap is practically
defined by the minimal energy and momentum necessary to excite an electron from the VB to
the CB. Materials whose VB peak is directly below the CB trough are considered direct bandgap
and only require energy (photons, for example) for optimum excitation; those that do not are indirect bandgap semiconductors and require both energy and momentum (photons and phonons) for
optimum excitation.
Silicon is considered here due to its overwhelming market share in the PV market. Silicon is
an indirect bandgap semiconductor with a EG of 1.12 eV, corresponding to a light wavelength
of about 1100 nm. Light of at least 1.12 eV (equal to or shorter than 1100 nm) will break an
electron free of its bond, exciting it from the VB to the CB. The electron leaves behind a positively
charged quasiparticle called a hole. A species, or dopant, can be deposited into a silicon wafer
to provide electric charge. Dopants substitute silicon in the lattice and ionize to provide a net
charge. Depending on the valency of the species, it provides a free electron (donor species) or a
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free hole (acceptor species). Wafers are classified by their doping as n-type or p-type for negatively
or positively charged doping, respectively.
To form a diode, a doped silicon wafer is compensationally doped with a species of opposite charge
to form a p-n or n-p junction (that is, for a homojunction, as heterojunctions will not be considered
here). For example, a p-type wafer is compensation doped with enough of an n-type species to
form an n-type region. Oppositely charged carriers neutralize each other through recombination
and form a space charge region (SCR) which consists of ionic cores. The regions on opposing
sides are quasi-neutral. The SCR acts as an insulating layer across which a potential exists. In
thermodynamic equilibrium, this potential generates an electric field that prevents carriers in the
quasi-neutral regions from diffusing across the junction. The charges at the edges of the SCR
provide a built-in voltage, while photogeneration provides current.

2.2

Carrier Dynamics

A completed PV cell consists of the diode with electrical contacts formed to extract carriers. An
ideal PV cell operating under ideal conditions is described by Shockley and Queisser [63] for light
at normal incidence to cell surface, perfect absorption, one-to-one photon to EHP generation (each
photon produces an EHP), no non-radiative recombination, and the cell is at room temperature.
Deviations from ideality are categorized as optical, resistive, and recombination losses. Optical
losses result in fewer photogenerated carriers while recombination and resistive losses result in
impeded carrier transport.
Carriers are impeded by crystal defects and recombination. Defects are in the form of dislocations,
grain boundaries, ionized impurities, and deep level impurities that act as recombination centers.
Dangling, or unsatisfied, bonds can form on wafer surfaces after sawing from a silicon ingot. The
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dangling silicon bonds act as trap states for carriers to be captured. Ionized impurities act in the
same way.
Recombination appears in three forms: radiative, Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH), and Auger. These
are illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Radiative recombination occurs when an electron in the CB combines
with a hole in the VB (emission, Fig. 2.11a) or an electron in the VB combines with a hole in
the CB (absorption, Fig. 2.11b). A photon is either emitted or absorbed to mediate the process.
SRH recombination occurs when electron or hole capture is mediated via a trap defect. Traps are
defects which introduce an occupiable energy state within the bandgap. Traps allow carriers to
more easily transition between states since the energy differences are smaller. This manifests as
electron capture (Fig. 2.12a), electron emission (Fig. 2.12b), hole capture (Fig. 2.12c), and hole
emission (Fig. 2.12d). Auger recombination requires three carriers and is more likely to occur in
semiconductors with high doping, high excess carrier concentration, and with small bandgaps with
large intrinsic carrier concentration. It occurs when the energy of a recombining pair is transferred
to a third carrier. Fig. 2.13a) shows the energy of an EHP recombining being transferred to
an electron in the CB. Fig. 2.13b) shows an electron in the CB recombining with a hole in the
VB, with the energy transferred to an electron for recombination with a hole in the VB. Auger
recombination is only considered in PV for high efficiency technologies.

2.3

Cell Interconnections

Metal contacts on the front and rear surfaces of the cell are used to collect carriers. Cells are wired
together to build voltage or current in a process called interconnection. Different cell interconnection technologies exist that influence performance differently. Different technologies attempt to
optimize loss mechanisms with cost and ease of manufacture. Ribbon tabbing is the most common cell interconnection technology and is discussed here (see Fig. 2.2 for a schematic). Most
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Figure 2.1: Recombination mechanisms in semiconductors: 1) radiative, 2) Shockley-Read-Hall,
and 3) Auger. Adapted from [2].

interconnection technologies involve front metallization of some kind on the cell surface. Resistance decreases with larger metal contact area, but the contact recombination increases and optical
shadowing losses reduce the light absorption.
A copper ribbon is soldered onto the front busbars of one cell and the rear surface of the adjacent
cell. The ribbon is "tinned" with a SnPb solder coating, as shown in the cross-section of the
interconnection in Fig. 2.2. Several pads of solder flux are applied along the front busbars and rear
surface to aid in solder joint formation (not shown in figure). An intermetallic compound (IMC)
is formed from the solder and busbar. This IMC effectively adds another material to the system
at present within a completed module, though the interaction of other materials in the module is
discussed in Chapter 5. The ribbon geometry, solder composition, and IMC influence the properties
of the final contact.
Thicker copper ribbons would decrease resistance without adding shadowing losses and contact
recombination; however, one model shows that thicker solder and thicker copper lead to greater
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of finished cell with closeup cross-section of metal contact. Component
sizes are not proportional. An intermetallic compound (IMC) forms between the SnPb solder and
Ag busbar.

fracture susceptibility while increasing ribbon width decreases it [64]. The model also shows that
for sufficiently thin solders, fracture susceptibility and crack propagation decrease with increasing
silver pad thickness. This presents a tradeoff between shadowing and recombination losses with
improved resistive performance.
Solder composition is typically 60 wt% Sn and 40 wt% Pb. Pb reduces melting temperature and
improves contact wettability on Ag. This leads to a reduction of voids and improves resistive
performance and reduces Joule heating. Removing Pb from solder naturally increases the voids;
however, the deleterious effect of creep in SnPb solders is greater than that of the voids with Pb-free
solder [65]. Removing Pb requires more aggressive fluxes which may negatively impact lamination
adhesion during module manufacture [62]. Despite the challenges in using Pb-free solders, they
have been shown to be more reliable than conventional PbSn under accelerated thermal cycling
[65].
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Alternative materials are considered for Pb. Replacing Pb with Zn showed that higher Zn concentrations promote IMC growth, consumption of Ag electrode, and reduced adhesion strength
[66]. One study showed that between SnAgPb, SnPb, and SnAgCu, the Pb-free solder had lower
contact angle (better wettability) but much higher IMC concentration at solder/busbar interface
which could lead to thermomechanical reliability issues [65]. IMCs formed using Pb-free solders
are stiffer because they pin and trap dislocation motion, while SnPb viscoplastically deforms due
to grain boundary sliding [62]. This leads to lower strain in thermal cycling compared to Pbcontaining solders. Lower strain is not necessarily positive, as the interconnection may fracture
more easily [64].
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CHAPTER 3: CHARACTERIZATION: A COMPREHENSIVE
APPROACH

Characterization is the process of describing something. Characterization can describe material
structure and properties, device performance, parameters for processing and its influence on materials and devices. It is the sister science to metrology, which describes measurement methods
in terms of precision, accuracy, and uncertainty. Both are intertwined, as one must characterize
processes to study metrology and must use metrology to validate characterization data.
The two most common characterization techniques in the PV industry are current-voltage (I-V) and
electroluminescence (EL) imaging. I-V data can be obtained at multiple irradiance levels while EL
images can be obtained using different bias levels. The current state of the art sequence involves an
I-V curve at one "sun" (1000 W /m2 ) irradiance and an EL image with the module biased at shortcircuit current ISC . One-sun conditions only represent a small percentage of the irradiance levels
the module would see in its installed lifetime. Performance at lower irradiances can distinguish
issues that do not appear at higher irradiances. EL imaging at lower bias levels can also distinguish
issues invisible to ISC images. While these techniques can be applied at the cell-level, they are
discussed in terms of module characterization.
The current state of the art provides much useful information; however, it is incomplete. The state
of the art lacks information of cell-level electrical performance, polymer components, thermal
profile, recombination, lifetime-injection, and irradiance-dependence performance. It also reduces
the accuracy of the resistances calculated using I-V by its lack of suns-VOC (open-circuit voltage)
data.
An expansion upon the current state of the art is proposed. This comprehensive approach examines
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a wider variety of performance characteristics, locates and defines defects, and describes how
defects affect performance. Example studies are given demonstrating the value of this approach.
In the remainder of this chapter, the techniques used are explained to highlight what performance
and degradation characteristics are detected in our comprehensive suite that are missed by the
current state of the art. The proposed suite includes other common techniques and expansions
upon one-sun I-V and EL at ISC . Appendix A gives a cost-benefit analysis of expanding to the
comprehensive suite.
A description is given of the characterization techniques in the state of the art and those used in
the proposed comprehensive suite. Three sections are given afterward to discuss the following: a
database with one-sun I-V and ISC EL images for over 1000 modules; a novel analysis technique
for deriving cell-level dark I-V data from EL images; and a machine learning algorithm for defect
detection in EL images. The database provides useful information on a wide variety of modules
with different exposure conditions using the state of the art of characterization. The EL image
analysis adds another dimension of information available from taking several images rather than
one or two. This provides a non-destructive method of resolving quantified performance metrics
for cells within a module. The machine learning algorithm uses data already obtained by the stateof-the-art EL imaging to provide quantifiable information on defect presence and location.

3.1

Characterization Techniques

3.1.1

Current-Voltage (I-V)

I-V data give the performance of a PV device under illumination. Testing conditions are standardized to one sun (1000 W /m2 ) incident irradiance of air mass 1.5 global (AM1.5G) spectrum, and
25◦ C device temperature. The one-sun condition comes from the average incident irradiance of
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sunlight on the earth’s surface, rounded up slightly from 960 W /m2 . AM1.5G refers to the spectrum of diffuse and direct sunlight passing through the atmosphere at about 41◦ above the horizon.
One-sun I-V is the most common characterization technique for PV and is necessary to examine
practical device performance. An example curve with performance parameters outlined is given
in Fig. 3.1. The curve is shown as current density J versus voltage to better illustrate optical
and recombination losses, though I-V is used in discussion. There are five primary parameters
extract from I-V curves: ISC , maximum power current IMP , maximum power PMP , maximum power
voltage VMP , and VOC .

η(%) =

PMP
,
GA

(3.1)

The PMP is the parameter of greatest interest as it defines the device output and can be used to
calculate efficiency η, as shown in Eq. 3.1, such that G is incident irradiance in W /m2 , and A is
device area in m2 . The PMP can be divided by the product of ISC and VOC to describe how "boxlike" the I-V is. This parameter is the fill factor FF and can be visualized in Fig. 3.1 as the area of
the smaller yellow rectangle divided by the larger black rectangle. FF is calculated using Eq. 3.2.
FF losses affect the entire curve and describe both resistive and recombination effects. FF losses
are visualized by the black area in Fig. 3.1.

FF =

IMPVMP
PMP
=
ISCVOC
ISCVOC

(3.2)

The orange area in Fig. 3.1 represents losses due to overall non-ideality. Recombination, represented as J0 , causes deviation from the Auger limit for VOC . This loss also represents carrier
selectivity issues in heterojunction devices. The deviation from an ideal maximum JSC or ISC is
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Figure 3.1: Sample J-V curve showing primary performance characteristics and losses labeled by
colored region.

shown in orange as optical and J0 losses. J0 can be split into J0 1 and J0 2, representing recombination in the bulk (diffusion region) and space charge region, respectively. The red area extending
from the ISC point represents losses due to shunt resistance RSH , which reduces current output. The
blue area extending from VOC represents losses due to series resistance RS , which reduces voltage
output. Both resistances can be obtained in numerous ways, but a straightforward albeit less accurate method is taking the negative inverse slope of the curve at the extreme points (ISC for RSH , VOC
for RS ). A characteristic resistance can be obtained using the inverse slope from the origin to PMP ,
though this is not to be confused with RS . The most accurate RS determination method requires
Suns-VOC data.
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One-sun I-V provides a detailed look at a PV device’s electrical performance; however, it does not
give a comprehensive view of performance in non-ideal conditions, such as intensities below one
sun. While PMP rises with increasing intensity, parameters such as efficiency and VMP typically
peak at intensities below one sun and then drop off. Parameter versus intensity data can distinguish different modes performance losses and give insight into the degradation modes occurring.
The shape of the performance versus intensity curves correspond to distinct degradation modes.
We have shown that RS degradation shifts this maximum performance peak to lower intensities
(interconnection breakages in [67]), while RSH degradation worsens lower-intensity performance
(cell fracture in [68]).

3.1.2

Suns-VOC

The Suns-VOC technique was first presented by Sinton et al. [69]. Data are obtained by measuring
VOC as a function of incident irradiance. This data can be converted into a pseudo-I-V curve.
The pseudo-I-V curve gives an idealized curve that is not affected by RS , since the only voltages
measured are open-circuit. These data can be used to give what has become known in the industry
as the most accurate resistance values. RS is calculated using VMP of the actual I-V, IMP , and
pseudo-voltage at I = IMP . RSH can be calculated using the slope of the pseudo-I-V curve near ISC .

pIi = ISC,i (1 − suns); pVi = VOC,i

(3.3)

Pseudo-I-V curves are shown with I-V curves at multiple irradiances in Fig. 3.2. Pseudo-I-V curves
are built using the VOC values and current points calculated using Eq. 3.3. Pseudo-I-V parameters
are used to decouple recombination issues from resistive. For example, a low FF could be due to
recombination and/or resistive effects. If pFF is high, then the issue is primarily resistive, since
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pFF is what the FF would be in an ideal device with no RS .
Suns-VOC is also used to obtain effective carrier lifetime as a function of excess carrier density, or
τe f f − ∆n. This gives information on the device’s recombination properties.



(JSC − J)(NA + ∆n)τe f f
kT
,
V − RS J =
ln
q
qW n2i

(3.4)

τe f f is calculated using Eq. 3.4, such that k is Boltzmann’s constant, q is elementary charge, T is
temperature in Kelvin, NA is doping concentration, W is cell thickness, and ni is intrinsic carrier
concentration (typically estimated at 1010 ). Suns-VOC can be used to show the relationship between
lifetime-doping (τxNA ), and pseudo-VMP , τxNA and efficiency, doping NA and pVMP , τ@VMP and
pVMP [70]. This information shows how doping and lifetime influence VMP .

3.1.3

Electroluminescence (EL) Imaging

EL imaging operates under the principle of radiative recombination. A power supply biases the
PV device to inject carriers. Carriers recombine radiatively to emit photons. EL is emitted as
a spectrum of wavelengths with a maximum peak corresponding to the bandgap of the emitting
material (Si, around 1100 nm). For EL imaging, sensors register the photons as signal and convert
it into an image that can be used for qualitative inspection or quantitative analysis. Cameras must
use filters to prevent non-EL emitted photons from contributing to signal.
Qualitatively, EL imaging gives an X-ray into the PV device (see examples in Fig. 3.2). It has been
used for decades as a visual tool to inspect for issues in manufacturing and in the field. EL imaging
displays features invisible to the naked eye. Hardware, environment, and camera settings influence
image quality which influence feature visibility. Factors that contribute to EL image quality are
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described in [71]. EL features represent resistive and recombination effects, so photoluminescence
(PL) imaging can be used to decouple resistive from recombination effects, since PL imaging
shows recombination but not resistive effects.
The most common bias condition is ISC current. The state of the art uses ISC current and sometimes
also uses 0.1ISC . High-injection (ISC ) images show RS and severe RSH effects, while low-injection
(0.1ISC ) images do not show RS but show RSH effects. Clearly visible RS issues include interconnection corrosion and disconnection, front grid interruptions, improper contact formation, bulk
resistance effects, and fracture-induced RS effects. RSH issues such as potential induced degradation (PID), emitter punch-through, faulty edge isolation, and fracture-induced RSH effects. Besides
these defects, EL imaging also shows dislocation clusters, severe encapsulant delamination, and
fractures. Qualitative inspection is an essential part of maintaining high-quality in PV device
manufacturing, but quantitative metrics allow finer detail in tracking performance throughout the
manufacturing process and field degradation.
The past 15 years has seen tremendous growth in the capabilities and sophistication of EL imaging.
Quantitative EL image analysis techniques have been developed to extract device properties and
performance using the pixel intensities of the images. Previous work has used EL imaging to
obtain carrier diffusion length [72, 73, 74, 75, 76], and RS and J0 [74, 77, 78, 79]. Castañeda
et al. examined losses in ISC , PMP , VOC as a function of active EL area [80], and cell operating
voltage [81]. Schneller et al. used the inactive EL area to track PMP loss as a function of cell
fracture area [82]. Bedrich et al. used the logarithmic ratio of two EL images to track PMP loss
as a set of modules underwent potential induced degradation [83]. Kropp et al. calculates RS
and PMP loss from two EL images [84]. Fuyuki and Kitiyanan obtained EL at largely different
temperatures and subtracted the two to obtain images showing defect regions [85, 86]. Fruehauf
and Turek used ratios of EL intensities between pairs of cells and obtained both ideality factors and
recombination factors [87]. Raguse et al. obtained VOC values from several thin film devices using
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EL [88]. El-Hajje et al. mapped current transport efficiency, bifaciality, and RS [89]. Hinken et
al. mapped RS [90] and Köntges et al. calculated RS per cell [91]. Breitenstein et al. obtained RS ,
J0 , parallel conductance, and displayed strong Ohmic shunts [79]. Fuyuki et al. calculated VOC ,
diffusion length, and ideality factor [76]. Li et al. builds pixel level dark I-V curves by taking the
EL-derived voltages and using them in a model for pixel level current [92]. We have developed a
technique similar to that of Li et al. and is described in detail in Chapter 3.3.
Machine learning is another tool that can be used for qualitative and quantitative analysis. Segmentation can quickly determine which defects are present and user-developed metrics can distinguish
defect severity. A machine learning model and EL image dataset are presented in Chapter 3.4,
along with background on machine learning in EL analysis. Machine learning eliminates the need
for someone to manually inspect images. Manual inspection is a time-consuming process that can
easily lead to errors from fatigue and subjective interpretation from inspector to inspector. Defect
statistics point to common issues in sets of modules which can be used to fine tune manufacturing processes. Understanding prevalent issues gives the industry guidance on what to focus on to
improve device state of the art.

3.1.4

IR Thermography

Steady-state infrared (IR) thermography imaging is widely used in field surveys. An example
IR image is shown in Fig. 3.2. IR imaging is mostly used to locate local shunts, poor solder
bonds, and cell mismatch. Loose and corroded module leads and overheating junction boxes appear
clearly in IR. Cells in front of a junction box operate at higher temperatures and lead to accelerated
degradation, as shown in [93]. IR can display modules that are open-circuited or short-circuited as
well as substrings that are not operational [94].
I-V curves will have a step if there is significant cell mismatch. A substring deactivation (or, bypass
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Figure 3.2: The state of the art for characterization consists of illuminated I-V at one sun and one
EL image at ISC bias current. The proposed comprehensive characterization suite consists of: right
yellow rectangle, I-V at multiple irradiances and pseudo-I-V from Suns-VOC , I-V parameters as a
function of irradiance, τe f f − ∆n from Suns-VOC ; the blue rectangle, UVF and IR images; the green
rectangle, multi-injection EL images, defect segmentation using machine learning, and cell dark
I-V and parameter maps from EL image analysis; bottom red rectangle, micro-analysis techniques
including SEM, EDS, XPS, and XPS versus etching depth.
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diode activation) will show in the I-V curve as a reduction in voltage. While I-V can show that this
occurs, IR imaging can locate these cells or the deactivated substring(s). PID shunting can display
in EL at the most common injection level (ISC ) if sufficiently severe, and will display at 0.1ISC ,
though low injection is not commonly performed. IR at different outdoor lighting conditions will
display PID shunting at low illumination.

3.1.5

UV Fluorescence (UVF) Imaging

UVF imaging is a non-destructive and non-contact technique used to identify encapsulant or backsheet degradation. Encapsulant degradation, particularly discoloration, can be visually measured
under UV irradiation using digital camera sensors [95, 96, 97]. Encapsulant fluorescence can extend into visible and even near-infrared regions, depending on the encapsulant chemistry [6].
UVF can detect cracks due to the ingress of oxygen through the opening [4, 5]. This oxygen can
react to photobleach the regions and darken the UVF signature. The width of the darkened region
along the crack corresponds to the age of the crack. This is an advantage over EL imaging, which
can determine crack type and influence on performance, but gives no transient information. EL
cannot display cracks underneath the busbar while UVF does [4, 5]. Other issues that UVF can
detect are contact corrosion/delamination [5, 96], hotspots, delamination, field repairs, and surplus
interconnection solder flux [96].
The two most common features are ring and square patterns. Square patterns are shown in Fig.
3.2. Older modules tend to display square patterns, as the encapsulants and backsheets contain UV
absorbing additives [5]. These additives fluoresce, while the dark perimeter is the result of photobleaching over time. Time does influence the depth of the pattern but is not necessarily indicative
of exposure time. We have observed modules installed for less than four years exhibit smaller
square patterns than modules installed in the same location for 10 years (10 year-old modules in
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Fig. 3.2). Some newer front encapsulants are made to be transparent to UV light and have fewer
UV absorbing additives. The additives in the rear encapsulant diffuse to the front. Competing
photobleaching effects and fluorescing additives drive the ring deeper into the center of the cell
[96].

3.1.6

Micro-Analysis Techniques

Sections of modules can be destructively obtained for closer analysis on the material level. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) gives information on topology and chemical contrast, but it is
most often used for topological studies in PV. SEM can clearly detect voids in contacting, material
layering, and particulates. Fig. 3.2 shows an SEM image with openings at the Ag/Si interface due
to glass layer degradation.
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) identifies chemicals across a large area (micron level).
EDS is useful for mapping chemicals on surfaces, such as tin migration due to damp heat degradation [98]. Fig. 3.2 shows three different gridlines with various elements mapped onto the surface.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) also gives the chemistry of a surface, but it collects information from closer to the surface and can identify compounds and elements with greater detail.
XPS gives oxidation states as well as chemical species present. This can help identify possible
chemical reactions which correlate to degradation mechanisms. Fig. 3.2 shows example XPS
spectra, and XPS chemical map corresponding to an optical microscope image of the same region,
and XPS results as a function of etching time (corresponding to depth into the surface). XPS depth
profiling is challenging for textured surfaces like PV cells, but differences in species concentration
indicates layers within the device.
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3.2

UCF/FSEC ERC I-V and EL Database

3.2.1

Overview

Incremental improvements to PV technology are possible insofar as reliable data are available.
There is a lack of publicly available datasets in the PV community containing information about
module performance. This prompted us to consolidate a dataset of I-V characteristics and EL images obtained at the FSEC Energy Research Center (ERC). An example I-V curve and a sample
EL image is shown in the state of the art section in 3.2. This dataset includes over 1000 c-Si
modules of various architectures (framed G/G, frameless G/G, G/BS), cell technologies (Al-BSF,
PERC, PERT, HIT, CIGS, CIS, CdTe, CdS/CdTe), interconnection schemes (monolithic, ribbon
tabbed with 2-5 busbars, shingled, soldered wire, laminated wire), and monocrytalline and multicrystalline, cell sizes (shingles, tiles, half-cell, full), and exposure protocols (outdoor, accelerated
testing) are included. Relevant module information (metadata) is included that could be used to
examine possible correlations between performance and technology.
The information provided on each data entry is broadly categorized into module technology, exposure conditions, performance characteristics, and measurement metadata. Module technology
includes cell technology, interconnection scheme, relevant geometrical dimensions, and available
information on the bill of materials (BOM). Exposure conditions give the state of the module and
are classified into outdoor exposure (with time of exposure), accelerated stress testing, and no
exposure. The measured I-V and nameplate-rated I-V parameters give the module performance
characteristics. Metadata gives location of measurements and relevant settings.
Actual performance and nameplate rating can be correlated to exposure conditions and module
technology to find trends in degradation. Data can be binned to distinguish common performance
losses for different module technologies. For example, a study of monocrystalline Al-BSF versus
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multicrystalline Al-BSF could reveal patterns in performance losses specific to one crystallinity
than the other. Degradation of modules in the field can be compared to the same technology
exposed to stress testing to evaluate field relevance of stress testing protocols. For example, our
work has shown that damp heat testing beyond 1,000 hours is more relevant to failures in the field
than the industry has previously believed [98].

3.2.2

Data Reliability

Reliable data are necessary to ensure accurate conclusions can be drawn. EL reliability is ensured
because the camera is stationary, working distance is constant, and the lens and filter does not
change.
Several factors influence I-V data reliability. Day-to-day variability, seasonality, system maintenance, and solar simulator performance. A solar simulator has three primary measures of quality
according to the IEC 60904-9 standard: spectral class, uniformity, and temporal stability of irradiance. The light source and a filter (if added) provide the spectral class of the simulator. Temporal
stability describes deviations of light intensity over time and is provided by the manufacturer of
the light source. The uniformity describes how evenly the light is distributed across the surface of
the device under test and is determined using a 64-pixel map. The FSEC ERC uses a Sinton Instruments FMT-350 for illuminated I-V with a class A non-uniformity (below 2%), class A temporal
stability, and spectral class C (class A until mid-2019).
A set of 15 modules of different cell and interconnection technologies (multicrystalline and monocrystalline Al-BSF, HIT, IBC and ribbon tabbed, shingled, back-contact) and sizes (48 to 72 full-sized
cells) are measured once a month; a subset of these is measured every week. Over the system’s operation, some maintenance events have influenced the measurements; however, statistical process
control (SPC) data reveal that variability does not significantly change for PMP and improves for
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Figure 3.3: Statistical process control charts for the FSEC ERC Sinton FMT-350 flash tester. Each
color point represents an individual module. 11 modules are represented until May 2019, then two
were added. Two more were added November 2019, giving a total of 15 modules. For each
module, ISC and PMP data are normalized to the median of all data points. Red dashed lines
represent ±3% variability; green dashed lines, ±1%; blue, ±0.5%. Vertical black dashed lines
represent maintenance events.

ISC (Fig. 3.3).
Data to the left of the first vertical line (before mid-2018; see Fig. 3.3) were obtained while
calibrating the system to PMP and using a class A filter. All data to the right of the first vertical line
(after mid-2018) used ISC for calibration. The primary focus of the FSEC ERC is studying module
degradation, so long-term stability is critical; therefore, improving day-to-day variability drove
the decision behind changing the calibration parameter from PMP to ISC . The system is calibrated
according to the performance of a calibrated reference module. The system calibration process
defines one-sun (1000 W /m2 ) conditions based on the PMP or ISC of the reference module. Module
measurements performed after changing calibration technique did not exhibit strong variability, as
shown by the points in between both vertical black dashed lines in Fig. 3.3. The outlier points
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within this region are due to improper calibration. The data on the right of the second vertical line
(after mid-2019) in Fig. 3.3 were obtained after removing the A class filter from the light source.
The lack of data from mid-2018 to mid-2019 make it difficult to discern how removing the filter
influenced variability.
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3.3

Cell-Level Characterization from Module EL Image Analysis

3.3.1

Introduction

Many groups have contributed significantly to advancing the state of the art for EL image analysis. A wealth of knowledge on PV device physics and performance is obtainable by analyzing
EL response thanks to these advances. A review of these works is present in Section 3.1.3. Another contribution is presented called "EL sweep," since we "sweep" through several EL images
of increasing bias currents for our analysis. For the EL sweep technique, an operating voltage is
obtained for each cell using the method described in [81], and the bias current is assumed to be
equal through each cell. A current, voltage point is obtained for each cell in the image and a dark
I-V curve is obtained from the series of images.
Our technique has been used to show resistive and recombination degradation in a field of silicon
heterojunction modules installed in cold and dry climate [93]. It revealed accelerated degradation
at the cell directly in front of the junction box, presumably due to elevated temperature effects.
Another study displayed the resistive and recombination degradation of one monocrystalline AlBSF module, taken from a field of the same vintage, in hot and humid climate [99]. An evaluation
of the influence of interconnection failure on ribbon tabbed modules includes this technique and is
described in detail in Chapter 6.1 taken from reference [67]. Studies in Sections 6.4, 6.3, and 6.5
display this technique. A recent study on a system of five different cell technologies is presented
in this work.
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3.3.2

Theory

A discussion of the theory behind the EL sweep technique is given with the equations used to
calculate the cell voltages. A detailed discussion of how the equations were derived is found in
reference [81].
The EL intensity at pixel (i, j) is denoted by φ (i, j) and is proportional to the pixel voltage V (i, j),
as shown in Eq. 3.5. This applies to all practical cases for which voltages are much higher than
thermal voltage VT . A calibration constant, or scaling factor, C(i, j), has been used as it appears in
[81]. For this reason, it appears in Eq. 3.5; however, this constant disappears when simplifying the
final equation for calculating cell operating voltage and is therefore not used in our analysis.


V (i, j)
, f orV (i, j) >> VT
φ (i, j) = C(i, j) exp
VT


(3.5)

n , is calculated as shown in Eq. 3.6. V
The cell’s operating voltage, Vop
mod corresponds to the

voltage bias across the module. N is the number of cells in series. The maximum pixel intensity,
n , is used for voltage calculation because pixel brightness has a typically inverse relationship
φmax

to RS , so a bright pixel should correspond to a region of low resistance. This approximation
works well even for instances which show bright pixels due to highly resistive surrounding regions
(e.g., interconnection failure leading to current crowding). The first term in Eqs. 3.6 and 3.7
corresponds to the cell voltage apart from external resistance factors; the second term corrects
the cell voltage for external resistance factors by looking at the difference between the voltage
across the entire module and the sum of the cell voltages, averaged for all cells in the module.
External resistance includes the effects of ribbon length between cells, junction box wiring, lead
and connector resistances. These calculations are performed for each cell within a module image.
This is repeated for each module image obtained at different bias currents to build a dark I-V curve
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for each cell.
Using the equations in reference [81], an expanded operating voltage equation can be obtained as
shown by,

φn
n
Vop
= VT,n ln max
C




1
+
N

N

Vmod −VT ln ∑

n=1



n
φmax
C

!
(3.6)

Equation 3.6 can be simplified to remove the calibration constant C, leaving the following equation
for calculating operating cell voltage,

n
Vop
= Vn +

Vmod − ∑ Vn
n
, f orVn = VT,n ln (φmax
(i, j))
N

3.3.3

(3.7)

Method

A schematic visualizes the EL sweep process in Fig. 3.4. First, an image is read to obtain the
pixel values of the raw image. An image without bias can be obtained at the same exposure time
as an exposed image for dark frame subtraction (DFS) if desired (see Section 3.3.5.2). If multiple
exposure times are used in the set of images, the pixel values are scaled to a factor of the longest
exposure time divided by the image exposure time (e.g., if there is a 30s and a 120s image, the 30s
image pixels will be multiplied by 120/30 = 4). Each cell is parsed from the module image and
the highest 1% pixel values are filtered out from analysis to help account for noise (see Section
3.3.5.1). The operating cell voltage is calculated using the equations described in Section 3.3.2.
This process is repeated for each module image. Once finished, a completed dark I-V curve for
each cell is generated.
These curves can be analyzed to extract performance characteristics, such as using the two diode
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Figure 3.4: a) EL images are obtained at increasing bias currents. For each image, the luminescence response is converted into a cell operating voltage for each image while the current is
assumed constant for each cell in series. b) The bias current and operating voltages build a dark
I-V curve for each cell. c) The dark I-V data are analyzed to give performance characteristics as
mapped here.

curve fitting software developed by Suckow et al. [3]. The settings used here for the curve fitting
software are as follows: two diode model, set n1 = 1 and n2 = 2 for physically representative results,
leave the remaining parameters variable, set residuals to relative, root mean square error RMSE =
0.01.

3.3.4

Experiment Setup and Design

This section considers several factors which influence EL image quality: camera setup and settings,
environment, and experiment design. The aspects of camera setup are camera sensor, filters, lenses,
and working distance. Working distance is approximately constant in all measurements here. The
camera settings are ISO, exposure time, and aperture (f-stop). Considerations for the environment
include background illumination and temperature. Experiment design consists of choosing the
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number of images to obtain, bias conditions, and exposure times to use per image.

3.3.4.1

Camera Setup

Three sensor technologies are examined: scientific complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(sCMOS), digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) CMOS, and cooled silicon charge-coupled device
(CCD). A single pristine module was measured using cameras with these sensors and two measurement circuits: one for the DSLR CMOS and CCD (circuit A), and another for the sCMOS
(circuit B). Circuit A recorded a current and voltage value and opened the camera shutter once the
desired bias was applied. Circuit B took average current and voltage values and opened the shutter
as the power supply started applying the desired bias. Since the power supply takes time to reach
the desired bias condition, the low voltages measured during this time drove the average voltage
values lower. The time it takes to reach the required bias scales with the bias level, so higher currents (and consequently voltages) drive the average voltage even lower. Therefore, the voltage and
current values for the sCMOS images are underestimated.
The cell dark I-V curves obtained using EL image analysis are compared to direct measurements
via four-point cell probing (i.e., Kelvin sensing) as shown in Fig. 3.5. Fig. 3.5 shows that the
values obtained from EL images closely approximate those from direct probing. The lower values
obtained using the sCMOS is attributed primarily to the voltage measurement method used in
circuit B. The similarity between probed dark I-V and EL extracted dark I-V reveal that there is no
apparent difference in data obtained using different Si-based sensors.
Optical filters and lenses are other aspects of camera setup that are considered. For the CCD
camera, three filter configurations were used: an 850 nm longpass filter, a 950 nm longpass filter,
and a combination using both filters. The parameters extracted from the dark I-V curves were
compared to those obtained from the probed dark I-V. The RS values do not differ from each other
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Figure 3.5: Cell-level dark I-V curves obtained via EL sweep on the same module using three
different camera technologies: CCD, DSLR CMOS, and sCMOS. The dark I-V curves derived
from EL sweep are compared to those from direct four-point cell probing. The curves for all 60
cells within the module are shown. An EL image at 1ISC displays the general homogeneity of
luminescence across the module.

and are approximately equal to illuminated RS . Both recombination exponential prefactors J01 and
J02 very slightly increased with increasing filter strength (i.e., 850 nm and 950 nm > 950 nm > 850
nm). Using the 850 nm filter provided J01 and J02 values closest to those obtained from probed dark
I-V. Overall, less aggressive optical filtering seems to marginally improve recombination parameter
accuracy (comparing to probed measurements) while retaining accuracy in RS .
One concern may be that these results are skewed because a constant pixel filter is applied for
each optical filtering condition. This would theoretically remove a greater proportion of true signal
photons for aggressive optical filtering conditions. Doing so would arbitrarily reduce the maximum
pixel value used for voltage calculation and thus underestimate operating voltage. Pixel filters of
0.1%, 0.5%, and 1% were used on the three image sets and showed no difference in extracted
parameters. This shows that the pixel filters did not directly underestimate voltages with respect to
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the optical filters’ influence on signal.
An InGaAs camera was used with two different lenses: narrow angle and wide angle. The wide angle lens led to minor vignetting and lens distortion artifacts. Both artifacts yield disproportionately
low pixel values in the corner cells (leading to underestimating voltage) and disproportionately
high pixel values in the center cells (leading to overestimating voltage). The narrow angle lens has
little to no vignetting nor lens distortion. Despite these artifacts in the wide angle lens, most of
the dark I-V curves overlapped with those from the narrow angle lens images. It is likely that the
lens distortion was not severe enough to give substantially different results from the narrow angle
lens. There were some lower cell voltages using the wide angle lens and very few were higher than
when using the narrow angle lens. Overall, results from the wide angle lens did not differ strongly
from the narrow angle lens largely due to the small degree of vignetting and lens distortion. This
may not be the case for all wide angle lenses.

3.3.4.2

Camera Settings

The pristine module used in Fig. 3.5 was imaged with the DSLR CMOS camera using the ISO
values and exposure times outlined in Table 3.1. Higher ISO levels reduce the necessary sensor
exposure time. Fig. 3.6a shows no significant differences in results using different ISO levels.
There is a deviation of the cell dark I-V curves at higher injection levels using 28 images versus
6. This is attributed to the temperature effects from module heating during the longer 28-image
experiment. The influence of temperature and number of images to obtain are discussed in more
detail in Section 3.3.4.4.
Aperture was varied for the same module while maintaining an ISO of 800 and using 30s and 10s
exposure times for low (< 0.25ISC ) and high (> 0.25ISC ) injections, respectively. Fig. 3.6b shows
that largely different apertures give consistent results that are close to the probed values. The most
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Table 3.1: Experiment details for changing camera settings. Maximum exposure time used for bias
currents < 0.25ISC ; one third of the maximum is used for bias currents > 0.25ISC . *Values include
software processing time.
Number of Images
28
6
6
6
6

ISO
200
200
400
800
1600

Maximum Exposure Time (s)
30
30
15
15
3

Experiment Time* (min)
31
6
4
4
2

notable difference between the different apertures is that the voltage spread narrows as the f-stop
increases (i.e., as the aperture narrows). Fewer photons strike the sensor when the aperture is
narrow, so the amount of noise pixels reduces at a greater rate than the reduction of signal pixels.
I.e., as the aperture narrows, noise is reduced more than signal. The reduced noise results in a
smaller spread of voltages.
Aperture was also varied for ten modules representing three interconnection technologies and four
module vintages (make, model, bill of materials). Each were imaged using apertures of f4 and
f8. The RS , J01 , and J02 were extracted from the dark I-V data using the curve-fitting software
described in [3]. There were no significant differences in the dark I-V curves and performance
characteristics between images obtained using f4 and f8 apertures.

3.3.4.3

Environment

External light and temperature are considered in an EL imaging environment. It is best to have an
environment with minimal light to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Unfiltered noise is
read as signal regardless of whether or not the cell region is emitting EL. Noise can also increase
the pixel values of regions which are emitting legitimate EL. We investigated the influence of
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Figure 3.6: a) EL sweeps using different ISO levels were obtained and compared to the probed dark
I-V. There is little difference between using many (28) images and few (6). The deviation above
1/2ISC is due to temperature effects from prolonged current injection. b) EL sweeps at ISO800 for
different aperture sizes and exposure times of 30s and 10s for low (< 0.25ISC ) and high (> 0.25ISC )
injections, respectively.

covering the doorway of our dark room with a black tarp to prevent more external light from
entering. This room is already sufficiently dark to prevent much of the light from entering. EL
sweeps are obtained with and without the tarp and the extracted dark I-V closely approximate the
probed cell dark I-V in both cases, as shown in Fig. 3.7. This suggests that there is a very low level
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of noise entering the room when no tarp is used. The voltage variability decreases when using a
tarp; however, the uncertainty in measuring module voltage may overlap this spread. The module
is pristine and is not expected to have much variation in cell performance (cf. the EL images in
Fig. 3.5), as is consistent with the results.

Figure 3.7: Pristine module measured using CCD camera and f4 aperture. EL analysis used a 1%
filter. Points with triangles denote that the measurement was taken with a noise suppressing tarp in
the dark room; crosses, no tarp; stars, dark I-V data from direct cell probing.

While external temperature controls are important to keep the environment consistent throughout
the experiment, Joule heating due to bias current influences the images and measured module
voltage to a much greater degree. One method to minimize Joule heating effects is to increase the
time in between images so the module can cool, although this is only useful if many (15) images
are obtained. While the time under bias is the critical factor and not the number of images, 15
serves as a practical rule of thumb. Section 3.3.4.4 describes that only 6 images are necessary for
high-quality results.
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Another method is to use shorter exposure times. Older modules and degraded modules may
require the use of higher ISO values to reduce necessary exposure time. Care must be taken not
to increase ISO to extreme levels or noise will become an issue. ISO levels of up to 1600 are
used without detriment to the results (see Fig. 3.6a). A wider aperture may also be used to reduce
exposure time with no detriment to results (see Fig. 3.6b). Joule heating is not a concern if a very
sensitive sensor technology is used, such as InGaAs, whose exposure times are in the micro- to
milliseconds range. A simpler and more desirable method to minimizing heating is to take fewer
images. It is shown in Section 3.3.4.4 that few images are required to obtain cell dark I-V while
minimizing temperature effects.

3.3.4.4

Experiment Design

EL sweep measurements were performed in as little time as 2 minutes (see Table 3.1), with possible
improvements involving more sensitive sensors or better-optimized software. Fig. 3.6a shows
that sets of six images give results that are very close to the probed cell dark I-V. The prolonged
time under bias for the 28-image set (31 minutes) induced more substantial Joule heating effects
as shown by the deviation from the EL sweep result above 1/2ISC . Temperature effects scale
with time and do not substantially influence the analysis for short exposure times, as illustrated
by the six-minute EL imaging sequence shown by the diamond data points in Fig. 3.6a. The
number of images, average bias, SNR, and exposure times should be considered when designing
an experiment to minimize temperature effects. If temperature effects are non-negligible, pixel
intensities can be corrected using the method outlined in Section 3.3.5.3.
Each of the curves in the datasets of six images using ISO200, 28 images using ISO200, and
probed (all shown in Fig. 3.6a), were analyzed using the curve fitting software presented in [3].
The parameters compared are J01 , J02 , and RS . Each dataset is normalized to the data obtained
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from illuminated I-V and Suns-VOC . Fig. 3.8 shows that a large difference in images does not
critically change the results. The probed dataset has 26 points per cell and is most similar to the
28-image dataset. The only notable difference between the three datasets is the higher RS using six
images. Though the six image dataset gave the highest RS values, the values were closest to the
illuminated condition. The values were normalized to the illuminated module RS , giving a mean
of 0.997 ± 0.108 (three standard deviations). Each dataset closely approximated the illuminated
condition with the six-image dataset performing the best overall.
The results from EL are compared to probed data on a cell-by-cell basis in Fig. 3.9. EL-derived
performance characteristics are plotted against those obtained from probed dark I-V. One outlier
cell is omitted from analysis. The strongest correlation is shown for J02 (adjusted R2 = 0.782).
J01 has a weak correlation (adj-R2 = 0.430) while RS has no correlation (adj-R2 = 0.024). This
lack of correlation is strongly driven by the wide variability in RS values obtained from the probed
measurements, possibly due to inconsistent contact strength between the probe and cell rear ribbon.
Another RS value was obtained using the inverse slope of a linear regression fit to the dark I-V
curves within specific current ranges. Several ranges were attempted but the strongest correlation
was achieved using values from 1/8ISC -1ISC (adj-R2 = 0.456). This is a substantial improvement
albeit still a low correlation. These slope RS values are nearly double the values obtained from
illuminated I-V. In this case, RS values were obtained that more closely correspond to the cell
performance while sacrificing correlation to illuminated performance.
Another comparison shows that despite correlation strength, the values obtained from EL tend
to be fairly close to those from probed dark I-V. By comparing the ratios of EL-derived dark IV parameters to those from probed measurements, J01 from EL is 1.04 ± 0.250 (three standard
deviations from here on) of probed results, J02 is 0.934 ± 0.179, RS is 1.258 ± 0.120, and slope RS
is 1.159 ± 0.080. The improvement in RS using the slope method is apparent in its reduced mean
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(closer to unity) and reduced standard deviation.
The final consideration for experiment design is bias condition. A maximum current not much
higher than 1ISC , such as 1.1ISC , is recommended. For the six image datasets, ISC fractions of 0.01,
0.05, 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, and 1 were used. No images nor dark I-V points below 0.05A or above 1ISC are
used.

3.3.5

3.3.5.1

Settings and Voltage Corrections

Pixel Filter Settings

A pixel value filter is applied to account for noise. Firstly, a saturation filter is applied to remove
pixel values that saturate the sensor. Then, a 1% filter is applied as suggested in reference [81]. The
filter removes the highest 1% of pixel values from analysis for each cell in the EL image. Using
no filter introduces noise pixel values that increases some cell voltage values far beyond what is
shown in the rest of the cells, as shown in Fig. 3.10 and in reference [99]. The method becomes
unstable and unpredictable when no filter is used. The limitation to using a filter is that signal
pixels are most likely filtered and the true highest pixel value (used for voltage calculation) may
be removed from calculations. We attempted using 0.01% and 0.05% filters to try minimizing this
risk. Filters of 5% and 10% were used to see if the amount of signal being filtered substantially
influences the results. Results are compared to those from using a 1% filter.
Fig. 3.10a shows the results from the pristine module and Fig. 3.10b shows the results from a
module exposed to 3,200 hours of damp heat (85◦ C, 85% relative humidity). There is no difference between the cell dark I-V curves for filters at and above 0.5%. There are some overestimated
voltages when using the 0.01% filter because it does not consistently filter out noise pixels. The
results suggest that filter percentages within the range of 0.5-10% are appropriate; however, it is
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Figure 3.8: Performance characteristics obtained using EL derived cell dark I-V and directly
probed cell I-V using different numbers of images. Probed data give 26 data points per cell. Each
box represents 60 cells and are normalized to the values obtained from illuminated I-V and SunsVOC . For example, J01,n /J01,ill is the dark J01 normalized to illuminated J01,n .
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Figure 3.9: Performance characteristics from EL-derived dark I-V are plotted against those from
probed measurements. Plots a-c show analysis results using the method in [3]. Plot d) shows
results from taking the inverse slope of the dark I-V using values in the range of 1/8ISC -1ISC . This
range gave the strongest correlation between EL and probed dark I-V characteristics. One outlier
cell was omitted from the analysis. The parameters and adjusted R2 values for each plot are a) J01
and 0.782, b) J02 and 0.430, c) RS and 0.024, d) slope RS and 0.456, respectively. A y = x line is
plotted in each figure (out of view in d).

best to minimize how many pixels are removed from analysis so that less signal is removed. It is
for this reason that lower values are recommended. Using a 1% filter, we have obtained consistent results across a wide variety of module technologies (e.g., different cell sizes, technologies,
wafer crystallinities, module packaging schemes, full versus half-cells, number of cells) and exposure conditions (accelerated ageing, outdoor exposure, pristine). This is not to say that lower
percentages are unreliable, as others have used a 0.1% filter to obtain good results [77, 99].
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Figure 3.10: EL sweep results using different pixel filters for a) a pristine module and b) a module
after 3,200 hours of damp heat (85◦ C at 85% relative humidity) exposure.

3.3.5.2

Dark Frame Subtraction (DFS)

A common technique in EL image processing for increasing SNR is DFS. A "dark frame" is an
image obtained using the same exposure time as an EL image. It contains external noise and
thermal sensor noise data. An EL image is subtracted by a dark frame image. DFS is commonly
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used to minimize effects from environmental light, thermal sensor noise, and artifacts in the image
like a mark on the lens. In all the cases we have examined (different modules, camera sensors,
exposure times), DFS increases the spread of voltage values.
The results suggest that the DFS is over-correcting the pixel values and the voltages consequently
are underestimated. It was expected that pixel values better represent actual signal rather than
noise after DFS. Therefore, the images were reanalyzed using DFS and less aggressive pixel filters
(0.01%, 0.5%) to try minimizing signal cutoff. The results did not change except that the 0.01%
filter leads to overestimated voltages. This is consistent to what is shown by the 0.01% points (red
triangles) in Fig. 3.10.

3.3.5.3

Voltage Correction

The measurement circuit introduces external resistance effects that influence the voltages measured. The degree to which circuit resistance influences EL sweep is questionable, as Fig. 3.8
shows probed and EL image-extracted performance parameters that are equal or almost equal to
illuminated measurements. I-V and pseudo-I-V are used to calculate RS , so the circuit resistance
does not influence the illuminated RS we obtain for comparison to dark measurements. Nevertheless, if one desires to correct for voltage, the circuit resistance can be calculated using the total
length of wire, wire gauge, and a chart giving resistance per unit length. The following equation
can be used to calculate the corrected voltage:

Vc = V +

IxRS,c
,
N

(3.8)

for Vc is corrected voltage, V is the calculated voltage before correction, I is the measured current at
voltage V , RS,c is the circuit series resistance, and N is the number of cells in series. The influence
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of circuit resistance is distributed to all cells within the module. Apply equation 3.8 to every cell
voltage.

3.3.5.4

Temperature Correction

Temperature correction is only recommended if more than 15 images are obtained or the device
under test will experience prolonged bias. Temperature is assumed homogeneous throughout the
entire module. While temperature is often distributed heterogeneously, temperature corrections
may still lead to better approximations. Since it is neither beneficial nor advantageous to perform
an imaging experiment long enough to experience detrimental temperature effects, temperature
correction is often unnecessary. The correction is performed as outlined in equation 3.9.



Tm − Tc
,
Vc = V 1 +
Tm

(3.9)

for Vc is corrected voltage, V is the calculated voltage before correction, Tm is the measured temperature, and Tc is the temperature to which the data is corrected. Temperature values must be
converted to Kelvin.

3.3.6

Applications

We examine the degradation of a set of modules of five different technologies: monocrystalline
Al-BSF, multicrystalline Al-BSF, monocrystalline PERC, IBC, and heterojunction with intrinsic
thin-film (HIT). Each module shown in Fig. 3.11 is installed at the FSEC ERC in Cocoa, FL, and
has been connected to microinverters for three years. The PMP values measured tend to fall within
the system uncertainty, such that the only modules that certainly degraded in performance are mul-
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Figure 3.11: Each boxplot represent the cells within each module. Data shown for outdoor exposures of one year, two years, and three years. Parameters are a) J01 , b) J02 , and c) RS . Each cross
is the illuminated parameter measured for each respective module and exposure time. The dashed
line distinguishes two separate monocrystalline PERC modules. Baseline measurements are not
shown because the software version used at that time did not calculate J01 and J02 .

ticrystalline Al-BSF, HIT, and monocrystalline PERC. There is generally good agreement between
J01 and J02 between dark and illuminated measurements. Trends in illuminated performance are
well-represented in the trend of the dark data. The IBC module showed the closest trend with a
nearly 0.6% increase in both illuminated and dark RS .
The HIT module is exceptional in that the illuminated RS decreased slightly (∼0.5%) while the dark
RS increased substantially (∼30%). This may be indicative of an issue with curve fitting (leading
to outlier RS values). It may demonstrate degradation that hinders carrier transport in injection
conditions more severely than for spatial photogeneration, like that of non-radiative recombination.
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The Staebler-Wronski effect could be a cause. The module’s large increase in J02 (∼62%) supports
this idea, although it is difficult to pinpoint the cause without further investigation. Investigating
the underlying mechanisms behind the degradation shown is outside of the scope of this work and
is better suited for a paper devoted to analyzing this system.
Erroneous J02 values (∼ 10−9 − 10−2 nA) from IBC modules may be a result of the particularly
high capacitance of this technology, since J02 corresponds to the space charge region recombination. The difficulty of obtaining J02 from curve fitting is another factor to consider, as even minor
uncertainties in voltages can strongly skew J02 values.
Dark RS values from EL sweep were compared to those obtained from illuminated I-V and sunsVOC . The dark RS values of the IBC and HIT modules were lower than illuminated RS , while the
dark RS values of the other technologies were higher. It is typical for dark RS to be lower than
illuminated RS in cells, but is atypical for modules (e.g., as shown in [67, 71]). These two were the
only module types in this study which employed n-type wafers. It would be simplistic to attribute
the RS trend entirely to the wafer dopant, but n-type wafers tend to have lower resistivity and
therefore may promote dark current transport better than p-type wafers. This may also explain the
difficulty in obtaining physically meaningful J02 values from curve fitting.

3.3.7

Summary

EL imaging has always been a useful tool in inspecting PV module quality and performance. Many
groups over the years have advanced the state of the art of EL image analysis to calculate interesting
and practical characteristics from EL images. This contribution to the EL image analysis toolbox
available to the field of PV allows one to non-destructively extract characteristic cell dark I-V
curves from modules quickly and reliably. One can analyze these curves however one sees fit
to obtain useful cell performance characteristics. Our technique does not need calibration, can
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process images in seconds, and requires few images, thus permitting short imaging sessions that
minimize temperature effects.
This technique has been successfully used to study modules of various architectures, employing
cells of different technologies, and using different interconnection schemes. Future work needs
to be done on investigating combinations of current ranges and number of images for specific
parameter extraction. A region of the dark I-V curve rather than the entire curve may be of more
interest for specific parameters, for example.
The following list is a summary of our findings and can be used for practical consideration:

• Camera setup: no preference is given to sensor based on EL analysis results; filters are necessary for proper imaging, though the influence of filtering strength on results is unclear;
narrow angle lenses minimize distortions; use a working distance that minimizes image distortion.
• Camera settings: ISO levels up to 1600 were used with no deviation in results; use an exposure time that will obtain clearly visible high injection images that do not oversaturate
the sensor; aperture does not influence EL analysis results. Experiment time is the main
consideration when changing these settings.
• Environment: minimize light intrusion in imaging environment to improve SNR; keep the
imaging environment temperature controlled.
• Experiment design: use at least 6 images, but use less than 15 to mitigate Joule heating
effects; maximum current should not be much higher than 1ISC ; minimum current should
not be much lower than 0.1A to prevent increased voltage uncertainty from skewing results.
• Settings: do not use dark frame subtraction; filter out saturated pixels; filter out the highest
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1% of pixel values after filtering saturated pixels; a (0,0) point can be added to the final curve
if there are issues with curve fitting.
• Voltage corrections: temperature and measurement circuit resistance can be corrected using
simple equations.
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3.4

Defect Detection In EL Images Using Machine Learning

Portions of this chapter were published in:
“Automated Defect Detection and Localization in Photovoltaic Cells Using Semantic
Segmentation of Electroluminescence Images,” J. Fioresi, D.J. Colvin, R. Frota, R. Gupta, M. Li,
H.P. Seigneur, S. Vyas, S. Oliveira, M. Shah, and K.O. Davis. IEEE J. Photovoltaics, vol. 12, no.
1, pp. 53–61, Jan. 2022, doi: 10.1109/JPHOTOV.2021.3131059.

3.4.1

Introduction

The state of the art for characterization partially involves EL imaging at 1ISC . These images can
provide much useful qualitative information and quantitative metrics, as discussed in the previous
chapter. We present a deep learning based semantic segmentation model that identifies and segments defects in EL images of PV cells. This model takes data from the state of the art, which is
obtained by nearly all PV stakeholders, and adds another dimension to its utility. The model removes the need for users to manually inspect thousands of cell EL images (or, cells within module
images). It finds the defects automatically and reports the area of the image that is affected by the
defect.
The proposed model can differentiate between cracks, contact interruptions, cell interconnect failures, and contact corrosion for both multicrystalline and monocrystalline silicon cells. The model
was trained on 17,064 EL images including 256 physically-realistic simulated images of PV cells
generated to deal with class imbalance. While performing semantic segmentation for five defect
classes, this model achieves a weighted f1-score of 0.95 (f1-score is a type of accuracy measured
for machine learning algorithms), an unweighted f1-score of 0.69, pixel level global accuracy of
95.4%. In addition, we introduce the UCF-EL-Defect dataset, a large-scale dataset consisting of
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17,064 EL images publicly available for use by the PV and computer vision research community
[100]. This is the largest public PV EL image dataset to date.
Manual EL image inspection is a time-consuming and therefore costly task that requires experienced people to visually analyze thousands of images for accurate quality control. Machine learning provides an automated, cost-effective, and time-efficient solution. The need for an automated
defect detection model has been recognized by the field. A sizeable amount of work has been done
to create models to automatically find defects in PV modules using EL images, but the majority of
those models either have a limited number of defect classes that can be distinguished and/or they
do not provide pixel-level localization of the defects. None of the studies used a dataset that is
comparable to the size of ours.
In 2012, Tsai et al. [101] segmented out small cracks, breaks, and finger interruptions in multicrystalline cell EL images in 0.29 seconds per image without the use of machine learning. Chen et al.
[102] used intense computation instead of a deep learning network to segment cracks in multicrystalline cells with 0.949 f1-score and a calculation time of 53 ms. Tseng et al. [103] used a spectral
clustering algorithm to identify and classify contact fingers as interrupted or non-interrupted with
an accuracy rate of over 99%. Dietsch et al. [104] proposed the use of a convolutional neural network (CNN) to perform binary classification (defect exists in cell or not) with 88.42% accuracy.
Akram et al. [105] show the viability of a light CNN for binary classification, achieving 93.02%
classification accuracy in 8.07 ms per image. Karimi et al. [106] used a CNN to classify cells into
5 defect categories (good, corroded, cracked, between busbar darkening, and cell edge darkening)
to achieve 98.24% accuracy. The same group also tried an end-to-end defect detection pipeline
later on. They preprocessed modules into individual cell images for classification into three categories (good, cracked, and corroded). After ending the pipeline with a CNN, SVM, and a random
forest model, the CNN outperformed both of the other machine learning models with a 99.71%
classification accuracy [107].
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Most deep learning models in this field had an issue with small datasets. Tang et al. [108] tried to
counter this with advanced data augmentation. The augmentation improved classification accuracy
for each defect category from 50% to over 80% accuracy.
Most work has dealt with image level defect recognition and classification. Otamendi et al. [109]
has segmentation which identifies cracks, micro-cracks, dead spots, weak areas and weak cells;
however, it does not separate these categories automatically, while our work separates defect segmentations into unique categories. Mayr et al. [110] performed EL crack segmentation using
image-level annotations and normalized Lp norms for a best crack segmentation f1-score of 0.83,
which is close to our crack category f1-score of 0.81. Zhao et al. [111] tried bounding box segmentation for 14 defects useful in production line analysis, succeeding in identifying and localizing
defects, though our semantic segmentation method is more exact in localization.
Our work demonstrates a sophisticated deep learning model that individually classifies and localizes four different combined defect categories using semantic segmentation. This work lays out a
new state of the art for multi-category pixel-level defect segmentation of EL images of PV modules. This is accomplished in large part by constructing the UCF EL Defect dataset, a dataset large
enough to overcome the common low-data problem and the supplementation of the dataset using
simulated images generated using an established finite element model grounded in physics.

3.4.2

Annotation and Processing

Firstly, we inspect EL images for prevalent defects and categorized them into nine classes for
annotation. These classes are distinguished by their unique EL profile and location on the cell
surface. The nine classes are illustrated in Fig. 3.12 and are as follows: closed cracks; resistive
cracks; isolated cracks; front grid interruptions; grid interruptions near the busbar; disconnected
interconnects; highly resistive interconnects; and contact corrosion. Discussions with industry and
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Table 3.2: A comparison of our EL image dataset with various datasets used in EL image based
defect detection or classification studies.
Dataset (access)
Karimi et al. [107]
(No)
Su et al. [112, 113]
(No)

Number of Images
5,400, 3,550 annotated
3,629 annotated

ELPV-dataset [114]
(Yes)
Tang et al. [108]
(No)

2,426 annotated

Chen et al. [102]
(No)
Sovetkin et al. [115]
(Yes)

10,000

UCF EL Defect
Dataset (this work)
(Yes)

1,800, 450 each defect

156 annotated module images, 6,000
unlabelled
17,064 annotated

Defect Classes
3: cracked, corroded,
and good
4: crack, finger interruption, and black
core
2:
Defective and
functional
4:
micro crack,
finger interruption,
break, and defect
free
crack

Annotations
Single label classification
Classification
and
bounding box with
IoU values
Defect probability
and cell type
Classification

Crystallinity
mono

Segmentation

multi

2:
shunts
droplets

Semantic segmentation

CIGS

Semantic segmentation

mono / multi

9

and

multi

mono / multi
mono / multi

academic collaborators helped guide us to interpret difficult features, such as cracks.
Secondly, we developed the process of annotating images at the pixel level for improved accuracy.
This also allows us to calculate area fraction of the defect on the cell surface. Area fraction can
then be correlated to deviations in device performance. Annotations were performed using the
VGG Image Annotator [116, 117], an open-source annotation software created by a group at the
University of Oxford. The annotations are saved in a comprehensive .csv file with a filename, file
size, region count (per cell), region count index, defect shape/location, and defect type. The cell
image file names were standardized to track modules, cell location, and to distinguish simulated
between actual images. Defect names were standardized for consistency in labelling.
Thirdly, we finalized the process by repeatedly annotating a set of cell images with incrementally
improved accuracy and consistency. A team of students was trained and continued the annotations.
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Their annotations were routinely inspected for consistency and adherence to our standard.
Finally, the images and annotations are fed into the model for training and testing. Details on the
model itself and image processing are given in [118]. After preprocessing, the transformed images
with their annotation as the ground truth are used for training. The model segments each image
and labels every pixel. Segmentation is then compared to the pre-annotated ground truth. For
every input image we get a segmentation map of the same size. Zeroes are assigned to pixels with
no defect and numbers at pixels corresponding to specific defect categories. This is demonstrated
visually in Fig. 3.13.

3.4.3

Dataset

Our UCF-EL-Defect dataset currently contains 17,064 annotated cell EL images [100]. All EL
images used were obtained at a bias of ISC . The module types represented in our dataset are
monocrystalline PERC, and multicrystalline and monocrystalline Al-BSF. The interconnection
scheme represented is conventional ribbon tabbing with three to five busbars. The two cameras
used in this work are a 16MP modified DSLR CMOS with a 950 nm longpass filter and an 8MP
cooled Si CCD with an 850 nm longpass filter.
The full dataset started with 16,808 unique cells parsed from 368 c-Si PV modules. The high number of images combined with the relatively low size of each defect results in a highly imbalanced
dataset. Defect class distributions were very low compared to total pixel counts. Defects were
merged into four categories in order to boost class distributions: closed cracks, resistive cracks,
and isolated cracks are combined into a crack category; front grid interruptions and interruptions
near the busbar make up the contact category; highly-resistive interconnects; contact corrosion.
Disconnected interconnects are currently ignored with plans to include them upon further annotations due to the relatively few images including them.
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Figure 3.12: Examples of each defect category annotated for. Consistent colors are used to indicate
the grouping the defect belongs to. Class distributions with and without simulated images: each
bar shift represents a different defect, with the grouped colors/labels representing the way defects
are grouped. The purple interconnect class distribution is greatly increased with simulated images.

We ignore images without defects to help balance classes. Particularly, interconnect related defects
made up less than 0.2% of pixels in the dataset. 256 physically-realistic simulated defective cell
images were created using Griddler-Pro [119]. Diagrams and more specific descriptions of this
process may be found in [120]. These simulated images focused on both interconnect and contact
defects, raising interconnect defect class distribution to 1.2% while maintaining roughly the same
percentage of contact defects. The addition of simulated images results in a final dataset of 17,064
EL images.

3.4.4

Results

Example images of ground-truth versus predicted pixel annotations are shown in Fig. 3.13. The
proposed model attains per-class f1-scores of 0.98 (no-defect), 0.81 (cracks), 0.58 (contact), 0.33
(interconnect), 0.78 (corrosion) (see Table 3.3). Each image takes an average of 18.1 ms to process through the model. This is slower than the lightweight classification model in [105], which
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achieves 8.07 ms per image; however, it is faster than existing notable computational (non-ML)
segmentation methods (290 ms, 53 ms) [101, 102].
The simulated images are added to investigate their influence. Within the simulated images, the
distribution of pixels was 43.5% non-defective, 20% grid interruption, and 36.5% interconnect
defective. Improvement on the class-imbalance and the machine learning model accuracy is shown
in Table 3.3. The f1-scores of contact and interconnect categories increased while maintaining
similar scores in the crack and corrosion categories.

Table 3.3: Results comparison training with and without simulated images. Bold f1-scores indicate
the best score between the two experiments.

Number of Images

Crack
Contact
Interconnect
Corrosion

Without Simulated
With Simulated
16,808
17,064
Result Metrics
prec recall f1
prec recall f1
0.81 0.80 0.80 0.81 0.80 0.81
0.68 0.46 0.55 0.66 0.51 0.58
0.14 0.34 0.20 0.26 0.44 0.33
0.73 0.79 0.76 0.69 0.89 0.78

The major shortcoming of this model is its dependence on supervision. The only source of learning
is from annotated images. This makes it difficult to generalize outside of the experimental set.
Some of the cell types have very few samples in training data and thus are seen relatively few times
in the training. The model is able to detect the defect in such cases though their segmentation is
flawed. In case of close defects, the model tends to lump segmentations together. The predictions
are rounded off and not very distinct, but still accurately finds and localizes the defects.
This model also misses some faint contact grid interruptions. Combining faint defects with a
noisy multicrystalline background distracts the model, causing it to miss contact interruptions.
The grid interruptions have a somewhat large degree of intraclass variation, causing the model to
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Figure 3.13: Example visualized output of the model, red = crack, blue = contact, purple = interconnect, orange = corrosion. Examples show a) solid corrosion segmentation, b) faint contact
defects in monocrystalline cell, c) highly resistive interconnect without bright spot, d) all three
types of cracks with a faint resistive boundary, e) spanning resistive crack mixed with contact interruptions, f) crack conglomeration and faint contact interruptions.

lose confidence in smaller instances. This issue can be addressed with more fine tuning.

3.4.5

Summary

In this work, we present a semantic segmentation deep learning model that identifies and localizes
defects in EL images. The model is able to segment defects across numerous different c-Si cell
technologies. We also introduce the 17,064 EL image UCF EL Defect dataset, fully annotated
for nine defect categories. Using this dataset, the current model is able to identify and localize
non-defective area, cracks, contact defects, corrosion, and interconnect defects out with an average
of 0.69 f1-score and a pixel-level global accuracy of 95.4%. This model can easily be applied
to EL images from production lines, laboratories, and field imaging to obtain quick, clear insight
into what types of defects are present. Understanding what defects are present can point towards
potential long-term reliability issues and qualitatively predict performance losses. Paired with I-V
data, defects can be linked to performance losses and can be used for loss prediction.
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CHAPTER 4: RELIABILITY AND DURABILITY

4.1

Introduction

PV modules must be reliable in order to successfully contribute to the global energy economy.
Reliable modules prevent resources from going to waste, including the carbon emissions produced
during manufacturing and transportation. More reliable modules shorten the carbon payback period while reducing the need for dirty energy sources. Prolonged energy production directly reduces the financial cost of PV and does so indirectly reducing the need for new installations.
Overall, improving reliability reduces pollution and promotes better stewardship of component
materials involved in the industry.
In the worthy pursuit of improvement, we must not neglect the impressive reliability that PV modules already possess. PV modules are material systems involving polymers, metals, and semiconductors. Coupled with large, intermittent power fluctuations at high current, these factors constitute
a rather formidable challenge to the field of module reliability. These challenges have served as
pathways to improvement. The field of PV has evolved such that 25-30 year module lifetimes are
becoming commonplace.
PV is exemplary in showing the importance of reliability. A 1993 report by Whipple on 10 years
of module field failure shows what is possibly the most direct correlation between reliability and
module qualification via accelerated stress testing (AST). Modules that were qualified using a
certain series of ASTs suffered a <0.1% failure rate, while those that were not qualified suffered
from a 45% failure rate [121]. A study from 2011 showed only six out of 125,000 modules in one
system failed [121]. These modules came from 11 unique manufacturers and were installed for
up to five years. Another study showed a 0.13% warranty return rate, equating to one failure in
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every 4,200 module years of operation [121]. Qualification tests have made this level of reliability
possible. Consequently, PV has expanded to a broad and thriving commercial market.

4.2

Defining Terms

The terms "reliability" and "durability" are often erroneously used interchangeably. In general,
reliability describes if something works properly, while durability examines why it does or does
not. Both concepts are concerned with the probability of a product operating as it is intended. Reliability is a function of something’s quality over time, while durability is a function of something’s
quality in response to a stressor. Quality is a metric describing the extent to which the product fulfills its intended purpose. Quality depends on a number of factors given the context of the product
design, manufacture, and intended use. A product is reliable when there is a high probability that
it will fulfill its purpose in the projected lifetime of necessary operation.
Durability informs and qualifies reliability. It gives the conditions for reliable operation. A product’s response to the stressors in its environment can be used to project its lifetime. A product
is durable when performance changes little or not at all in response to a stressor. Stressors are
defined by predicted operating conditions. Manufacturers consider all possible stressors when designing and testing their products. Terrestrial PV modules are expected to face wind, snow, hail,
rain, low and high temperatures, passing clouds (rapid changes in current), lightning, among other
naturally occurring phenomena. Performance is most often measured in terms of power. Accelerated stress tests (ASTs) are designed to simulate extreme versions of environmental stressors to
accelerate degradation and induce defects that are observed in the field. Industry standards dictate
what percentage power loss after ASTs constitutes failure. For example, IEC61215 defines failure
for a module if it loses 5% power after experiencing 1000 hours of simultaneous exposure to 85◦ C
and 85% relative humidity. An appropriately durable module will experience less than 5% power
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degradation after undergoing this test, according to IEC61215.
Degradation describes how the performance changes in response to a stressor. Using the previous
example, say a module lost 1% of power after exposure. The module’s power degraded by less
than 5%, therefore the module is durable. If a statistically significant sample of modules exhibited
less than 5% power loss under these same conditions, that module is reliable. Degradation can
be described in terms of modes and mechanisms. A degradation mode defines what caused the
performance loss. EVA browning, for example, is a degradation mode that reduces optical performance. The degradation mechanism describes how a degradation mode came into being. For EVA
browning, Norrish type reactions split the acetate side groups of the EVA backbone and generate
polyenes that act as chromophores.
While reliability is a broad field in PV, encompassing every aspect of the BOS (power electronics,
mechanical structure) and the modules themselves, there is a goal for increasing module projected
lifetime to 50+ years. Module lifetime is defined using a ratio of actual power production to power
rating upon manufacture. It is common for warranties to claim that a module will produce at least
80% of its rated power after 25 years. After it has been installed for 25 years or it produces below
80% of its rated power, whichever occurs first, the module has exceeded its lifetime. But does this
mean that the module is as good as dead? It is incumbent upon an industry to have warranties and
measure progress quantitatively (years of operation, percent of rated power); however, we must be
careful to avoid a reductionist approach to defining lifetime. A secondhand market is necessary to
best use these modules. It is promising to see that it already exists and is growing [38].
For brevity, the lone term "reliability" will be used from here on to encompass both reliability and
durability, since durability is folded into reliability even though it is distinct from it.
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4.3

Studying Reliability

Reliability can be studied using AST and outdoor exposure. Outdoor studies can be performed
using monitoring equipment, measuring modules in-situ using outdoor measurement equipment,
or periodically bringing modules indoors for testing. It is ideal to study reliability using modules
experiencing natural outdoor conditions; however, the most valuable data requires years to decades
of field exposure. Although useful information can be obtained using data from modules installed
for a few years (<5), ASTs expediently provide years worth of exposure in days or months.
ASTs apply stressors that are expected to be experienced by the device under test. PV modules
experience slightly different conditions depending on installation site (variable UV spectra, ambient temperature ranges, humidity, snow versus wind, salt spray). Several AST protocols have been
developed to account for at least one environmental stressor at a time. A historical review of AST
and qualification test development is found in [122]. It is critical that ASTs are also designed to induce degradation mechanisms that are representative of what is observed in the field. ASTs which
are too lenient lead to modules that are not sufficiently reliable; ASTs which are too severe lead to
over-designed modules which are excessively costly. Bypass diodes, for example, were shown to
be over-designed for some climates and needed improvement for others [123]. Over-design adds
excessive cost but allows the same product to be used in many different environments. It is worth
investigating what the cost-benefit would be for climate-specific design, as this would inevitably
complicate manufacturing or limit a manufacturer’s market to specific regions. ASTs regardless
must be designed with field-relevant results as the goal and correlations must be made between
AST conditions and years of outdoor exposure.
A summary of AST protocols is given in Table 4.1. In the following subsections, detail is given
on test protocols that are most relevant to studying contact degradation, along with an overview of
alternative testing procedures.
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Table 4.1: Accelerated stress tests used to qualify PV modules for mass production. *Module
temperature.
AST
Damp Heat

Abbreviation
DH

Conditions
85◦ C,
85%RH

Thermal Cycling

TC

-40◦ C
85◦ C

Dynamic Mechanical Load

DML

±1000Pa

Cycles

Static Mechanical
Load
Humidity Freeze

SML

2400, 5400Pa

HF

Hot Spot

HS

85◦ C, 85%
RH,
rapid
drop to -40◦ C
Shading

Cycles
(Typ 1)
Cycles

UV Testing

UVT

High Potential

HIPOT

Hail

-

Bypass
Diode
Thermal Test
Salt Spray

BPDT
-

Metric
Hours

to

kWh/m2 at
specified UV
spectra
60◦ C*,
85%RH,
rated system
voltage
Ball diameter, velocity,
location
75◦ C, 1ISC , 1
hour
-
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Cycles

-

kWh/m2

Hours

Defects Induced
Metallization corrosion, delamination, junction box adhesion
Solder joint failure, cell
fracture, broken interconnections, junction box adhesion
Cell fracture, solder joint
failure, broken interconnections, glass breakage
Structural failures; see DML
Delamination, junction box
adhesion
Hot spots, shunts, bypass
diode failure, insulation failure due to polymer degradation, solder integrity
Encapsulant browning, polymer embrittlement, delamination
Potential induced degradation, leakage current

-

Glass breakage, cell fracture

-

Bypass diode failure and
overheating
Corrosion, leakage current

-

4.3.1

Damp Heat (DH)

DH testing consists of 1000 hours exposure to 85◦ C and 85% RH according to IEC 61215. Moisture is driven into the module without being given the opportunity to be driven out. It is meant to
induce metallization corrosion, delamination, and to check junction box adhesion. The combination of high temperature with humidity is meant to accelerate to degradation kinetics of humidity.
It has been claimed that going beyond 1000 hours of DH testing induces degradation that is unseen
in the field [124, 125, 126, 127]. One study showed that after 1,000 hours of DH exposure, the
water concentration in the front of cells is comparable to the equilibrium concentration calculated
after several years in a tropical climate [125]. One study showed that in a location with exceptionally high humidity (Thailand), the conditions induced by DH testing were never observed [124].
The authors of this study later correlated DH testing hours to years of field exposure. Their results
suggest that 1,000 hours may even be excessive. Due to the high amount of humidity introduced
during the test, the modules might be susceptible to unique failures or overly severe forms of
moisture ingress. Factors such as discoloration, corrosion, and degradation of the polymeric and
metallic compounds may be exaggerated. Temperature and ambient humidity fluctuations allow
moisture to release through the backsheet, whereas DH testing only drives moisture in.
However, there are actual cases when degradation from greater than 1,000 hours of DH is observed
on fielded modules. Fig 4.1(a) shows an image of the mono-crystalline module after 3,200 hrs of
DH exposure. The areas where darkening patterns were seen in the EL images actually shows
a change in contrast when visually inspected. This suggests that there could be encapsulant delamination in these regions that is related to the metallization corrosion pattern. Similar patterns
were observed on UVF images of fielded modules by Gilleland et al. [4] as shown in Fig. 4.1(b).
Gabor et al. observed similar patterns shown in Fig. 4.1(c) after performing UVF imaging on
outdoor installed modules, suggesting this could be related to metallization corrosion [5]. These
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Figure 4.1: (a) Image of a monocrystalline PERC module after 3,200 hrs of DH. (b) UVF image
showing similar patterns from the busbar for field-exposed modules (this image was provided by
Will Hobbs at Southern Company) [4]. (c) UVF image showing patterns from the busbar for
outdoor installed modules (this image was provided by Andrew Gabor at BrightSpot Automation)
[5]. Figure adapted from [6].

findings suggest that this mode of degradation is highly relevant to the field and not only limited to
accelerated DH exposure.
There may be AST stressors that are too severe for the materials within the module. During a
study with Case Western Reserve University, we needed to modify the conventional DH testing
from 85◦ C to 80◦ C to prevent PET hydrolysis in mini-module polymers [12, 128]. PET has a glass
transition temperature below 85◦ C; therefore, typical DH conditions are not realistic. Our study
on DH-induced degradation is found in Section 6.2.

4.3.2

Thermal Cycling (TC)

TC testing consists of cycling a module through -40◦ C to +85◦ C with a minimum dwell time
of 10 min at each extreme and a maximum temperature ramp rate of 100◦ C/hr. It is difficult to
correlate to years of field exposure, though some studies suggest that the IEC 61215 standard 200
cycles is not sufficient to accurately represent a module’s reliability [129, 130]. One study used
FEM to show that 25 years outdoor exposure can be simulated by 100-630 thermal cycles, though
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increasing the maximum temperature can reduce the number of cycles necessary [129]. This only
takes the cell into account, as some polymer materials in the module embrittle at or above 85◦ C
[12, 128]. Another study examines multiwire interconnections and finds that the acceleration factor
is not the same for every solder material [131]. This challenges the implicit assumption that TC
will capture failures for all PV interconnection materials equally.
TC naturally occurs in modules outdoors due to the fluctuations in ambient temperature, wind,
snow, rain, and rapid changes in irradiance (clouds, shading). A module is a material system with
components of different CTEs. CTEs for the materials vary based on temperature, but ranges are
given: copper, 16.4 − 17.7−6 K −1 ; silicon, 2.61 − 7.63−6 K −1 ; glass, 3.25 − 9.24−6 K −1 ; encapsulants range widely in the 100s-1000s 10−6 K −1 [132]. All materials respond to temperature
differently and pull on each other with different magnitudes of stress. The metallization must have
sufficient contact adhesion to prevent solder joints from failing and fatiguing. Mechanically weak
cells can succumb to the stresses and fracture. The junction box can lose adhesion. In less common
instances, the interconnections themselves can break.

4.3.3

Mechanical Loading (ML)

Static mechanical loading (SML) applies a single load for a period of time to simulate snow accumulation or gust of wind. According to IEC 61215, SML applies a 2400 Pa front load or 5400
Pa for simulating heavy snow. The utility of this test is evident in that studies have shown cracks
occurring at pressures above 1200 Pa for 60-cell modules [133, 134].
Dynamic mechanical loading (DML) simulates pressure fluctuations from wind. This test is done
according to IEC 62782 using 1000 cycles of ±1000 Pa. Mechanical loads can fracture the cells
and cause solder joint failure. Interconnections and glass can break in more severe cases. DML can
give insight to solder joint fatigue. Solder joint failure realistically is a thermomechanical issue,
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but DML at STC is still practical for examining solder joint fatigue. It is especially useful for
verifying damage susceptibility in modules under mechanical loads. Particularly, crack initiation
(SML) and propagation (DML) are often in view with ML studies.
According to PVEL, "Results to date indicate that the specific BOM and production process used
to manufacture a PV module will affect crack susceptibility more than any single design choice."
Influencing factors to crack susceptibility include impurity concentration control [135], ingot pull
speed (for Czochralski growth) [136], method and direction of sawing wafers [137], full-sized versus cut cells (half, third, quarter, shingled) [138, 139], wafer etching [140, 141], wafer thickness
[142, 138], local thermal stresses during contacting and solder joint formation, machine handling
of cells [143], lamination [144, 145], encapsulant materials [146], large module size and glass/glass
architecture [138]. Multicrystalline cells are more susceptible to fracture [138] but are more resilient to fracture than monocrystalline cells [147]. This is due in part to how the grains hinder
crack propagation while propagation occurs more easily in monocrystalline cells [148].
Temperature plays a prominent role in crack susceptibility. Exposure to low temperature reduce
the fracture strength of tabbed silicon cells [146]. This is corroborated by ML testing of modules
after experiencing -40◦ C [149, 150]. Performing ML at lower temperatures induced greater cell
fracture than ML at higher temperatures due to encapsulant stiffening in one study [151]. This
highlights the prominent influence of encapsulant material in cell fracture.

4.3.4

Humidity Freeze (HF)

According to IEC 61215, HF testing involves 10 cycles involving a 20 hour dwell time at 85◦ C,
85% RH and a rapid drop to -40◦ C with a 30 minute dwell time [?]. This is not a thermal shock
test, but the low temperatures predispose cells to fracture, as shown in ribbon tabbed cell in [146].
This is corroborated by other studies [149, 150]. A study by Seigneur et al. mechanically loaded
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modules with 3600 Pa, then the modules underwent exposure to -40◦ C. Then, they underwent
another 3600 Pa load after temperature exposure. A much higher number of initiated cracks is
shown for loading after cold exposure than for loading without exposure.

4.3.5

UV Testing (UVT)

UVT is used in the IEC 61215 to precondition modules before TC and HF tests; however, it can
be extended into its own test with greater UV doses. The IEC 61215 UV preconditioning test can
be equated to about 1-6 months outdoor exposure [152, 153], depending on a region’s average UV
dose. UVT examines how the polymer components, particularly the encapsulants, respond to UV
irradiation. UV light can cause bonds within the polymers to break and thus reduce surface adhesion. This leads to delamination that can occur between the glass/encapsulant, encapsulant/cell,
encapsulant/backsheet, or between backsheet layers. The polymer can also embrittle, leading to
cracks and compromised insulation. EVA, presently the most common encapsulant material, is
known to brown over time, though this depends on processing and additives as much as the EVA
material itself. Cerium doping of the front glass used to be common in the industry to protect the
laminate [96]. While not used to specifically study contact degradation, UV testing is discussed
in several studies presented in this work. Encapsulant degradation due to UV contributes to encapsulation embrittlement which facilitates solder joint failure. It also contributes to acetic acid
metallization corrosion.

4.3.6

Hail

Hail testing requires specific ice ball masses, diameters, and velocities for direct impact at specific
locations on the module. Since direct impact causes the most mechanical stress, it would be better
for modules to change the impact angle when there is hail. The company Nextracker built control
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capabilities in their tracker systems to minimize hail damage [154]. Hail can cause cell fracture,
glass breakage, and incidentally interconnection failure. UV-embrittled encapsulants and thermal
fluctuations further contribute to interconnection failure.

4.3.7

Alternative Tests

Alternative test protocols have been developed to better simulate field conditions by combining environmental stressors or applying them in series. Combining environmental stressors also reduces
the number of cycles and samples needed. While IEC qualification involves series of sequential
tests, other tests attempt to improve upon these. Module Accelerated Sequential Testing (MAST)
developed by DuPont was shown to induce field-relevant failures after using sequences of DH,
then alternating cycles of UV exposure and TC [155]. A single, combined accelerated stress test
(C-AST) was developed which induces fluctuations of humidity, temperature, and light exposure
[156]. C-AST provides a single test sequence to examine a multitude of field-relevant failures
simultaneously. NREL has developed the Qualification Plus sequences which extend or combine
some tests in the IEC standards [157]. ASU has developed and is further developing a field accelerated stress test (F-AST) that involves installing modules with rear insulation or reflective foil to
increase the impact of environmental stressors [153].

4.4

Field Relevance of Interconnection Degradation

Contact degradation, which includes interconnections, is prevalent in the field [158, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52]. A review of systems installed in India showed metallization
discoloration for 969 out of 983 (98.6%) crystalline silicon modules [40]. While this is a wear-out
mechanism that affects performance more severely later in the module’s lifetime, this study showed
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that it appeared in systems younger than 5 years. Interconnection breakages were observed for
35% of 182 modules in different climate zones, with the most occurrences of breakage observed
in hotter climates. One system of 90 modules were installed in India for 22 years and all of them
exhibited metallization corrosion [159]. A survey in Japan [41] saw solder bond failure in 28 out
of 32 residential systems of approximately 10 years exposure each. Kato et al. also examined 40
systems totalling 1080 modules of the same vintage, and 25 modules showed solder bond failure
leading to elevated temperatures in IR images. One 25-year exposed module from a system in
Japan was shown to have failed due to solder interconnection cracking likely from CTE mismatch
[44]. A system in Florida showed solder bond failures for 150 modules installed for 10 years and
for four modules of a different vintage exposed for six years [42]. One 30-year-old module in
California was shown to have 13 ±4% power degradation attributed to interconnection resistance
[43]. Jordan et al. shows that discoloration of the modules internal circuitry (interconnection and
cell metallization) is prevalent and is caused by corrosion which leads to weakened solder bonds
and eventually to solder bond failures [47]. The IEA PVPS Task 13 showed the prevalence of
disconnected cells or strings showing measurable power loss in systems five years and older [45].
Han et al. observed busbar corrosion on 100% of the 177 modules they inspected [52]. It is clear
that contact degradation, which is one cause of interconnection failure, is a relevant issue.
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CHAPTER 5: INTERCONNECTIONS

5.1

Introduction

Cell interconnection describes how cells within a module are electrically connected. An interconnection scheme is the technique used to connect cells. Different schemes optimize different aspects
of module performance. Optical, resistive, and recombination losses are often balanced rather than
mitigated in isolation. For example, increasing the metal on the front surface increases recombination and shadowing (optical) losses, but it reduces resistive losses. Contact area is the primary
consideration for optical losses, while contact surface area, penetration depth, contact/Si interface
morphology and composition are the primary considerations for both recombination and resistive
losses. Series-type resistances are in view, as a shunt would render the cell useless. Processing
parameters depend on the interconnection scheme but generally influence contact composition and
interface morphology. The following interconnection schemes will be described and discussed:
ribbon tabbing, MWT, shingled, IBC, and wire technologies (SmartWire and multiwire). Schematics for these are presented together in Fig. 5.1. Others do exist but do not exist in mass production
[57].

5.2

Interconnection Schemes

5.2.1

Ribbon Tabbing

The most common interconnection scheme is ribbon tabbing. Ribbon tabbing consists of long,
tin-coated copper strands that are soldered onto the front and rear sides of the cells. Each side has
several pads of solder flux. More busbars have been added over the years from one to the current
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Figure 5.1: Schematics of several interconnection technologies. MWT schematic adapted from
[7]; multiwire from [8]; SmartWire from [9]; IBC from [10].

four or five which are commonplace. The industry is moving towards using more [35]. Adding
connections improve reliability by providing interconnection redundancy. Every interconnect that
fails leads to one less busbar collecting current; however, when there are multiple busbars, the
others will compensate (to an extent) so that the power loss is minimized. Having more busbars also
mitigates power loss when fracture occurs because the current collecting ability is maintained [45].
While it is straightforward to use more interconnections, the length of ribbon and multiple contact
interfaces increase the module RS . One solution is to use fewer, wider busbars, but this reduces
reliability and does not improve overall performance. A popular solution involves using more,
thinner busbars or wires. The added number of connections with overall lower contact surface area
reduces the RS while also reducing optical shadowing losses. Dashed line busbar patterns have
been developed to reduce Ag use and shadowing losses [160], though they pose greater risk for
cell fracture [145]. Increasing the aspect ratio (taller, narrower) of the ribbon reduces shadowing
while maintaining acceptable RS ; however, back surface stresses during lamination increase when
front interconnect thickness increases [161], so this may induce fracture during processing and
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negatively impact reliability. Other considerations for designing ribbons include width, solder
coating thickness, Ag pad thickness, Cu thickness [64], cross-section and conductivity [162].
The metal paste is briefly discussed as it applies to any technology with front metallization. Metal
paste must be optimized for rheology (screen printing and silicon surface wettability), contact
formation (additives for piercing the ARC), conductivity (minimal voids), corrosion resistance,
and thermal processing. The metal paste consists of a glass frit that is typically a PbO-based
borosilicate [158]. The glass frit helps pierce through the ARC into the Si and Ag colloids for
conduction. The molar volume of glass influences the number of Ag colloids grown in them, so
this must be optimized to keep the number of colloids high to reduce contact resistivity [163]. The
glass frit can erode the silicon surface. This lowers dopant concentration, increases defect state
density and consequently, the effective surface recombination velocity at Ag/Si interface.
Paste composition must be considered. Composition influences Ag crystal formation and depth and
the Ag/Si interface [164]. Deep crystal penetration strengthens electrical contact. Other considerations for paste contact formation are reactivity of glass with SiNx , softening point, paste viscosity,
and Ag solubility in glass [61]. These influence interfacial structure and contact resistivity.
Modules in the field that utilize ribbon tabbing could undergo interconnect degradation by either
completely disconnecting (solder joint failure) or gradually disconnecting (corrosion, which has
a partial disconnection nature). More specifically, complete disconnection can occur due to Ag
leaching into the solder (brittle IMC formation), thermomechanical fatigue of the solder and of the
interconnection [165]. Asadpour et al. examined the effects of solder joint failure and corrosion on
performance for simulated cells and modules [166]. Asadpour et al. examined fielded modules and
pointed to solder joint failures as the root cause of RS increase [167]. Annigoni et al. manufactured
a set of minimodules and examined the effects of cutting interconnections on performance, showing resistive degradation [168]. Current cycling can cause interconnection burning which would
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naturally have a corrosion-like nature [65].
Process-induced residual thermal stresses constitute one of the greatest challenges to improving
ribbon tabbed reliability. These stresses have a major influence on solder joint fatigue life [169].
One solution is to purposely mis-align the front and rear busbars [170]. Thermal soldering stresses
exceed the yield strength of Cu ribbon and causes it to plastically deform [171]. A model shows
slightly higher stress in between contact pads than adjacent to them which would likely lead to
cold hardening of Cu [171]. One consideration for solder joints is contact resistance. One study
claims that contact resistance only plays a role if spot soldering is used [162]. The authors suggest
that this can be overcome by increasing solder spot size and number. There was no influence
on alternative soldering processes (such as laser or induction) shown if large enough solder spots
are used. One model is proposed for TC-induced Ag/Si interface breakage: Sn from the solder
enters the pores of the Ag metallization and induces mechanical stresses, thus reducing adhesion
[59]. Using Pb-based solder exacerbates this effect and yields lower adhesion strength than SnAg
solder [59]. Electrochemical migration of Sn and Sn solder alloys needs to be considered, as they
influence degradation behavior and IMC formation. This is discussed in detail in [172].
CTE differences between materials influences thermomechanical durability. The differences in
CTEs between glass, encapsulants, backsheet, silicon bulk, and metallization are often cited as
sources of thermomechanical solder joint fatigue; however, one study shows that the thermal expansion of glass does not significantly contribute to solder fatigue [173]. This is because the
encapsulant provides mechanical decoupling between the glass and cell. CTE differences between
solders, IMCs, ribbons, and metallization make the most impact on fatigue resistance. One study
examined the fatigue damage in several contact material interfaces and showed that a Zn/Solder/Ag
joint had the highest CTE mismatch and damage after only six thermal cycles [174]. The same
study showed that a Ag/solder/Ag interface, with no CTE mismatch, experienced the least damage.
Another study shows fewer cracked cells when using Cu/Invar/Cu (low CTE) instead of typical Cu
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wire after TC and DH [175].
One of the most important considerations for solder joint durability is intermetallic compound
(IMC) properties. IMC growth itself indicates good contact formation [176] since it increases
interfacial adhesion strength between the ribbon and busbar [66], though IMCs are brittle and
their thickness should be minimized to prevent issues [176]. This can be accomplished by using
materials and processes which reduce reflow (melt and flow) duration [66]. It mainly appears at
Cu/solder and solder/metallization interface and reduces mechanical stability [59].
TC leads to joint fatigue from metal segregation and grain boundary coarsening/cracking [57],
resulting in increased RS and heating. FEM modelling shows solder fatigue to be tertiary in nature,
with secondary regime linear slopes varying with respect to temperature [129]. The contact failure
can occur at the Cu/solder interface, in solder itself, or the Ag/solder interface, though they occur
most commonly at the Ag/solder interface and within the solder [65]. Solder fatigue depends
on maximum cell operating temperature, maximum cell temperature fluctuation and number of
fluctuations [129]. Temperatures of 43◦ C-63◦ C are the most critical to solder joint damage and are
characteristic of hot climate regions [177]. Cu ribbon lifetime using data from approximately 2,000
cycles of TC for -40◦ C to 55◦ C projects an approximately 5,000-cycle lifetime [178]. TC200 in
13 module types showed <5% PMP loss, while TC600 showed <5% PMP loss for 10 types [130].
The losses were attributed to solder joint failures. TC800 showed <2.4% loss for 12 modules
of four types [11]. One site observed many solder bond failures in modules after only 2 years
of outdoor exposure [167]. Section 6.3 shows no degradation for TC50, and <1% after HF10.
TC500 showed <3.5% loss, though it was stable at TC200. PVEL saw <2% loss in one module
after TC50 followed by HF10 [138]. HF200 exhibited <10% loss in [179].
There are several studies that demonstrate DH-induced contact degradation [11, 12, 128, 98, 15,
180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 16, 13, 14, 124]. Some propose various corrosion mechanisms
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[14, 185, 98, 186, 158]. For [98], see Section 6.2. DH-induced degradation depends strongly on
the bill of materials, metal paste composition, and solder materials. This has led to a plethora
of studies in DH-induced degradation in ribbon-tabbed modules partly due to its detriment on
performance but also because of the prevalence of ribbon-tabbed modules. This leads to strongly
mixed results during testing and the use of several different test samples (single encapsulated cells,
minimodules, full modules, metal paste compositions, BOMs).
Firstly, studies using full-sized modules are discussed. Section 6.3 shows >5% PMP loss after
DH1000 and >9% after DH2000. Another study examined four combinations of cell technologies
and encapsulant materials [11]. After DH3000, four samples exhibit <4% degradation, while
two employing white EVA degraded by 21%-43%. Six modules showed negligible losses after
DH2000, but after DH3200 exhibited up to 35% loss for multicrystalline Al-BSF and <20% for
monocrystalline PERC (see Section 6.2, [98]).
Finally, studies using minimodule or single encapsulated cells are discussed. Modified DH3696
(mDH) at 80◦ C and 85%RH for minimodules of different BOMs overall were stable until mDH2000;
after mDH3696, up to 40% losses were shown [12]. White EVA and white POE showed 20%-65%
losses [12]. mDH and mDH with light exposure are tested on 15 types of minimodules [128].
mDH3696 shows 20%-40% loss, with >60% loss for a module with one type of white EVA;
mDH3024 with 1512 hours of light exposure shows <15% losses, with >25% for multicrystalline
Al-BSF using one type of white EVA and all modules using another type of white EVA [128].
One study shows samples of different types (differences not disclosed) are stable up at DH2000,
while one type loses 80% PMP after DH2000; DH4000 shows <10% for other three types; one
type degrades by <30% after DH10000 [15]. DH1000 on minimodules with different BOMs show
high power degradation in one sample using PVB encapsulant (24.9%) but very low degradation
in a sample using olefin (about 0.5%) [13]. After DH3500, about 81% degradation was shown
in a single encapsulated cell using high Pb-content solder [16]. One study showed that for cells
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encapsulated with breathable laminates (freely allows moisture in and out of module package), no
degradation is shown at DH2200 or DH2500; typical laminates were compared and significant EL
degradation was shown for DH1500-2000 [14]. 80◦ C and 90◦ C were attempted at 80%RH for this
study.
Several studies examine DH degradation using 95◦ C and 95%RH. One study showed <5% loss at
DH2000 followed by a rapid drop to >40% loss at DH3000 [180]. Ino et al. showed degradation
beginning at solder joints regardless of whether the solder contained Pb and that flux exacerbates
degradation [180]. DH2500 shows less than 5% loss for four 1-cell modules with one module
severely degrading after DH2500 [183]. The other three modules remain stable through DH3000.
DH2304 is shown to induce <5% loss in [182]. Between DH2000 and DH2500, less than 5% loss
is seen and then the performance drops; another sample shows <5% loss up to DH2500 and then
the performance drops [181].
ML examines fracture initiation and propagation. Wafer crystallinity is critical to fracture susceptibility and resilience [147]. The encapsulant material, Young’s modulus, and number of layers
influence cell fracture [146]. This should be kept in mind when interpreting ML results. Smaller
wafer sizes reduce fracture susceptibility [139, 138]. Glass-glass configurations also show high
fracture resistance [138]. Given all the factors that contribute to fracture, ML testing results on
ribbon tabbed (or any interconnection) should be carefully interpreted. It is worth noting that it
seems "nearly all observed cracks start and end at the cell interconnect ribbon or at the cell edge"
[187].
Bdour et al. examines many different variables in devices and conditions like wafer crystallinity,
load conditions, outdoor conditions, and number of busbars [188]. Overall, 0.2-3.21% power
loss is observed, with higher losses of 2-9% shown for "cells exposed to improper cleaning and
extensive ML" [188]. Buerhop et al. uses a special ML test sequence to show modules 0%-8%
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loss [134]. Suzuki et al. uses four-point bending at different temperatures and with loading on the
front and rear sides of minimodules [151]. Significant losses are only shown for one module at
80◦ C and 10000 cycles due to ribbon fracture. Other modules at other temperatures (-20◦ C, 25◦ C)
saw no significant degradation after 10000-30000 cycles.
Using IEC standard ML, Section 6.3 shows <4% loss after DML1000. Another study shows
DML1000 with less than 2.5% loss [179]. PVEL shows <2% loss after SML 2400Pa followed
by DML1000 [138]. Several vintages are explored for step loading up to 5400 Pa with up to 30%
power loss under loading (while cracks are opened) [82]. This study showed that large inactive
cell area is necessary to see significant power loss.

5.2.1.1

Pb-Free Technologies

Pb-free solders not only remove toxic Pb from the module (and potentially the environment), but
can potentially outdo Pb-based solder in fatigue life. Extrapolation of reliability data shows Pbfree SnAg solder is four times as durable as Pb-based solders for TC evaluation after 1000 cycles
[62]. Modelling results from the same study show that even SnAg solder with high void concentrations is still twice as durable as void-free PbSn solders. This may be due to the superior adhesion
strength of SnAg over PbSn [59]. Modelled field conditions show equal residual stresses in both
types, though TC tests show higher stresses in SnAg [62]. SnAgCu (SAC) is commonly used
as a Pb-free solder material [66]. It allows good wettability and mechanical properties but IMC
formation at the SAC/Cu and SAC/Ag interfaces leads to higher RS and joint brittleness. Using
Sn-xZn with low Zn content and no flux leads to strong bond adhesion with lower RS than is reported for SAC solders. Low Zn content also reduces internal stresses at the IMC/solder interface.
Another study examined five different Pb-free solders [58]. Two used bismuth (SnBi, SnBiAg)
with pronounced grain coarsening that can lead to complete depletion of Sn in solder matrix and
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concomitant agglomeration of Bi between ribbon and busbar. The Bi-containing solders led to
Ag3 Sn IMC formation which consumes the entire busbar after 85 hours at 130◦ C. While this test
may be severe, it may at least suggest busbar corrosion is more prominent when solders containing
Bi are used. Pb-free solders commonly use Bi2 O3 in the glass frit, though after examining several
materials, tellurite was found to be a good alternative [61]. One reliability study showed the same
degradation in cells with and without Pb in the solder for up to 792 hours under 110◦ C at 85%RH
[186]. There was no data for the Pb-based solder cell after DH792.
Cu plating is an alternative that removes Ag, significantly reduces processing temperature, and
uses a material that is much more abundant than Ag. Cu plating on SHJ cells is an active area of
research, though Cu plating on PERT (passivated emitter and rear totally diffused) cells has also
been explored [189]. Cu is highly diffusive in silicon and presents a manufacturing challenge. One
group added a thin film of SiOx as a barrier layer on a Cu-plated a-Si/c-Si HJT cell and saw only
1% power loss after DH6000 [190]. This layer also reduces moisture ingress and Na+ ingress into
the bulk, thereby preventing shunting and corrosion issues. Encapsulant choice strongly influenced
degradation behavior, though even the worst case (EVA) did not show power degradation greater
than 5% until between DH4000 and DH5000. Another study saw degradation in VOC , ISC , and
FF due to increases in RS and recombination in Cu-plated SHJ encapsulated cells after DH2500
[191]. Glass-glass configuration suppresses recombination degradation but does not eliminate it.
Light-induced Cu plating is examined in one study [192]. For DH1000, Cu outdiffusion through
plated capping layers of Sn and Ag was shown. Combinations of light plating and Cu paste screen
printing give overall device improvement [189]. Cu ribbon with ECA shows 2.6% power reduction
after DH1000 and shows 3.2% power drop after TC200 [60].
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5.2.2

Wire Technologies

Two wire technologies exist: multiwire [7] and SmartWire [193]. Replacing conventional ribbon
and busbar technology with wires provides several advantages. Wire technologies use less Ag,
lower temperature processes (lower process-induced thermal stresses), improved light trapping,
interconnection redundancy, and better crack resilience. Wires remove at least 50% of Ag usage
in cells by reducing the amount used in the front, and even higher if rear Ag/Al solder pads are
replaced with Sn [194]. The low melting temperature of the solders used in wire technologies and
wire flexibility substantially reduce thermal stresses in the cells during processing [195]. The geometry of a wire improves optical performance due to lower shadowing losses and improved light
trapping. Light reflecting on the wire has a higher chance to reflect into the cell directly and through
internal reflection [195]. Solder coating concentricity influences the connection strength between
fingers and wires and must be considered [196]. Wire and solder geometries also contribute to
resistive and recombination parameters. Solder homogeneity around the Cu wire influences the
adhesion strength to the silicon [56]. Solder materials must be chosen carefully as they strongly
influence fatigue life [131]. Many contacts on the surface reduce requirements for bulk lateral
transport [145] and highly conductive fingers [197]. The high amount of contacts also reduces
RS both in itself and because smaller finger widths are necessary. Very minor RS contributions
are shown from finger widths less than 50µm, greater than which they become negligible [194].
Multiple wires provides high interconnection redundancy which reduces impact of fracture and
interconnection failures [145, 67, 138, 145, 193].
The general disadvantage with wire technologies is the difficulty and criticality of wire alignment
with solder pads on the cell surfaces. Other disadvantages will be discussed in the context of each
technology.
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5.2.2.1

Multiwire (MW)

MW involves a soldering step of a low-temperature solder alloy. There are at least 200 solder joints
on the front side [198]. IR soldering was shown in one study to give the best results compared
to several other [56]. Despite the low temperature during processing, thermal soldering stresses
exceed the yield strength of Cu and Cu plastic deformation occurs [171]. This is true for ribbon
as well as MW soldering, though bowing in 3-busbar cells was shown to be greater than MW after
the soldering step [198]. The heating process can cause wires to bend away from correct alignment
[56]. Well-contacted wires can show peel forces on average 5.7 N/mm, well above the standard 1
N/mm. A comparison study of MW and three-busbar modules made with the same cells show MW
exhibits higher FF [194]. Equal or greater efficiencies to the three-busbar modules were achieved
using MW while using much less Ag. Using higher solid material (such as Ag colloids) in solder
flux opens another pathway to increase FF by reducing IMC growth [199].
A variation on MW uses glass fiber fabric on the wires and like SW, combines the lamination and
soldering step [200]. Another variation uses pressure contacts with no Pb, Sn, Ag, or encapsulant
[201].
An outdoor study of two years in hot-humid climate shows 3.19% degradation of MW module
[202]. 12-"busbar" modules were shown to be more resilient to cracks than five-busbar modules
in [138] and better than three-busbar modules in [145]. Solder cracking has been reported after
DML1000 [131] and TC50 [198]. Despite solder cracking appearing in TC50 [198], one study
examined performance after TC200 and saw no degradation [56]. Section 6.3 shows <3% PMP
loss after TC500 and < 1% degradation after TC50. HF10 testing showed < 1% degradation. Less
than 4% degradation is shown for DH2000. A minimodule consisting of two half-cells underwent
DH1000 testing and experienced approximately 4% power loss with about 1% absolute FF loss
[203]. EDS mapping shows an increase of Sn on the solder joint. This Sn migration is likely
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related to the degradation mechanism presented in Section 6.2 [98].

5.2.2.2

SmartWire (SW)

SW can lead to 50% savings in cost [55]. SW is similar to MW with the exception of the soldering step. 15-38 Cu wires are embedded in an encapsulant (typically TPO) to form a foil. The
low-temperature soldering step and lamination step are combined into one [193, 197]. Having one
cell handling step allows low breakage rates for larger and thinner cells [204]. One challenge with
this is achieving strong adhesion between encapsulant and SW foil layers [205]. Finger lengths
of 4-8 mm are possible, leading to negligible finger RS losses compared to the 39 mm used for
three-busbar cells [193]. One study examined different front and rear metallization patterns on
minimodules made of SHJ cells and saw that much less Ag grid area is necessary to achieve improved performance [206]. The TCO in the SHJ cells had high enough conductivity to compensate
for the gaps in between the fingers, leading to a 21% reduction in shadowing losses while maintaining nearly the same FF. Further reduction in Ag on the rear side is possible by changing the
angle of the wire placement.
Early generation SW Cu wires were coated with InSn [207, 197, 208] or BiSn [208]. InSn solder
was shown to have better fatigue resistance than conventional PbSn [131] but has been shown to
consume Ag gridlines [207]. Solders with Bi (e.g., SnBi, SnBiAg) could ameliorate this at the
sacrifice of poor fatigue life performance.
One study showed laminated single cells in G/BS configuration showed 4% PMP loss after TC400
and about 3% after TC100 for G/BS and G/G [197]; however, in all cases most of the degradation
occurred at TC50. TC800 in G/G with TPO shows only 2.5% power loss that is driven by FF
loss [209]. No recognizable power loss was observed after TC1000 [55]. Less than 5% power
loss was observed after TC800 using BiSn coating instead of InSn [208]. 1.2% power loss after
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TC700 was shown in [196] while 0.9% after TC600 was shown in [9]. The study presented in
Section 6.3 shows 3.81-4.28% loss after TC500 and no degradation after HF10. TC212 in one
study shows 1.41% efficiency degradation in the worst sample for SW on SHJ cells, while In-free
shows <0.2% for TC100, <3% for TC1500, and <2% after TC680 for In-free and UV transparent
coating [210, 211]. TC800 for SHJ with SW shows negligible losses [193]. In-based SW modules degraded by 2.8% under DML6900 while Bi-based wires showed no degradation [207]. The
fracture susceptibility remained the same regardless of the presence of rear supporting bars. Section 6.3 shows ≈4% loss after DML1000. For DH, 1% loss is shown for DH4000 [9]; none after
DH5000 [55]; <3% for DH3000 with In-free wires and for DH1700 with In-free, UV transparent
coatings [211]; <5% using BiSn coating after DH4000 [208]. In one study using minimodules
with different encapsulant materials, liquid silicone and TPO foil show <5% loss after DH9000
[193]. Silicone foil showed no degradation until between DH4000-6000+ when it reduced by
≈15%. A single cell encapsulated in G/G configuration showed <1% loss after DH1000. Another
study shows no damage in EL for a G/G module with TPO encapsulant after DH7000, while G/G
with three-busbar cells and EVA encapsulant showed severe degradation around module perimeter
[209]. In the present literature, it seems that SW modules perform remarkably well in DH in all
cases; however, Section 6.3 shows 5.69-6.56% loss after DH2000 with most degradation occurring
at DH1000. One of two modules show <5% loss at DH1000. This shows that the current literature
available is optimistic and more work is required to examine apparent outliers.
A variation of SW uses cell strips like shingled interconnections [212]. This variation is highly
bifacial and showed negligible differences in AST compared to conventional SW: DH1000 showed
<3% loss and TC400 showed <2%.
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5.2.3

Shingled

Shingles are small sections cut from full sized cells that are bonded together using ECAs. They
are often 1/5 or 1/6 the size of full cells, while 1/4 or 1/3 cells are considered "tiled" and 1/2 cells
are not tiled nor shingled. The high perimeter to area ratio has the detriment of increasing the
influence of edge recombination but has the benefits of improved heat transport [213], improved
shading tolerance, higher packing density, less metal usage [214], lower CTM losses than ribbon
tabbing (assuming proper shingle overlap width) [214, 215]. Despite improved shading tolerance
overall, shingles can experience higher reverse biases due to shading [214]. Optimizing the number
of bypass diodes can significantly reduce this. Changing the number of bypass diodes requires
changing the number of substrings within the module. Shingled string length must be carefully
considered as it strongly influences hotspot temperature [213].
Based on previous work on half-cut cells [138] and on several different sizes (full, half, quarter,
third) [139], smaller cells are more fracture resistant. Care must be taken during the cutting step
since there is greater opportunity for process-induced cell fracture. Presented results in Section
6.3 corroborate these findings by showing little to no cell fracture after DML1000. Fracture susceptibility is strongly related to module BOM and some fracture is shown in [216] for different
module makes. Cracks do not reduce overall performance significantly even if they do appear
[217], though poor low-light performance shown in [216] is possibly due to effects of increased
edge recombination from fracture formation. The nature of shingled module fracture appears to
show initiation at rear Al finger metallization and rapid propagation to ECA/Al interface [217].
These results suggest that fracture does not propagate in a fatigue nature. They appeared typically
before TC100 and then stabilized. Fracture risk can be reduced by lowering joint height, increasing
length of filling of ECA to reduce encapsulant pulling in at cell ends, CTE matching of encapsulant
and ECA, and reducing mechanical stiffness of ECA [217].
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While ECAs are applicable to several technologies (such as ribbon, MWT, IBC), they will be
discussed alongside shingled modules as they are the primary means of interconnecting cells. Agcoated Cu particles dispersed in a silicone matrix are widely used as ECAs [218]. ECAs offer
the benefits of lower thermomechanical stresses, can be Pb-free, and are mechanically compliant;
however, processing ECAs is challenging in large part because it is difficult to control the curing
reaction [219]. ECA thickness, rheology, application technique (punctual or linear [216]), curing
temperature and dwell time, and annealing must be considered. The volume resistivity of ECAs
depends strongly on the curing temperature and time [220, 221]. Annealing can substantially
improve ECA conductivity. These considerations, as well as using thinner ECAs [53], would
naturally improve the resulting device FF. The processing must fine-tune ECA joint thickness and
shingle overlap to prevent thermomechanical joint failure [217].
Shingled interconnections do well under mechanical loading. One study applied large mechanical
loads (five cycles of 2400 Pa and one cycle of 5400 Pa) and all modules tested showed <3% PMP
loss [216]. Section 6.3 shows similar degradation after DML1000. Crack resistance is shown
for half-cell modules in [138], which can appropriately be extrapolated to predict shingled cell
performance. Shingled interconnections also do well in TC (see Section 6.3, [217, 218]). Section
6.3 shows 1.9-2.4% PMP loss after TC500. Klasen et al. show 1.1±0.7% PMP loss after TC100
and 8.9±5.8% PMP loss after TC1000 [217]. The losses seem to be driven by FF. A study
referenced in [218] observed <3% PMP loss after TC800. Jaubert et al. describe degradation
after TC200 occurs due to resin bleed-out for Ag-filled acrylate ECA, thermal fatigue, and low
adhesion particle concentration in the ECA leading to delamination [218]. HF10 testing shows no
degradation in Section 6.3. The mechanism behind losses after HF30 are described to be moisture
ingress and icing-induced stresses leading to ECA cracks and delamination in [218], though no
performance degradation is discussed. Section 6.3 shows less than 5% PMP loss at DH1000 and
7.5-9.3% after DH2000. DH degradation is described as due to ECA oxidation [57] of Ag particles
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(DH1000, [218]) and corrosion of Ag-coated Cu particles in ECA (DH3000, [218]). DH1000
shows no change in RS and only slight FF losses in [222]. This is attributed Ag diffusion into
silicon following ECA oxidation, forming a shunt pathway. The authors suggest minimizing the
ECA contact area on silicon during printing, though this would consequently increase RS . Peel
strength was shown to reduce after DH400-600 but is not influenced by elevated temperature alone.
While peel strength may be retained in dry heat, degradation behavior shown in [218] is worse in
dry heat than for damp heat. Interestingly, electrical properties after DH1000 (particularly RS ) do
not change despite reduced peel strength in ECA [222]. This suggests that peel strength may not
be an indicator of good electrical contact.
One variation of conventional shingled cells involves cutting a fully fabricated cell at the busbar
edge and using ECA along the busbar length [221]. Another variation uses pressure contacts with
small metal strips in between shingles rather than ECA [54]. This could result in 70-90% reduction
in Cu, though instability during TC testing and high FF loss in one year of outdoor exposure (1.6%
absolute) demonstrate necessary improvements in reliability.

5.2.4

Metal Wrap-Through (MWT)

As early as 2009, MWT cells with comparable efficiency to ribbon tabbed have been shown [223].
MWT cells remove the need for busbars but still require a front grid. This significantly reduces the
amount of Ag used. Ag can be further reduced by using Cu metallization. It has been shown that
it can provide similar contact resistance and mechanical strength to fired Ag metallization [224].
Processing MWT cells is similar to conventional Al-BSF except that before the doping step, vias
are laser drilled through the bulk and metal is deposited through the via during metallization. The
front grid and the metal-filled vias extend to the rear of the cell for the positive contact, while the
bulk acts as the negative contact (opposite contact polarities in the case of MWT PERC [225]).
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An inner layer dielectric (ILD) sheet is in front of the rear contact grid with openings for the ECA
joints, though there are at least four methods to apply an insulating layer [8]. The ILD provides
electrical insulation between n- and p- contacts. A conductive backsheet (CBS) with the rear
contacting grid is typically a Cu sheet laminated to PET-PVF [226]. The ILD is the cell-side layer
in the CBS. A series of Ag-plated or ECA-covered dots is printed on the sheet for contacting. Agplated dots exist to reduce contact resistance but ECAs exist that can directly contact the Cu [204],
though it has been reported that contact of ECA with the cell or CBS is a concern [224].
Like other back contact technologies, MWT modules exhibit higher cell packing densities and
lower front shadowing losses. The front metallization provides lower RS while still improving optical performance so long as the grid pattern is optimized [227]. This is at the cost of more process
steps, requirements for optimizing laser drilling and via paste suction process, and the addition
of an ILD that can cause issues with reliability [204]. At which point during the manufacturing
process the vias are drilled is important for performance and should be done before any other process steps [228]. Ion implantation for emitter formation was shown to reduce recombination [228].
Proper suction processes are critical for achieving low RS (<4 mΩ) with via paste [229]. The rear
contact dot Ag paste or ECA must metallize well and have low shunting behavior [223]. The ECA
rheology and stencil pattern must be optimized [226]. Since there are usually more than 10 rear
contact dots per electrode, contact failure results in FF losses only after several fail [230]. This
displays a form of interconnection redundancy discussed in Section 6.1 [67].
TC200 with Cu plated H-pattern showed some FF losses attributed to loss of contact between
ECA and either the cell or CBS [224]; however, it is difficult to say whether any true degradation occurred given the small PMP loss for one module (1.37%, could be within measurement
uncertainty) and increases in PMP for the two other modules. TC400 and DH2000 was tested on
modules with 12 ECA/CBS combinations and showed no correlation between combination and
degradation [226]. One combination failed TC200 and two others failed TC400. After DH1000,
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all combinations exhibited <5% PMP loss and after DH2000, the combination with the greatest
degradation still showed less than 6% loss. For a series of modules with 8 CBS/encapsulant/ECA
combinations, all but two combinations showed <3% PMP loss at DH1000 [204]. These modules
remained at <3% PMP loss at DH2000. The two combinations which failed used EVA encapsulant, though notably, one other combination used EVA and performed well. The combined effect
of moisture and EVA showed high failure rate due to weakening of adhesion strength at CU/ILD
interface. Differences in peel strength after different amounts of time after DH showed differing
results, indicating time dependence on Cu/ILD adhesion [204]. This delamination puts stress on
the interconnections that leads to failure. This study also showed that CBS materials that did not
use an ILD only saw a 2.4% relative PMP loss after DH2000. This is promising as ILD removal
lowers cost, reduces materials and complexity.

5.2.5

Interdigitated Back Contact (IBC)

IBC technology was presented as early as 1984 as "point contact" cells [231]. IBC cells are backcontact, back-junction devices with alternating (interdigitated) n-type and p-type contacts on the
rear of the cell. This technology has similar advantages to MWT except that it removes all front
metallization, thus removing all shadowing losses. This also removes the need to optimize front
contact metal area for resistive and recombination (higher area, lower RS and higher contact recombination) with optical shadowing. The rear contact surface area can be optimized to reduce
recombination while maintaining low RS losses. Rear contacts are most commonly electroplated
Cu. This provides greater fracture strength [138] and allows for thinner cells to be used with
minimal fracture vulnerability. One study showed point contacts providing high FF with reduced
recombination by reducing contact surface area [232]. Despite the advantages to removing front
metallization, the requirement for bulk quality increases since the carriers near the front surface
have farther to travel. IBC interconnection still allows for high efficiency devices, as shown by the
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IBC device record efficiency of 26.3% [233]. The complex and energy-intensive processing increases the cost of IBC modules. Some performance issues from process steps can be ameliorated
from the suggestions found in [234].
There has been relatively little work done on IBC reliability apart from that investigating PID
polarization [235, 236, 237, 238, 239]. Despite this, IBC has the advantage of being resistance to
PID-s [236]. PID-p reduces ISC and VOC with a much greater influence on ISC [237, 238]. Its effects
appear to saturate over time [237]. Various influences have been proposed [236, 238]. IBC suffers
from low breakdown voltages but this can be mitigated by changing doping profiles [240]. One
study showed that IBC SHJ, PERC, and PERT were more susceptible to UV degradation compared
to Al-BSF [241], though this is likely due to cell qualities rather than interconnection.
One study on IBC reliability showed low losses after TC, HF, and PID testing (PMP losses for:
TC400, 1.65%; HF20, 4.28%; PID96, 2.5%; PID192, 3.24%) [239]. PVEL showed no degradation
on IBC modules after a series of SML, DML, TC, and HF [138]. A study on Al2 O3 response to
DH conditions suggests that IBC could do well in DH testing [242]. Al2 O3 separates rear contact
regions of opposite polarities. The fact that is does well in DH suggests that rear shunting is not
a concern for IBC in DH conditions. One system of IBC modules installed in hot-humid Florida
show <0.6% PMP loss per year (not published). More studies are required to form any substantial
conclusions.
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CHAPTER 6: STUDYING RELIABILITY AND DURABILITY OF
INTERCONNECTIONS

6.1

Impact of Interconnection Failure On Ribbon Tabbed Modules

Portions of this chapter were published in:
“Impact of interconnection failure on photovoltaic module performance,” D. J. Colvin, E. J.
Schneller, and K. O. Davis. Progress in Photovoltaics: Research and Applications, p. pip.3401,
Mar. 2021, doi: 10.1002/pip.3401.

6.1.1

Introduction

This work builds off of [168] by examining the effect of complete interconnect disconnection on
performance for full-sized modules with four-busbar cells. Similar results are observed, namely,
the accelerated performance degradation that occurs once interconnection redundancy is lost. I.e.,
there is a reduction in the number of adjacent interconnections which dramatically increases the
distance that carriers must travel for collection. While this occurs for every disconnection, losing an
adjacent interconnect (two interconnections next to each other are both disconnected) accelerates
RS degradation. Notably, it takes many failures (10-25, depending on location) before 1% power
loss is shown. Module performance is tracked using dark I-V, illuminated I-V with suns-VOC , and
EL sweep. These techniques are also used for calculating RS and the values obtained from each
are compared. We also examine the impact on irradiance-dependent performance and energy yield
predictions.
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6.1.2

Experiment

Before any cuts were made, the modules underwent baseline testing consisting of dark I-V, illuminated I-V, and EL imaging. The illuminated I-V was performed using a Sinton FMT-350 module
flash tester at standard test conditions and at different irradiance levels. EL images were obtained
using a modified consumer DSLR camera. These measurement techniques were performed after
each cutting step. Periodic EL imaging was performed throughout the experiment using an 8MP
Sensovation coolSamBa HR-830 silicon cooled CCD with an 850 nm longpass filter.
Interconnection failures are systematically induced in four full-sized 60-cell modules with fourbusbar cells. The modules consists of multicrystalline Al-BSF cells. One module had one broken
interconnection prior to this experiment. Using a rotary tool, cuts were made on the rear side of
the module to break the interconnections between cells. The sequence of the cutting was designed
to explore the impact of interconnect breakage on specific interconnects (e.g., outer or inner) and
specific combinations (e.g., sequential or two on the same cell). This is illustrated by the diagram
and EL images in Fig. 6.1.
Two modules were selected for cutting the center two busbars; the remaining two modules were
cut at their outer busbars. At each cutting step, one interconnection from one cell in each substring
(three interconnections total) is cut. In the first phase of this experiment, every other cell was
cut in each of the four modules, with the cuts alternating busbars (see Fig. 6.1). This procedure
resulted in 10 cutting steps (30 cuts) total. One module had one interconnect broken prior to the
experiment, so it experienced 29 cuts during the first phase. During the second phase, the modules
were separated into two groups: those with their center busbars cut and those with outer busbars
cut. Within these two groups, one module underwent sequential cuts and the other, two cuts per
cell.
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Figure 6.1: Diagram of the procedure for inducing interconnection breakages. a) During Phase
1, each breakage skips one cell and alternates sides. b) During Phase 2, single cuts are made in
sequence or two are made at each cell with one cut already present. The difference of EL response
between outer and inner breakages is apparent. The outer breakages result in lower luminescence
because there is only one busbar next to it to compensate for current distribution.

NREL’s System Advisor Model (SAM) was used to simulate the annual energy yield of two modules. The simple efficiency model was used with all settings default besides module parameters.
The module area and temperature correction coefficient for maximum power were taken from the
module specification sheet. The VOC , VMP , and efficiency values were taken from illuminated I-V
data at each step. Default settings for simulated system size was 12 modules per substring and
5,374 substrings in the system, giving a total of 64,488 modules in the system. The energy yield
results were calculated using the annual energy results from SAM and dividing from product of
the number of modules in the system and the nameplate power rating. Meteorological data was
used for Orlando, Florida, USA, and for Seattle, Washington, USA.
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Figure 6.2: These plots show percent changes of a) power, b) RS , and c) FF for each cut. The
vertical line marks the end of the first phase, during which every other interconnect was cut on
every other cell (see Fig. 6.1).

6.1.3

6.1.3.1

Results and Discussion

Impact of Interconnection Failures on Module Performance

It is shown in Fig. 6.2 that power, RS , and FF change at similar rates within both groups as single
cuts are induced on every other cell. The rates of change are shown in Table 6.1, with respective R2
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Table 6.1: Slopes of performance percent changes for each module during each phase. Phase 1
uses data up to and including cut 30. Phase 2 uses data starting from the final point of Phase 1.
Module
Inner Sequential
Inner Two/Cell
Outer Sequential
Outer Two/Cell

∆P (%/cut)
-0.055
-0.046
-0.107
-0.108

Phase 1
∆RS (%/cut)
0.736
0.679
1.37
1.44

∆FF(%/cut)
-0.058
-0.048
-0.120
-0.131

∆P (%/cut)
-0.049
-0.128
-0.116
-0.083

Phase 2
∆RS (%/cut)
0.592
1.25
0.957
0.767

∆FF(%/cut)
-0.064
-0.136
-0.113
-0.089

values for the linear curve fits in Table 6.2. Interconnection failures effectively reduce the crosssectional surface area through which current can pass, therefore the RS increases and FF decreases
(this relationship is shown quantitatively in [162]). Corrosion progressively reduces this crosssectional surface area, while a broken interconnect reduces it in a step-wise fashion (see also [166]).
E.g., taking a module with four busbars, one disconnection reduces the overall cross-sectional area
by one fourth, when considering either the current collecting or current delivering side of the cell.
Current passing into the cell has only three busbars remaining to transport the current. The resistive
losses are induced also because a higher flux of carriers are transported through the busbars and
because the carriers have to travel a longer distance to complete the circuit.
The performance rates of change for the outer interconnection failures were nearly double that for
central interconnect failures (see Table 6.1). This is because outer busbars only have one nearby
busbar to collect the current that the broken one is not collecting, while inner busbars have one on
each side to help compensate. The lack of carrier collection compensation is especially noticeable
in EL images (Fig. 6.1). It is suspected that the full rear metallization of the cells contributes
substantially to this compensation effect, which could imply greater performance losses for bifacial
technologies due to interconnection failures.
The power and FF were changing at nearly identical rates for the modules with sequential cuts.
This shows that each cell’s performance is independent of the cells preceding and proceeding it
within the module, with respect to interconnection. The general trends are consistent with what is
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Table 6.2: Coefficients of determination (R2 ) for the linear fits for performance percent change of
each module during each phase. Phase 1 uses data up to and including cut 30. Phase 2 uses data
starting from the final point of Phase 1.

Module
Inner Sequential
Inner Two/Cell
Outer Sequential
Outer Two/Cell

R2

∆P
0.988
0.996
0.988
0.996

Phase 1
∆RS R2
0.997
0.993
0.992
0.994

∆FFR2
0.998
0.997
0.994
0.993

R2

∆P
0.983
0.991
0.991
0.996

Phase 2
∆RS R2
0.984
0.998
0.998
0.998

∆FFR2
0.988
0.995
0.995
0.996

shown in [168] and [166], with the main difference lying in the slope values. This is due to the
natures of the samples used: market available full-sized modules with four busbars in this work,
in-house manufactured minimodules with three busbars in [168], single simulated two-busbar cells
in [166]. Each module’s rate of RS change decreased except for the module with two inner cuts
per cell because both of the central interconnections are broken. For this module, redundancy is
lost and there is only one busbar on each side to collect carriers. This loss of redundancy nearly
doubled rate of RS change and nearly tripled the rate of power and FF change, a trend consistent
with what is shown in [168] when redundancy was lost.

6.1.3.2

Impact on Performance versus Irradiance

The performance of a module varies with incident irradiance. While maximum power output continuously rises with increasing intensity, parameters such as efficiency and VMP typically peak at
intensities below one sun and then drop off (see examples in Fig. 3.2). This trend has been shown
earlier with efficiency versus intensity for concentrating PV [243], and it is shown here that this
irradiance-dependency is also apparent at typical operating irradiances. An equation developed by
Alam et al. can be used to calculate efficiency versus intensity performance for N-junction cells
at any intensity, from which a critical operating intensity can be calculated to maximize operating
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Figure 6.3: Impact of interconnection failures on performance measured as a function of irradiance
for VMP (a and c) and efficiency (b and d). The performance drops in all cases as more failures are
induced. Beyond approximately 0.4 suns for the inner two/cell module, the loss in interconnection
redundancy impacts performance severely. Figures are plotted with equal scales on both axes.

efficiency [244]. Equations developed by Green can be used to calculate the critical operating intensity to within 0.3-33% error of what is seen in the raw data [245]. While the accuracy in this
method dropped as more interconnection failures were induced, there was a consistent trend in
the critical intensity that as more failures were induced, the critical intensity reduced. Here, the
performance versus intensity data is directly measured and the optimal operating points are taken
directly as the peak of the curves. Fig. 6.3 displays the expected trend of the overall performance
decreasing as more interconnections fail, corresponding to RS degradation. This same trend has
been shown in measured and simulated data in [49]. The module with the inner two interconnections cut per cell experience a more dramatic reduction in performance than the inner sequential
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module, further revealing the impact of losing interconnection redundancy.
VMP is strongly dependent on RS and therefore the drop in VMP for higher intensities suggests that
RS also increases with intensity, albeit indirectly. Photogenerated current increases with increasing
intensity and thus more carriers are pushed through the same cross-sectional surface areas. This
effect does not impact performance up to a certain point (e.g., below 0.4 suns for inner two/cell
module after Phase 2, Figures 6.3c) and 6.3d) but beyond this point, carrier flow is impeded more
severely. As more interconnections fail, the overall surface area through which carriers can travel
reduces and fewer carriers are required to saturate the connections. Fig. 6.3 displays this by
showing that the parameter peaks occur at lower intensities as more failures are induced. This
effect is more severe when interconnection redundancy is lost because it not only impacts the
carrier densities in the busbars, but also in the fingers perpendicular to them (cf. EL of Inner
Sequential with EL of Inner Two/Cell in Fig. 6.1). The intensity at which the parameters peak for
the Inner Sequential module also reduces but does so at a much lower rate.

6.1.3.3

RS Quantified via Multiple Metrology Techniques

RS values are obtained from three metrology techniques: illuminated I-V with suns-VOC (described
in Chapter 3), dark I-V, and calibrated EL image analysis (described in Chapter 3.3).
For the dark I-V, obtained on the full module, RS was calculated using data within a specified
range. The range of values varied from a fraction of ISC to 1ISC . Ranges of 0.50-1ISC , 0.75-1ISC ,
and 0.85-1ISC were used. For each range, a linear regression was performed and RS was calculated
as the inverse of the slope. Since resistive effects do not affect ISC , the nameplate ISC could also be
used to eliminate the need for illuminated I-V in this analysis.
For the calibrated EL image analysis, a series of EL images was obtained for bias currents from
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Figure 6.4: EL image and RS parameter map of module with two inner cuts per cell and 6 edge
breakages, for a total of 66 cuts. The parameter map shows results consistent with the interconnect
breakages.

0A-ISC . The luminescence gives information about the cell device performance, but this method
also takes into account factors external to the device itself, such as issues with interconnection and
contacting. This is especially evident when the RS is mapped onto the module as shown in Fig.
3.7. Each cell’s RS was calculated the same way as for the module dark I-V, i.e., a linear regression
was performed on the cell’s dark I-V within different ranges up to ISC and the inverse of the slope
was taken as the cell RS . The cells are wired in series, so the sum of the cell RS values within a
single module were taken as the module RS . EL images were also obtained up to 1.2ISC and ranges
of 0.50-1.2ISC , 0.75-1.2ISC , and 0.85-1.2ISC were also examined to see if data beyond ISC would
provide results closer to the RS obtained using I-V with suns-VOC .
It is worth noting that measurements such as dark I-V and EL imaging introduce a carrier transport
scheme that is different than what is seen in illuminated measurements. In dark measurements,
the majority of the carriers flow directly beneath the metallization and do not laterally spread in
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Figure 6.5: RS values obtained using dark I-V and illuminated I-V are compared. Linear regressions performed on data points from 0.50-1ISC , 0.75-1ISC , and 0.85-1ISC are plotted and given with
R2 values. Narrowing the gap between the lower bound and ISC shifts the points downward, closer
to illuminated RS . Points plotted as crosses are obtained from calibrated EL image analysis and
were obtained using the same current ranges. A one-to-one curve is plotted for reference.

the emitter as much as they do in illuminated conditions (also shown in Fig. 2 of [166]). This
is because illuminated conditions generate carriers across the active area of the cell, while dark
conditions inject carriers into metallized regions through local areas on the semiconductor surface.
Since there is a higher current passing through a smaller effective surface area, i.e., a higher carrier
flux, the RS values shown are higher for dark measurements than illuminated. The non-uniformity
induced by interconnection failure is shown in Fig. 7 of [166]. Another consideration is the module
temperature. Increasing temperature leads to an overestimation of RS due to the voltage drop. The
results for dark I-V and EL imaging presented in this work are not temperature corrected, while
the illuminated I-V is.
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RS values obtained using dark and illuminated I-V are compared in Fig. 3.8. The R2 values for the
0.50-1ISC and 0.75-1ISC are 0.53% different from each other. It appears that there is a reasonable
correlation (R2 = 0.81) for these two ranges. A current range of 0.85ISC -1ISC tended to give values
closer to illuminated RS but induced more scatter (R2 = 0.66). It is likely that the curve fit suffered
due to a lack of data points obtained in the module dark I-V rather than the range of data points
itself. The curve fit has a y-intercept between 0.40Ω-0.44Ω which could be due to bulk resistive
and metallization-related resistive effects that are more manifest in dark conditions (direct carrier
injection) than illuminated conditions (distributed carrier generation).
Fig. 6.5 suggests that calculated RS gets closer to illuminated RS as current ranges approach ISC .
For EL image analysis, it was observed that exceeding ISC sometimes improved the results, but
there was no trend that indicated a correlation. Both dark I-V and EL imaging suggest that narrowing the range of values closer to ISC gives RS values closer to illuminated RS . Fig. 6.5 also shows
that dark RS more closely approximates illuminated RS at higher RS values. Since the carrier generation is distributed across the surface of the cell, carriers drift to the metal contacts and are not
as dependent on interconnection quality as dark conditions. Although interconnection quality is
far from negligible for carrier transport in illuminated conditions, carriers are directly injected and
transported primarily via the interconnections in dark conditions. The effects of RS exhibited in
the modules’ illuminated performance approaches that seen in dark conditions and more interconnections are broken.

6.1.3.4

Energy Yield and Intensity Dependent Performance

Using NREL’s SAM simple efficiency model, the module with inner two/cell failures was used to
estimate its annual energy delivery. Simulations were performed assuming constant efficiency for
all intensity levels and for intensity-dependent efficiency values. The results are shown in Table 6.3.
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It is shown that without degradation (baseline case), using one-sun parameters may overestimate
the actual energy delivery of a system; for modules with moderate to severe RS degradation, onesun parameters may actually underestimate the actual energy delivery. RS degradation impacts
higher irradiance performance (at >0.5 suns) and may lead to underpredicting energy yield; at <0.5
suns, it has been shown that shunt resistive effects produced by cracks impact performance and
lead to overprediction of energy yield [68].
Installation location may counterbalance the effects of degradation. For example, [49] explained
that the detrimental effects of high RS are counterbalanced in Geneva, where most of the energy
is produced below 0.8 suns. Our results show that in a region of lower average intensity (Seattle,
WA), assuming one-sun efficiency tends to overpredict energy yield more than in a region of higher
average intensity (Orlando, FL). Both regions show very similar underestimations in energy yield
once interconnection redundancy is lost (Phase 2). The degradation is so severe that whether low
or high intensities are more prevalent, the error in energy yield estimation is roughly the same.
This may imply that modules with severe RS degradation do not perform better in regions of lower
intensities as would be expected when observing its performance versus intensity, as shown in Fig.
6.3; however, the degradation induced in the end of Phase 2 of this experiment is more severe than
what most modules would experience in the field. There is a point between Phase 1 and Phase 2 at
which the model begins to underpredict the energy yield.
It appears that one-sun assumptions do not introduce as high of an error in energy yield prediction
in sunny climates as in cloudier climates, albeit the error in both cases is non-negligible. While
the percent differences between intensity-dependent and one-sun predicted energy yield are fairly
small, this difference would scale with system size and yield increasingly greater errors in calculating the LCOE. LCOE estimates on small systems such as rooftops (typically less than 10kW)
would be negligibly impacted, while large systems such as those owned by utilities (typically
greater than 1MW) would be more significantly affected.
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Table 6.3: Differences in simulated annual energy delivery of the inner two/cell module using
NREL’s SAM simple efficiency model for a system in Orlando, FL and Seattle, WA. Simulated
energy yield is in kWh/kW. Positive difference shows overprediction of energy yield when using
one-sun efficiency for all intensities; negative, underprediction. Phase 2 values shown to display
the effects of losing interconnection redundancy.

Efficiency Condition
Constant (kWh/kW)
Variable (kWh/kW)
Percent Difference (%)

Orlando, FL
Baseline Phase 1 Phase 2
1579
1558
1484
1568
1552
1509
0.70
0.39
-1.67
6.1.4

Baseline
1269
1257
0.91

Seattle, WA
Phase 1 Phase 2
1252
1193
1245
1213
0.55
-1.64

Conclusion

Interconnection failures occur in the form of corrosion and solder joint failure. This work simulated
solder joint failure by systematically inducing cuts on the rear side of four standard four-busbar
modules. It was shown for edge disconnections and for two inner failures per cell, interconnection
redundancy was lost. Interconnection redundancy describes if an interconnection has adjacent
interconnections. A loss of redundancy was shown to exacerbate the performance degradation. The
degradation is most noticeable at intensities above 0.4 suns. Results using NREL’s SAM simple
efficiency model show that assuming one-sun efficiency overpredicts energy yield for modules with
little to no RS degradation, while doing so underpredicts energy yield when severe RS degradation
occurs. Overpredictions were small but non-negligible, as even a small error could lead to LCOE
miscalculations which scale with system size.
Dark I-V and EL image analysis were used to calculate dark RS and calculated values were compared to illuminated RS calculated using illuminated I-V with suns-VOC . Dark RS approached the
illuminated RS values as the module RS increased and as the current ranges narrowed onto ISC . EL
images obtained at bias currents exceeding ISC gave RS values that deviated further from illuminated RS than those obtained using ranges up to ISC .
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The procedure followed in this work could also be done for bifacial modules to explore what impact
it would make to lose the full area rear metallization. It is hypothesized here that interconnection
failures would be more severe for bifacial modules. Other interconnection technologies could also
be explored, along with taking sets of modules with differing numbers of busbars. It is expected
that modules with a higher numbers of busbars would not be as sensitive to interconnection failures.
Data used for this work can be found on https://figshare.com/projects/DOE_PVRD2_-_
Contact_Degradation/56162.
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6.2

Front Contact Corrosion After Damp Heat Exposure for Modules using Different Metal
Pastes

Portions of this chapter were published in:
“Characterization of Front Contact Degradation in Monocrystalline and Multicrystalline Silicon
Photovoltaic Modules Following Damp Heat Exposure,” N. Iqbal, D.J. Colvin, E.J. Schneller,
T.S. Sakthivel, R. Ristau, B.D. Huey, B.X.J. Yu, J.-N. Jaubert, A.J. Curran, M. Wang, S. Seal,
R.H. French, and K.O. Davis. Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells, 2021, doi:
10.1016/j.solmat.2021.111468.

6.2.1

Introduction

In this work, a detailed study of contact degradation in monocrystalline and multicrystalline PV
modules is performed. The modules are subjected to a sequence of DH exposures followed by
electrical characterization after each step. EL imaging shows different darkening patterns for
monocrystalline modules compared to multicrystalline modules; the former shows darkening near
the busbars and the latter shows it across virtually the entire cell surface. The primary loss mechanism is confirmed to be resistive after comparing the I-V characteristics at each DH exposure step.
This is consistent with what other groups have shown [14, 246]. Top-down and cross-sectional
SEM, EDS, and top-down high-resolution XPS analysis is performed on cored samples. These
techniques confirm that the degradation is due to metallization corrosion. The difference in the
darkening pattern is attributed to the different silver paste composition used for contacting each
cell technology, particularly the composition of the glass frit.
EVA, a common encapsulant for PV modules, decomposes to produce acetic acid when exposed to
UV radiation and is exacerbated by elevated temperature and the presence of moisture. Additives
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within the EVA can either enhance or reduce acetic acid formation. Acetic acid and polyene
formation via side group deacetylation is influenced by additives [247]. This tends to lower the pH
and accelerates the rate of corrosion [248]. Acetic acid attacks the thin glass layer found between
the Ag metallization and silicon emitter resulting in increased RS [14]. It has been found that
acetic acid reacts with the lead-oxide (PbO) in the glass layer to form lead acetate. The Pb is then
re-deposited away from the glass layer. This is a repetitive cyclical process that accelerates the
dissolution of the glass layer, forming a gap between the Ag contact and the silicon emitter [185].
A recent study confirmed this phenomenon and has also shown that there is a Pb alternation layer
formed in the metal-Si interface that inhibits carrier transport [182].

6.2.2

6.2.2.1

Experiment

Module Specification, Characterization and Sample Coring

Two monocrystalline silicon PERC modules and two multicrystalline silicon Al-BSF modules
were selected for this experiment. Both module types contain 144 five-busbar half cells in a seriesparallel (2 parallel substrings of 72 cells) cell arrangement. The metal paste compositions used to
contact the two different cell technologies are different, primarily due to the requirement of various oxides to adhere to monocrystalline and multicrystalline cells. Table 6.4 shows the metal paste
elemental composition values which was obtained by the cell manufacturer before firing by X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) (variability ≈ ±5%). The major compositional differences between the two
pastes can be seen for PbO (0.79 wt.% for monocrystalline and 0.098 wt.% for multicrystalline),
ZnO (0.078 wt.% for monocrystalline and 0.197 wt.% for multicrystalline) and SiO2 (0.58 wt.%
for monocrystalline and 0.987 wt.% for multicrystalline). These differences in paste compositions
between suppliers are due to optimizing pastes for better adhesion and contact formation for different doping layers and silicon surface morphologies. The optimized peak firing temperature for
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monocrystalline PERC cells were 765±10 ◦ C and multicrystalline Al-BSF cells were 790±10 ◦ C.
The cells were co-fired in an IR heated belt furnace. All the modules have clear EVA for front
encapsulation. For the rear side, monocrystalline PERC modules have white EVA and the multicrystalline Al-BSF modules have clear EVA. ZTT-KPO backsheet is used for monocrystalline
modules with a water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) of 0.9 to 1.1 g/m2 per day. For multicrystalline, the backsheet is Cybrid KPF with WVTR of ≈ 1.7 g/m2 per day.

Table 6.4: Silver paste composition (in wt.%) used for monocrystalline PERC and multicrystalline
Al-BSF cells obtained with XRF before firing.
Element
Ag
PbO
ZnO
SiO2
Bi2 O3
CuO
Fe2 O3
MoO3
In2 O3
TeO2
WO3
SeO2
SO3
P2 O5
Na2 O
CaO

Mono PERC
Wt.%
96.24
0.79
0.078
0.58
0.422
0.018
0.027
0.007
0.352
1.21
0.073
0.0684
0.017
0.013
0.043
0.0616

Element
Ag
PbO
ZnO
SiO2
Bi2 O3
CuO
Fe2 O3
MoO3
In2 O3
TeO2
TiO2
Pd
MgO
B2 O3
–
–

Multi Al-BSF
Wt.%
95.98
0.098
0.197
0.987
0.246
0.016
0.026
0.146
0.35
1.4
0.03
0.22
0.144
0.16
–
–

One of each type of modules underwent 3,200 hours of DH exposure. Each module was characterized with illuminated and dark I-V measurements. Illuminated I-V was performed using a solar
simulator at an accredited module characterization facility. I-V data were obtained at each step of
DH exposure (0, 1,000, 2,000, 2,400, 2,800, and 3,200 hours). RS values were calculated using the
method described in [249]. EL images were taken using a modified DSLR camera.
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The EL images were used to select regions of interest located towards the edge of the modules
for extracting circular sections of cells in a process similar to “partial coring" used in [250, 251].
To maintain consistency, cored samples from identical locations (mid-bottom section of each of
the modules) were selected for further materials characterization. Acetone and manual diamond
wire sawing were used to remove the cored sections from the metal post for preparing samples for
further materials characterization.

6.2.2.2

Cell and Cored Sample Characterization

Prior to coring, EQE and R measurements were performed on several cells within the module
using a FlashQE system by Tau Science Corporation. This tool is an LED-based QE measurement
system with a spot size of 4 mm. The system is equipped with an array of 41 independent LEDs,
representing 41 different wavelengths. It is also equipped with an integrating sphere used for
measuring reflectance at each location [252, 253, 254]. It uses unique modulation frequencies for
the LEDs in order to perform full spectrum measurements which take about one second. Openings
were made on the rear side of the module for electrical connection. EQE and reflectance data for
individual cells within the modules were recorded.
A BT Imaging LIS-R1 PL system was used in this experiment to obtain open-circuit PL images
of the cored samples. The system contains an 808 nm wavelength laser as the excitation source.
The emitted PL signal was captured by a 1-megapixel silicon CCD camera with a 920 nm longpass
filter. PL images were recorded at 1 and 0.1 suns, respectively. Photon flux values of 3.085 ×
1017 cm-2 s-1 and 3 × 1016 cm-2 s-1 were assumed to be 1 sun and 0.1 suns respectively, which were
determined by calibrating the photon flux values towards matching the J SC of a reference solar cell
with known EQE data [252, 255].
Top-down SEM and EDS analysis on the Ag metal contacts were performed using a ZEISS ULTRA
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55 SEM. Identical regions on the Ag metal contacts located between 1 mm to 4 mm from the busbar
were selected both for control and degraded samples. An acceleration voltage of 2 kV, a working
distance of 5 mm, and a secondary electron (SE) detector were used to capture the images. EDS
analysis was performed using an acceleration voltage of 30 kV, a working distance of 13 mm, and
the EDS detector. ZEISS SmartSEM software was used to collect and analyze the SEM images
and EDS data. For the cross-sectional images, a FEI Helios 460F1 system was used to perform
focused ion beam (FIB) sectioning, SEM imaging and EDS analysis. An acceleration voltage of
5 kV, a working distance of 4 mm, an angle of 52 ◦ and a SE detector were used for imaging and
elemental analysis. Furthermore, top-down SEM and EDS analysis on the glass layer was also
performed after removing bulk Ag. The analysis locations were similar to the top-down SEM and
EDS. The samples were dipped in 70% nitric acid (HNO3 ) for 90 minutes at 45◦ C to remove the
bulk Ag and access the underlying glass layer [164, 256]. It is to be noted that this process etches
away the bulk Ag, but the underlying glass layer remains intact. To remove the glass layer, further
etching is needed with a different chemical solution (e.g., hydrofluoric acid) [164, 256].
XPS analysis was performed on top of the Ag fingers and on the glass layer (after bulk Ag removal) using a Thermo Scientific ESCALAB-250Xi spectrometer in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
chamber (below 7 × 10−9 mbar). With the help of EL images to locate the dark areas, we selected
similar regions on the finger that are between 1 mm to 4 mm from the busbar both for control
and degraded samples. An Al-Kα monochromatic radiation source (binding energy 1486 eV) was
used, operating at a power of 300 W (15 kV, 20 mA). The spot size of the X-ray was 200 µm and
C 1s peak at 284.8 eV was used as a base for calibration within an experimental error of ± 0.2 eV.
Depth profile was applied up to 20 levels using an Ar gas cluster ion beam (Ar GCIB). Approximately 1.5 nm thickness was removed on each level resulting in an overall ≈ 30 nm removal of
material. Both the survey spectrum and high-resolution elemental spectrum were collected before
and after depth profile. XPS imaging was recorded with the full range of the spectrum after 20
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level of depth profiling. 650 µm spot size with lower pass energy (20 eV) was utilized for better resolution imaging. A Thermo Scientific Avatange Data System software was used to record
and analyze (processing, deconvolution, peak fitting and atomic % profile mapping) the data. The
uncertainty in the peak fitting spectra is in the order of ± 0.4 eV.

6.2.3

6.2.3.1

Results and Discussion

Decoupling Performance Losses

Figure 6.6: I-V performance comparison of monocrystalline PERC and multicrystalline Al-BSF
modules after each step of DH exposure.

The primary I-V data obtained at each step of DH exposure reveal that V OC drops by approxi109

mately 0.3-1.4% (system variability ±1.8%), while I SC drops by approximately 5±0.7% for the
monocrystalline PERC and multicrystalline Al-BSF modules (Fig. 6.6). The I SC of the PERC
module steadily decreases up to 2,800 hours exposure, while the Al-BSF modules’ I SC remains
static. At 3,200 hours, the I SC of each module drops by approximately 5% absolute from the baseline. The degradation in PMP , RS , and FFreveals that the primary loss mechanism is resistive.
Comparing I-V with suns-V OC also confirms significant resistive loss (see Fig. 6.7).
As seen in Fig. 6.8, there is a darkening of the cells observed in the EL images which shows
greater degradation for the multicrystalline versus the monocrystalline modules. In both cases,
darkening begins at the busbars and extends from there. However, multicrystalline modules also
show darkening at the short edges of the cells after 3,200 hours of DH exposure, resulting in
darkening patterns across the entire cell surface.
EQE and R data were obtained for cells within both modules to examine optical losses, as shown
in Fig. 6.9. EQE results show that for monocrystalline PERC, the largest differences (2.25-3.20%
absolute) occur between 810-1,110 nm range between the control and sample 2. The lower EQE
response in sample 2 is evidently recombination based, since the reflectance is negligibly higher
than the control module and the EL of this cell shows uniform darkening. EQE analysis shows that
the loss occurs in the base region of the cell. For multicrystalline Al-BSF, the largest differences
(1.94-3.18% absolute) between the control and the degraded is shown within the 365-750 nm
range. The increase in reflectance from 365-650 nm shows that there is optical loss in the near UV
and mid-visible range.
The EQE and R data were further analyzed using the method described in [252]. The results
suggest that there are minor optical and recombination losses for multicrystalline Al-BSF and
greater, albeit still minor, recombination losses for monocrystalline PERC. A detailed comparison
of the cell level EL and PL images, shown in Fig. 6.10, provide further evidence that resistive
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Figure 6.7: Representative I-V curves with pseudo-I-V for a module after 3,200 hours DH exposure. Shown data obtained from a Sinton FMT-350.

effects primarily are reducing performance. EL darkening shows severe contact degradation for
both sample technologies while PL shows no extraordinary dark regions. Interestingly, for the
multicrystalline Al-BSF modules, there is cell darkening both from the busbar and at the short
edges after 3,200 hours of DH exposure, resulting in the contact corrosion pathway being different
from that of the monocrystalline PERC modules.

6.2.3.2

Degradation Mechanism

Fig. 6.11 shows top-down SEM and EDS analyses performed on the gridlines of control monocrystalline PERC, degraded monocrystalline PERC and multicrystalline Al-BSF samples. Signs of de-
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Figure 6.8: EL images of (a) monocrystalline and (b) multicrystalline module after 3,200 hours of
DH testing.

lamination (between bulk Ag and interfacial glass layer) were observed near the edges of fingers
for the degraded monocrystalline sample after visual inspection, which is not present in the control
sample (Fig. 6.11(a,b). From the EDS mapping, it is evident that there is Sn (Fig. 6.11(h,k) present
on the surface of the gridlines for both the degraded samples alongside Ag (Fig. 6.11(g,j). This is
not the case for the control monocrystalline sample which barely has any Sn present (Fig. 6.11(e).
XPS analysis performed on the Ag metal fingers is shown in Fig. 6.12. Fig. 6.12(i) shows the
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of EQE performance and R for a) monocrystalline PERC and b) multicrystalline Al-BSF modules after 3,200 hours of DH exposure.

Figure 6.10: Comparison of cell level EL (a,c) and PL (b,d) images for single half-cell within
monocrystalline PERC (top row) and multicrystalline Al-BSF (bottom row) modules after 3,200
hours of DH exposure.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison between (a) control and (b) degraded monocrystalline gridline (top row).
Top-down SEM image (c,f,i) and Ag EDS map (d,g,j), Sn EDS map (e,h,k) comparison for gridlines from control monocrystalline PERC (second row), degraded monocrystalline PERC (third
row) and degraded multicrystalline Al-BSF (bottom row) samples.

optical images with the location of the analysis. Here, the green cross is the X-ray focus point
and the yellow square is the XPS image projection. Fig. 6.12(ii) shows the high-resolution Ag
3d XPS spectra for each of the samples after the final step of depth profile. The deconvolution of
the peaks suggest that Ag is oxidized for the degraded samples [257, 258]. It is also noticeable
that multicrystalline samples have greater oxidation of Ag compared to monocrystalline samples.
The control sample seems to have no oxidation, as expected. We also recorded XPS images of the
full spectrum for each sample. The control sample clearly shows the presence of metallic Ag on
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the surface. The highly oxidized multicrystalline sample shows the two deconvoluted peaks for
Ag (368.6 eV) and Ag+ (367.13 eV). In addition, the degraded PERC sample shows the additional
peak of ≈369 eV belonging to Ag-OC bonding, which is attributed to the oxidized Ag surface
bonded with C–O species. Atomic % profile of the Ag 3d images was extracted and the location
of Ag and Ag+ identified in the degraded Al-BSF sample. The overlay mapping of Ag indicates
that both metallic and oxidized Ag is present on the gridline. This confirms that the gridline is
corroding for both technologies, as previously observed by other studies [16]. The oxidation of
Ag increases the finger conductor resistance; however, this is not the primary factor causing an
increase in the RS . If it were, the pattern of the EL image would actually be brighter near the
busbars and gradually become darker along the direction of the finger reaching a minimum near
the midpoint between busbars [259]. The influence of WVTR of the backsheets on corrosion rate
was also considered; however, the difference between the two WVTRs is small and EL images
obtained at each step shows that corrosion starting from the busbar does not begin until 2,000
hours exposure for monocrystalline and multicrystalline modules. If the difference in WVTRs had
a significant influence on DH degradation rate, the multicrystalline modules, with high WVTR
backsheets, would have begun darkening earlier than the monocrystalline samples.
Fig. 6.12(iii) shows the high-resolution XPS spectra and imaging for Pb 4f which suggests the
presence of PbO on the surface of all the samples. Quantification of the spectrum (Table 6.5)
reveals a higher amount of Pb for the degraded monocrystalline PERC samples compared to control
and multicrystalline Al-BSF samples. Fig. 6.12(iv) shows the XPS spectral line of Sn 3d and XPS
imaging. These results indicate that there is a skin layer of SnO2 on the surface of the gridlines.
Quantification of the survey spectrum suggests there is higher amount of Sn for monocrystalline
samples compared to multicrystalline samples. It is interesting to observe the presence of Sn on
the surface of the gridlines, since the silver pastes initially did not have any added Sn or SnO2
present (see Table 6.4). The solder used for the interconnects, however, has a composition of 40%
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the high-resolution XPS spectral lines and corresponding XPS
images/mapping obtained at gridlines for (A) control monocrystalline PERC, (B) degraded
monocrystalline PERC and (C) degraded multicrystalline Al-BSF samples. (i) Optical image
shows the point where the XPS spectral lines and images are recorded on all three samples (Green
Cross is the X-ray focus point and yellow square is XPS image projection). (ii) XPS spectral
lines of Ag 3d and corresponding XPS image/mapping of control and both degraded samples. The
degraded multicrystalline Al-BSF sample clearly indicates the higher oxidation of Ag (Ag+ ) compared to the PERC sample. Atomic % profile of Ag and Ag+ was generated from XPS imaging
and corresponding overlay image show the locations of Ag and Ag+ . (iii) Pb 4f and (iv) Sn 3d XPS
envelops along with XPS images. Interestingly, Sn was not identified on the surface of control
sample.
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Pb and 60% Sn. It is possible that Sn is corroding and depositing into the surface of Ag busbars
and gridlines [59, 58].

Table 6.5: Atomic percent (at%) quantification of XPS survey spectrum for control, degraded
monocrystalline PERC and multicrystalline Al-BSF samples after depth profile.
Element
C 1s
Si 2p
N 1s
O 1s
Ag 3d
Sn 3p
Pb 4f

Control
at%
13.09
31.69
18.54
34.12
1.99
–
0.56

Mono PERC
at%
21.6
8.71
25.9
34.26
2.78
2.76
3.99

Multi Al-BSF
at%
21.98
24.69
20.29
29.61
2.80
0.41
0.22

To further observe what changes occur to the glass layer of the metal contacts close to the busbar where EL dark patterns are seen, we performed high resolution cross-sectional SEM images
along almost the full gridline of a control and a degraded monocrystalline sample as shown in Fig.
6.13(a) and (b) respectively. Common among the two is pockets of glass frit, pores among the
bulk Ag, and a thin glass layer adjacent to the pyramidal silicon surface. All of these are common
for such screen-printed metallization. Furthermore, the control sample exhibits a more uniform
contrast for the glass layer, while the degraded samples show a broader contrast range. Gaps are
noticeable in between the bulk Ag and the glass layer for the degraded sample similar to observations reported by Kraft et al. [185]. Multiple studies have suggested that these signatures (specially
the difference in contrast) is due to the degradation of the glass layer [182, 186], possibly because
of Pb-elusion/corrosion due to DH exposure. The EDS elemental maps and quantification (not
shown) also suggest that there is some change in the composition of the glass layer due to DH
exposure.
While cross-sectional SEM imaging is a great way to visualize the changes near the glass layer,
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Figure 6.13: High resolution cross-sectional SEM images along the metal-Si interface of (a) control
and (b) degraded monocrystalline samples.

additional information is need to confirm this observation. Therefore, we removed the bulk Ag to
access the underlying glass layer and perform materials characterization. Fig. 6.14(i) shows the the
SEM images on the glass layer of control and degraded monocrystalline PERC samples. Although
there are no significant visual differences in the images, the EDS mapping and quantification show
some change in composition along with the presence of Sn on the degraded sample. To verify
these observations, high-resolution XPS analysis was performed on the glass layer. Fig. 6.14(ii)
shows the high-resolution Pb 4f XPS spectra. The control sample shows the presence of PbO. The
degraded sample shows an additional peak of Pb(NO3 )2 along with PbO, which could be due to
the HNO3 etch for bulk Ag removal, forming a surface layer of Pb(NO3 )2 . However, this does
not impact the overall content of Pb present in the glass layer. Quantification of the XPS survey
spectrums shown in Table 6.6 suggests that the composition of glass layer is changing after DH
exposure. There is less Pb content present in the degraded sample, which is a sign of Pb elusion
as mentioned in previous studies [185]. Furthermore, the presence of Sn is confirmed on the glass
layer of the degraded sample both in oxidized (SnO2 ) and metallic (Sn) form as shown in highresolution Sn 3d XPS spectra in Fig. 6.14(iii). Previous reports have talked about Sn transport in
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the bulk Ag and near the metal-Si interface [181]. Our results confirm the transport of Sn to the
glass layer for this mode of degradation.

Figure 6.14: Comparison of the top-down SEM images and high-resolution XPS spectral lines
of the glass layer for the (A) control monocrystalline PERC and (B) degraded monocrystalline
PERC samples. (i) SEM images of the control and degraded samples. Visually there seems to be
no significant difference. XPS analysis was performed at these locations. (ii) Pb 4f and (iii) Sn
3d XPS spectral lines of the control and degraded samples. Sn was not identified on the control
sample.

Darkening of the cell starting from the edge due to DH exposure, which spreads throughout the
cell, has been studied previously [14, 185]. Since both the modules have clear EVA on the front
side, it is natural that the generation of acetic acid due to EVA hydrolysis is playing a key role
in the degradation of both the modules [185]. There is, however, a difference in the backside
encapsulation (white vs clear EVA) for the modules. In a recent study, it has been shown that
the performance degradation is the worst for modules with white EVA when exposed to DH [12].
Interestingly, although the monocrystalline PERC modules have white EVA in the back, they still
show less performance degradation than the multicrystalline Al-BSF modules with clear EVA on
the backside. This confirms that the effect of backside EVA is minor in this study, specially for
the degradation of the front contacts. Recent DH studies have frequently observed the mode of
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degradation (EL darkening) starting from the busbar. Many researchers suggested that this pattern
is due to the use of metal pastes that are resistant to acetic acid. Modules using these pastes are
usually more tolerant to acetic acid resulting in less performance losses, but show this unique
busbar darkening pattern [127, 186, 15]. This is relatable to our monocrystalline module that
shows less performance loss than the multicrystalline module. A recent study by Ino et al. observed
similar darkening pattern starting from the busbar and suggested that this is a result of Sn migration,
since the same pattern is exhibited on cells with both Pb and Pb-free solder [180]. They also
showed that the pattern appears only on the parts of the interconnection ribbon that have been
soldered using Pb and Pb-free solder. This strongly suggests that the solder plays a critical role in
this mode of contact degradation.

Table 6.6: Atomic percent (at%) quantification of the XPS survey spectrum on the glass layer of
the control and degraded monocrystalline PERC samples.
Element
C 1s
Si 2p
O 1s
N 1s
Ag 3d
Pb 4f
Cu 2p
Zn 2p
Sn 3d

Control Mono PERC
at%
5.82
3.62
73.33
3.76
3.35
1.13
8.55
0.44
–

Degraded Mono PERC
at%
6.65
4.83
67.42
3.21
2.25
0.29
5.63
0.62
9.1

It is possible that the presence of Sn on the gridline surface of the degraded regions is playing a key
role in this darkening pattern. We think that Sn, which is a corrosion product of the interconnect,
is being carried and deposited on the surface of the nearby silver gridlines. XPS imaging of Sn 3d
in Fig. 6.12(iv) shows how the detected Sn is dispersed along the degraded Ag gridline, which is
a sign of Sn being migrated from the interconnects to the nearby region. Moreover, Sn was also
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found on the glass layer as shown in Fig. 6.14(iii), suggesting that Sn is transported around or
through the bulk Ag into the glass layer. The deposition of the thin layer of Sn could be playing
a key role in accelerating the acetic acid corrosion at these locations, mainly within the metalSi interface. A recent study by Ino et al. reports similar observations and they talk about the
mechanism behind this kind of degradation [186]. They proposed a cathodic galvanic corrosion
reaction near the interfacial glass layer, due to coating of the Ag metal fingers with corrosion
products. This corrosion is initiated due to moisture ingress. When Sn or Pb (base metals) in the
solder comes in contact with Ag (noble metal) in the presence of electrolyte, there is an electrode
potential difference. This results in a galvanic corrosion. In the next step, Sn2+ and Pb2+ are
generated by the anodic reaction which are then consumed and deposited as corrosion products by
the cathodic reaction on the surface of the nearby Ag finger. These corrosion products deposited on
finger surface near the busbar prevents the galvanic reaction and therefore, it than continues further
away from the busbar on bare Ag surfaces. At these covered finger areas, some of the electrons
now will be consumed by reaction at the interfacial glass layer. There is a similar reaction of
consumption of Pb2+ by the formation of corrosion products, in addition to the Pb elusion proposed
by Kraft et al. [185]. As the eluted Pb2+ ions released from lead acetate and dissolved in water are
consumed as corrosion products, the concentration of Pb2+ ions in solution decreases. Therefore,
this will essentially accelerate the Pb elusion reaction and in turns the degradation of the glass
layer. A detailed explanation of this mechanism can be found in [186].
According to the aforementioned mechanism, when the galvanic corrosion product covers the surface of the Ag finger and the number of electrons contributing to the dissolution reaction of the
glass layer increases, the glass layer preferentially dissolves under these finger regions covered
by corrosion products, resulting in the occurrence of degradation patterns from the busbar. The
degraded glass layer causes loss of electrical connection in these regions and in turns increase the
RS . For metal pastes that are easily corroded by acetic acid, corrosion occurs before Sn covers the
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Ag finger, and the darkening from edge moving inwards takes place which has been observed in
early DH studies. If the paste is resistant to acetic acid, corrosion of the glass layer starts under
the Ag finger covered by the Sn and Pb corrosion products (before corrosion by acetic acid), and
darkening patterns starting from the busbar is seen [186]. Our study provides evidence of Sn transport (to the finger surface and interfacial glass layer) and the elusion and re-deposition of Pb on
the finger surface, which further confirms this mode of degradation. It also appears that Sn has a
greater impact on the contact degradation since even Pb-free solders show the same EL patterns
on monocrystalline Al-BSF samples [180]. Also, the same darkening patterns in the EL appear in
the monocrystalline PERC samples in this work as in monocrystalline Al-BSF samples in [180].
Another study by Cumas et al. showed that the darkening pattern from the busbar appears both on
multicrystalline and monocrystalline modules [260]. All these examples further reveal that the cell
technology is not a contributing factor.
As discussed in 4.3.1, it has been said that going beyond 1,000 hours DH is unnecessary. That
modules in the field have exhibited features shown in the modules in this study after 3,200 hours
of DH demonstrate that going beyond 1,000 hours DH is field relevant [4, 5].

6.2.4

Conclusion

The primary failure mode induced by DH exposure is resistive, as positively shown via I-V and EL
data. EQE, reflectance, and PL reveal that while recombination degradation occurs, its contribution
to module degradation is substantially minor compared to that of resistive losses. Reflectance data
show optical losses are insignificant, but the slight reduction in reflectance is likely due to a change
in the reflectivity of the gridlines themselves after corrosion. SEM, EDS and XPS analyses on
cored samples reveal degradation of the glass layer/metal-Si interface and Sn migration from the
interconnections onto the surface of Ag contacts. The deposition of Sn and Pb on the surface of the
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Ag gridlines play a key role in accelerating the corrosion of the metal-Si interface, which eventually
results in loss of electrical connection and EL darkening. Furthermore, we have confirmed that
there is transport of Sn to the glass layer due to DH exposure. Since the encapsulant for both
modules was EVA, it is obvious that the formation of acetic acid has contributed to PbO dissolution
and gap formation. Although Pb played a significant role in contact degradation, Sn migration is
the predominant factor.
Our work contributes to the growing amount of evidence that the metal paste and solder composition primarily contributes to DH induced degradation. The paste composition is different based
on factors such as wafer crystallinity to promote better contact formation, doping level of layer
to be contacted, and on the paste supplier, but these are not the primary factors in DH induced
degradation. A potential improvement in PV technology, based on analyzing DH degradation, is to
use Pb and Sn free solder; however, this has been known to cause some issues. Another solution is
to use an alternative encapsulant material to EVA, which is one of the root causes of metallization
corrosion. More research and development could find solutions to push PV towards a metal paste
and solder compositions with even greater reliability than it already possesses.
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6.3

Investigating Reliability of Four Interconnection Technologies using Accelerated Stress
Testing

6.3.1

Introduction

Four interconnection schemes are of particular interest in this work: shingled cell interconnects attached with ECA, soldered wire, soldered wire, and conventional five-busbar ribbon-tabbed. These
modules have undergone baseline characterization and a subset of six modules of each group have
undergone AST. There is a lack of literature on the reliability of soldered wire and shingled technologies, and the literature on soldered wire reliability is overall more optimistic than what is found
in this study. This contribution provides information to fill the void in understanding.

6.3.2

6.3.2.1

Methodology

Module Description and Measurements

A set of 40 modules were purchased off the market. These consist of four groups of 10 modules
each. Each group represents a different cell interconnection technology, as shown in sample EL and
visual images in Fig.6.15. Each module has 60 cells except the shingled. Initial measurements are
taken at the FSEC ERC. A subset of seven modules of each technology (28 total) were sent to the
ASU Photovoltaic Reliability Laboratory (PRL) for AST and further characterization. One module
from each subset is used as a control while the other six undergo AST. Measurements are performed
at reception, intermittently during AST, and after AST is complete. AST consists of three different
sequences: 500 thermal cycles; 2,000 hours of damp heat; 1,000 cycles of ±1,000Pa dynamic
mechanical loading, 50 thermal cycles, then 10 humidity freeze cycles. Mechanical loading is
performed at the FSEC ERC using the LoadSpot tool developed by BrightSpot Automation, LLC.
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Figure 6.15: Representative EL x) images and visual images x’) of cells within modules representing the following interconnection technologies: a) shingled, b) ribbon tabbed, c) soldered wire,
and d) soldered wire.

Measurements at the FSEC ERC consist of multi-irradiance I-V, suns-VOC , and EL sweep imaging
at several bias currents. Illuminated measurements are performed using the Sinton FMT-350 and
measure from 0.1 suns to 1 sun. EL images are obtained using a Sensovation coolSamBa HR-830
cooled silicon CCD camera with an 850 nm longpass filter. EL images are obtained at biases from
0.1A to 1ISC . These images are analyzed using the technique described in Section 3.3.
A summary of the measurement techniques and equipment used at ASU PRL is provided in Table
6.7. The cooled silicon CCD camera for EL imaging uses an 850 nm longpass filter. IR imaging
is performed after ten minutes stabilization with an injection at ISC . UVF images are taken at a
closer distance between the camera and the module for a clear composition. UV-Vis-IR reflectance
referenced to purely white ceramic plate is acquired at a spot in the center of two edge cells. Color
change in a range of visible light wavelength is determined using yellowness index.
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Table 6.7: Characterization Techniques and Equipment
Measurement
One-sun I-V
Dark I-V
EL imaging
IR thermography
UVF imaging
UV-Vis-IR reflectance
Colorimetry

6.3.2.2

Hardware
Spire 5600
Keithley multimeter 2700
Sensovation HR-830 coolSamBa
Fluke Ti55
Filtered Nikon D3400
ASD Fieldspec 4
Xrite Ci6X

AST Sequence

The indoor aging tests are initiated as shown in Fig. 6.16 after 15 kWh/m2 light soaking. Several
AST methods are employed: DML, TC, DH, and HF. Each AST is explained in Section 4.3. DML
was performed at the FSEC ERC using the LoadSpot tool developed by BrightSpot Automation,
LLC. TC, DH, and HF require chambers in which the module rests while experiencing severe
environmental stresses and are performed at ASU PRL. Three sequences are designed based on IEC
61215 and beyond. Sequence 1 is organized according to the NREL Qualification Plus program
[157], which is a sequential test of three AST methods, while Sequences 2 and 3 are extended tests
of a single AST method. Sequence 1 consists of DML1000, then TC50, then HF10. Sequence 2
consists of TC200 as regularized in the qualification test followed by another 300 cycles. Likewise,
sequence 3 consists of two steps exposure with a first 1000 hours of DH and a subsequent 1000
hours of DH.
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Figure 6.16: Three AST sequences are applied in the study. Module performance characterization
techniques are one-sun I-V, dark I-V, EL, UVF, IR, UV-Vis-IR reflectance and colorimetry.

6.3.3

6.3.3.1

Results and Discussion

Baseline Analysis

Baseline multi-irradiance I-V data are shown in Fig. 6.29. VMP , VOC , FF, and PCE are normalized
to one-sun performance to compare intensity-dependent performance between different modules.
Ribbon and shingled modules maintain a VMP at or above one-sun VMP from about 0.25 suns and
above. This is indicative of mild resistive losses, as expected from the long ribbons and number
of joints of ECA. The wire technologies have many wires to increase contact area and reduce
resistance. Both wire technologies diverge from one-sun VMP immediately as the intensity drops
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below one sun, with soldered wire dropping slightly more quickly. FF is higher at lower intensities
than at one sun for each module except for the soldered wire modules. soldered wire FF drops
below one-sun FF at intensities below 0.2 suns. VOC does not exhibit much spread at intensities
above 0.4 suns. ISC , IMP , and PMP each exhibit a linear trend with intensity.

Figure 6.17: Baseline illuminated performance versus intensity data from 0.1-1 suns. Data are
normalized to one-sun performance. 10 modules of four cell interconnection schemes are plotted:
soldered wire, shingled, ribbon, and laminated wire. Moving clockwise from top-left, the parameters are VMP , FF, VOC , and efficiency.

The soldered wire modules exhibit the greatest variability and overall reduction in FF and efficiency at intensities below 0.6 suns. This may be due to inconsistencies in contact formation
caused by non-optimized heating temperature, heating technique, or wire misalignment. The EL
showed proper alignment, so its inconsistencies may be due to the contact heating step. Poorly
formed contacts lead to higher contact recombination, increasing the necessary excess carrier concentration for carriers to contribute to current. Photogeneration at higher intensities compensates
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for this increased carrier recombination.
The interconnections in decreasing order of one-sun RS are ribbon > soldered wire > laminated wire > shingled. Despite the ribbon tabbed modules having the highest RS , their intensitydependent performance is comparable with shingled modules, which have the lowest RS . The
interconnections in decreasing order of illuminated J01 are laminated wire > shingled > ribbon >
soldered wire. The comparatively high J01 for laminated wire may be due to the large number of
wires on the surface (increased metal area).
EL image analysis is performed using the method described in Section 3.3. Dark J01 and dark
RS are extracted and normalized to the illuminated parameter. The trends shown in Fig. 6.18
coincidentally align with those displayed using absolute values. There is a notable spread in the
shingled cell data. While the EL images display variability between cells, it is difficult to determine
the extent to which the spread represents cell variability versus that of the analysis itself. This
spread also poses difficulty for answering why the dark RS seems much higher than illuminated RS
and why it is similar to ribbon dark RS . Dark RS is similar between both wire technologies, and
is similar between ribbon and the averages of the shingled modules. The wires are much different
than tin-coated copper ribbon or the ECA of shingled technology.
Illuminated J01 is higher for laminated wire than shingled, but dark J01 is close for both. Soldered
wire J01 is the lowest in dark and illuminated conditions. Different materials used for wires and
solders could explain the large difference in J01 between soldered and laminated wire.

6.3.3.2

Maximum Power Performance

Fig. 6.19 shows the PMP degradation of the test modules after the three test sequences. Two
modules from each cell interconnection scheme are involved in the ASTs except for the cases of
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Figure 6.18: EL image analysis results normalized to illuminated parameter. Each box represents
all cells within one module. Top is dark J01 and the bottom is dark RS .

soldered wire and shingled in sequence 1 due to the improper handling. In sequence 1 and sequence
2, less than 4.5% of overall degradation is seen on the modules regardless of cell interconnection
applied. The modules featured with laminated wire showed the highest power loss compared to
others. In sequence 3, soldered wire modules demonstrated the lowest power loss (less than 4.0%).
Laminated wire exhibits a relatively better power loss (5.5-6.5% degradation) of modules than
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others with either shingled or ribbon-tabbed technique. Notably, the least favourable interconnect
technique in DH condition concluded from the test is ribbon-tabbed as they experienced a dramatic
FF degradation along with a considerable decrease in ISC . This could be due to the large amount of
broken and delaminated fingers in the ribbon-tabbed modules, which is shown to lead to ISC losses
[166].
A comparative assessment on the four cell interconnection techniques is performed as shown in
Fig. 6.20. Total 4 ranks on the severity of module power degradation is represented using green,
blue, orange, and red for power losses within 3.5%, between 3.5-5.0%, between 5.0-7.5%, and
larger and equal to 7.5%, respectively. Soldered wired modules poses the superior average power
performance; shingled modules passed DH1000 but failed DH2000 while ribbon tabbed failed
even at DH1000; one laminated wire module failed DH1000.

6.3.3.3

EL Image Characteristics

The obvious differences among cell interconnects and among test sequences are seen in the EL
images in Fig. 6.21. Visually, the darkness of pixels spreads aggressively more into each cell as
shown on ribbon tabbed module. Darkening locally as square dark spots is shown only at the center of the soldered wired module after DH exposure. This could be due to cell handling affecting
passivation layer deposition or doping. A strip-like pattern appears in a string of a shingled module, likely due to a processing issue. Darkening of the shingles after DH indicates possible ECA
corrosion. The nature of ECA adhesion is more spread and uniform across the cell edge, rather
than localized in ribbon-tabbed cells. Its corrosion is likely to manifest a corresponding pattern in
corrosion.
Interestingly, two distinct characteristics found on the laminated wired module shown in Fig.
6.21(d,h,l) are sweep-like feature seen post all three sequence as well as darkened rings exclusively
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Figure 6.19: Flash I-V measurement of the eight modules subjected to a damp heat stress for 1,000
hours and 2,000 hours (sequence 3). Each panel denotes the relative loss in (a) PMP ; (b) ISC ; (c)
VOC ; (d) FF. Dotted line represents the 5% of maximum power loss criteria for a test sequence
according to the IEC standard.

Figure 6.20: Maximum power loss of 22 test modules post each test sequence and average power
loss in all the sequence for each cell interconnection. Different color indicates the ranking based
on the power loss.
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formed post DH sequence. The sweep-like feature is most likely due to issues with the encapsulant. The circle feature could be stacking faults in monocrystalline wafers. Deeper investigation is
warranted.

Figure 6.21: EL images of the representative modules rapidly aged before and after the three test
sequences.
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6.3.4

Summary

40 modules representing four cell interconnection technologies have been characterized and undergone AST. Characterization involves multi-irradiance I-V and EL image analysis which will be
repeated upon reception of the modules. Efficiency and VMP for shingled and ribbon technologies
remain close to one-sun performance across most light intensities. Soldered wire modules display
the most variability in efficiency and FF at intensities below 0.6 suns possibly due to processing
inconsistencies. Ribbon-tabbed modules had the highest illuminated RS while shingled modules
had the lowest. Laminated wire had the highest illuminated J01 while soldered wire had the lowest.
EL image analysis shows that dark RS is similar between both wire technologies. It is also similar
between ribbon and shingled technologies, though comparisons should be made cautiously in light
of the wide spread in shingled cell results. The spread appears legitimate when considered the EL
images but may be exaggerated by the analysis.
Reliability and durability evaluations of four different cell interconnect technologies have been
evaluated using three long-term sequential and extended accelerated stress tests. Overall, the average degradation of all the modules in all the three sequences is found to be the lowest for the
solder wire technology among the four investigated technologies. The average degradation in all
the sequences follows the following order: soldered wire technology < laminated wire technology
∼
= shingled technology < ribbon tabbed technology. The pre-stress and post-stress characterizations revealed a few key durability issues, especially unusual interconnect degradation patterns in
EL images of laminated wire technology.
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6.4

Degradation of Ribbon-Tabbed Monocrystalline Aluminum Back-Surface 10-Year Old
Rooftop System in Florida

6.4.1

Introduction

Field studies inform the industry of how different module technologies handle different environments. Specific materials, interconnection or cell technologies, installation techniques, installation
location, and combinations of these factors make every system unique. Gathering information from
multiple field studies leads to interesting insights that influence manufacturer decisions, quality
control standards, and testing protocols. Studying older modules can inform performance predictions of similar modules currently in the field. Perhaps most importantly, examining how modules
of different BOMs interact with different environments provides industrially relevant information
even if the cell technology is not currently relevant. For example, front contact corrosion due to
DH degradation depends on metal paste composition rather than cell technology [98].
Monocrystalline PERC cells presently dominate the market, while Al-BSF cells are rapidly diminishing in market share. Being the dominant technology for decades, there is a high volume of
Al-BSF modules still installed worldwide. Some degradation mechanisms depend on BOM and
not cell technology. This work presents a study on a 10-year old rooftop system of monocrystalline Al-BSF modules at the FSEC ERC in Cocoa, Florida. This work expands upon previous
work on this system [99, 42, 261, 262] and adds to the number of studies performed on this vintage of module (cold-dry Colorado, [263]; hot-dry Arizona, [262]). A multiscale approach is used
in which multiple characterization techniques are used at the module, device, and material levels.
Performance loss is shown to be mostly due to contact degradation, with minor optical losses also
present. This type of degradation is still highly relevant to the field and merits further study.
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Figure 6.22: a) One-sun I-V curves. Typical features in multi-irradiance I-V for these modules
b) from the top down, efficiency, FF, and VMP . The peak in these performance characteristics far
below one sun is indicative of resistive degradation. Intensity-dependent features consistent across
all modules c) are shown, from the top-left moving clockwise, PMP , IMP , VOC , and ISC .
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6.4.2

6.4.2.1

Methodology

System Overview and Module Characterization

A system of 180 monocrystalline Al-BSF Shell M55 modules was installed for 10 years at the
FSEC ERC from 2002 to 2012. There are 36 cells per module with EVA encapsulant and Tedlar
backsheet. 156 exposed modules and three controls were measured at the FSEC ERC for a total
of 159 modules. Besides these, one control and three exposed modules were sent to the ASU for
characterization.
Multi-irradiance illuminated I-V, suns-VOC , and effective minority lifetime versus excess carrier
density data were obtained using a Sinton FMT-350 flash tester. A Nikon D5100 with a 950 nm
longpass filter was used for EL imaging. EL images at multiple bias current levels were obtained
for EL sweep analysis described in Section 3.3. The bias conditions used were the following
fractions of ISC : 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, 1. EL images were also obtained using a Sensovation
HR-830 coolSamBa cooled silicon CCD camera with an 850 nm longpass filter. An additional
InP camera filter and a low-intensity light source is used for qualitative PL imaging. An ICI
8320P camera was used for IR thermography imaging. An ICI 8320P camera was used for IR
thermography. UVF images were taken at the FSEC ERC using a Sony alpha 7s and a flash source
with a UV pass filter. UVF taken at ASU used two UV flashlight LED arrays with a dominant
wavelength of 395 nm (spectrum between 350 and 450 nm), a Nikon D3400 DSLR CMOS and
Sensovation HR-830 with 850 nm longpass filters.
Imaging results were used to locate non-degraded and degraded regions for sample extraction via
the coring process in [6]. Samples for transmission line method (TLM), four-point probe, reflected
optical microscopy, and XPS measurements were extracted using the method described in [262].
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6.4.2.2

Device Characterization

TLM measurements were taken using a ContactSpot system developed by BrightSpot Automation,
LLC. TLM data provides contact resistivity, emitter sheet resistance, and finger line resistance.
Optical changes due to surface roughness correlate to gridline surface corrosion. Reflected optical
microscopy (ROM) measures variations in image intensity due to differences in light scattering.
A Zeiss reflected optical microscope at an objective magnification of 20 was used. Rα is used to
describe surface roughness. It takes the averages of height deviations from the mean and divides
by the length evaluated. TLM and ROM were obtained at ASU for one control sample and three
degraded samples.

6.4.2.3

Materials Characterization

Cross-sectional SEM and EDS analysis on the Ag metal contacts were performed using a ZEISS
ULTRA 55 SEM. An acceleration voltage of 15 kV, a working distance of 7 mm, and a SE detector were used to capture the images. XPS analysis was performed using a Thermo Scientific
ESCALAB-250Xi spectrometer in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber (below 7 × 10−9 mbar).
The spot size of the X-ray was 200 µm and C 1s peak at 284.8 eV was used as a base for calibration
within an experimental error of ± 0.2 eV. A Thermo Scientific Avatange Data System software was
used to record and analyze (processing, deconvolution, peak fitting and atomic % profile mapping)
the data. The uncertainty in the peak fitting spectra is in the order of ± 0.4 eV.
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6.4.3

6.4.3.1

Results and Discussion

Electrical Performance and Visible Features

Illuminated I-V display strong RS degradation in all but very few modules, as shown by the deviation in I-V from pseudo-I-V in Fig. 6.29a) and in Fig. 6.23). Stepping in the I-V curves shows cell
mismatch occurs for some modules. Considering intensities from 0.1 to 1 sun, a peak far below one
sun for efficiency, FF, and VMP further demonstrate resistive losses (Fig. 6.29b). There is variation
across modules in the peak shift which correlate with severity of degradation. Intensity-dependent
PMP , IMP , VOC , and ISC display expected trends across all modules (Fig. 6.29c). The I-V data for
the exposed modules were normalized to the averages of the three control modules and plotted in
Fig. 6.23. PMP degradation varied from -0.14% to -3.22% per year, with a median and average rate
of -0.92% and -1.05%, respectively. This is higher than what has been reported for the same module vintage in a 7.42kW system in Colorado [263]. The Colorado study cited losses mostly due to
ISC reduction. In another study examining modules from this system and seven from a system in
AZ (hot-dry conditions, same module vintage, 18 years exposure), the FL modules showed higher
degradation rates than the AZ system; however, the small sample sizes and overlap in degradation
rates makes comparison difficult.

Table 6.8: Summary of visual inspection with module count and percent of total exposed modules
(of 156).
Defect
Backsheet bubbling
Front delamination
Backsheet burn marks
Backsheet bumps
ARC corrosion
Snail trails

Modules with Defect
2
156
10
27
80
30
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Percent of Total
1.3
100
6.4
17.3
51.3
19.2

The most severe losses in our system are RS and VMP , with less severe losses shown for ISC , the
first diode saturation current density J01 , and pseudo-power conversion efficiency (pPCE). These
recombination and pPCE losses are likely due to light induced degradation (LID) reducing bulk
lifetime. Little to no changes are shown for ideality factors at 0.1 and 1 sun, VOC , or pFF. The
reduction in PCE and consequently PMP appear to be primarily driven by resistive rather than
optical or recombination losses.
There are few modules that show any visible encapsulant browning. Only two modules showed
visible browning directly on front of a cell with a hotspot (see Fig. 6.24a) and b). ISC losses stem
from a combination of encapsulant browning, anti-reflection coating (ARC) corrosion, minor front
delamination near the busbars, increased gridline reflection due to corrosion, and UV absorption
of the front encapsulant. For 80 of the 156 exposed modules, ARC corrosion of varying degrees
manifests as differing shades of blue on the front of the cells for different angles. All exposed
modules showed bubbling delamination near the busbars at the cell/encapsulant interface. This
could reflect a small portion of incident light. While there is no visible encapsulant browning
except for some exceptional cells with hotspots, UVF imaging shows a characteristic square pattern
for every module like the one shown in Fig. 6.30a). Li et al. showed strong correlation between
UVF area in M55 modules exposed in Arizona and ISC loss [262]. This demonstrates ISC loss due
to encapsulant degradation that is not visually detectable.
One cannot always predict the level of degradation by simply looking at a module. For example,
the module shown in Fig. 6.24e) was expected to perform worse than any other module; however,
its degradation rate was not much higher than the median rate for the 156 modules (-1.10% per year
versus the median, -0.92%). Meanwhile, the worst-performing module (-3.22% per year) does not
show any features that suggest its exceptional performance (shown in Fig. 6.30).
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Figure 6.23: Boxplots showing I-V performance characteristics normalized to the average of three
controls. The RS boxplot is cut out to prevent scaling issues.

Figure 6.24: Examples of modules with visible defects. Hotspots leading to burn marks and splits
in the backsheet are shown in a)-c). These modules also show the hot cell protruding through the
backsheet. Backsheet tearing and bubbling appears in module b). Module d) shows what seems to
be a burn mark that looks different than the others. Module e) shows mold growth on the front side
with interconnection corrosion and delamination. The delamination near the busbars in modules
a)-b) and d)-e) are prevalent in all exposed modules.
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Figure 6.25: Example images taken from the worst performing module (-3.22% PMP per year): a)
UVF, b) IR thermography, c) EL at ISC , d) RS parameter map, e) J01 parameter map. Parameter
maps obtained from EL image analysis.

6.4.3.2

Imaging

UVF imaging shows a characteristic square pattern in every module (see Fig. 6.30a). For modules
with an opening in the backsheet, the cells with openings appear bright while the remaining cells
show much darker UVF. The reason for this is unclear. Elevated temperature accelerates the photobleaching reaction occuring to darken the cell edges. At first, it would seem that those regions
would be hotspots acting as shunt pathways and therefore the affected cells run hotter and photobleaching accelerates. The other cells would run cooler and not photobleach as quickly; however,
one module with an opening does not show a hotspot in the IR while the other two do. This module
shows the same UVF pattern, i.e, the cell with an opening in the rear is bright in UVF while the
others are dark. Dark spots and dark and bright crack lines appear in very few modules.
IR homogeneity tends to correlate strongly with degradation rate; as the IR images become less
homogeneous, the power loss rates tend to increase. Hotspots are exceptional in that there is no
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clear correlation between their existence and power loss rate. The difference in rates is most likely
due to one module having two burnt interconnects (-1.72% per year, Fig. 6.24b) versus one (-1.36%
per year, Fig. 6.24a). The length of time with a hotspot and its severity should be considered when
evaluating the influence of hotspots on degradation. It is unknown at what point in these modules’
lifetimes their hotspots formed.
EL at high injection (1SC ) shows many bright spots along interconnection ribbons, as well as dark
dumbbell-like regions perpendicular to the busbars. A combination of solder joint failure and
interconnection corrosion lead to these bright spots. It is counterintuitive to expect bright regions
in EL to actually indicate poor performance; current crowding due to high resistance increases the
probability of radiative recombination by nature of higher local carrier density. That these regions
appear hotter in IR images also confirms that the bright spots are due to increased resistance (Joule
heating; cf. red regions in Fig. 6.30b) with bright regions in c). PL images of these regions are
bright, demonstrating that these characteristics do not correspond to recombination degradation
(see Fig. 6.26). Cored sample analysis confirms this and is discussed in the next section. Gridline
interruptions and very few cracks were also seen. Low injection (SC ) EL shows few dark cells,
indicative of minimal shunt resistance degradation.
Using EL image analysis as described in Section 3.3, dark I-V curves were obtained for each cell
within each module and analyzed. RS and J01 values for each cell were obtained and mapped
onto the modules for visual representation. Examples are shown in Fig. 6.30d) and e) for RS and
J01 , respectively. Overall, there is a strong correlation between EL image brightness and RS and
J01 . Cells with bright spots in high injection EL show higher RS values, while darker cells in low
injection EL show higher J01 values. The bright cells in Fig. 6.30c), for example, display higher
RS values in the parameter heat map (lighter colors) shown in Fig. 6.30d).
Comparisons are made between exposed and control cells. Using the average of the control cells,
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Figure 6.26: EL at 1ISC (top) compared to open-circuit PL (bottom) reveals that the characteristic
bright dumbbell pattern in EL images does not correspond to recombination issues. This is consistent for excessively bright regions in high-injection EL.

94.2% of the exposed cells showed higher RS and 57.0% showed higher J01 . The large standard
deviations in the control cell values (30-31%) led to the use of median normalization. Using the
median, 63.0% of the exposed cells showed higher RS and 48.7% showed higher J01 .

6.4.3.3

Device Properties

ROM was used to obtain median Rα values from multiple gridlines in regions with and without
encapsulant browning. These values are compared to the lowest value in unexposed cells. Nonbrowned regions showed 0.2%-13% higher values, while browned regions showed 4%-18% higher.
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The consistently higher values in browned regions shows acetic acid corrosion of gridline surfaces
leading to increased roughness.
TLM measurements showed no difference between exposed and control samples for line resistance
and emitter sheet resistances; however, effective contact resistivity is higher for exposed samples.
Two control samples were measured and the highest median is taken for comparison. Exposed
samples showed 100%-138% higher median effective contact resistivity than the controls.

6.4.3.4

Materials Analysis

Fig. 6.27(a) shows cross-sectional optical and SEM images of the unexposed and exposed FL module. Cross-sectional SEM images show deterioration of the solder/Ag interface at the rear contact
solder pad for the exposed module, which is not present on the control/unexposed module. This
is most likely due to moisture ingress through the backsheet. Ag-Sn and Cu-Sn IMC thicknesses
were calculated using EDS line scan and the full-width half maximum technique. The Ag-Sn IMC
thickness is ≈5.73 µm compared to ≈2.46 µm for control, and the Cu-Sn IMC thickness is ≈2.43
µm compared to ≈1.66 µm for control. The thicker Ag-Sn IMC is a sign of metallization corrosion
that could likely be the contributing factor in the resistive degradation. IMC growth reduces carrier
transport and increases thermomechanical fatigue susceptibility.
High-resolution XPS spectra were obtained on top of the degraded Ag front contact as shown
in Fig. 6.27(b). The Ag 3d spectra shows Ag corrosion products such as silver oxide (label 1),
metallic Ag and/or silver acetate (label 2), and silver carbonate (label 3) along the gridlines. This
front silver corrosion contributes to the resistive degradation. Some titanium was detected in the O
1s spectra, possibly from the titanium oxide in the ARC. There was a trace amount of lead at the
gridline surfaces in the browned regions, displaying the effect of acetic acid corrosion on contact
degradation [248, 14, 185, 98]. All these evidences suggest that the contact and interconnect
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Figure 6.27: (a) Cross-sectional optical and SEM imaging on unexposed M55 and exposed FL
module. (b) High-resolution XPS Ag 3d, O 1s, and C 1s spectra obtained on the front metal
contact of the exposed FL module. The peaks in the Ag 3d spectra can be attributed to silver oxide
(label 1), metallic silver and/or silver acetate (label 2), and silver carbonate (label 3). The peaks
in the O 1s spectra can be attributed to O-Ag (label 1), O-Ti (label 2), C=O (label 3), C-O (label
4), and O-C=O (label 5). The peaks in the C 1s spectrum can be attributed to C-C (label 1), C-O
(label 2), C=O (label 3), and O-C=O (label 4).

corrosion is the main driving force behind the resistive degradation. Further discussion on the
materials analysis can be found in [262, 6].

6.4.4

Summary

A system of monocrystalline Al-BSF modules from Cocoa, FL was studied using a sample size of
156 with three additional controls. While Al-BSF is rapidly losing current market share, it was the
dominant technology for most of the industry’s history. Therefore, much of the PV installed in the
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world is Al-BSF. Understanding how Al-BSF systems degrade in different locations can inform
performance predictions for presently installed systems. Studying these systems also provides
information on how the BOM degrades. Polymer components and contact degradation are relevant
independently of cell technology and insights can be applied to technologies of all ages.
A multiscale characterization approach was used to gain a comprehensive view of module degradation. A PMP loss rate per year varied from -0.14% to -3.22%, with median and average rates of
-0.92% and -1.05%, respectively. Losses were confirmed as primarily resistive with minor contributions from optical and recombination losses. The optical losses are a combination of gridline
corrosion (increased reflectivity), delamination near the busbar, ARC corrosion, and encapsulant
browning. Resistive degradation is primarily due to rear side contact corrosion at the solder/Ag
interface, with minor contributions from front contact acetic acid corrosion and front Ag oxidation.
Contact corrosion may also contribute to the minor increase in recombination.
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6.5

Heterojunction Module Degradation After 10 Years Exposure in Florida

6.5.1

Introduction

The PV market has rapidly adopted PERC technology as the mainstream, but the next wave of
solar is commonly said to be SHJ. SHJ is an advanced cell architecture that depends on passivating
carrier-selective contacts. A TCO is deposited on top of a passivating layer of doped a-Si:H. The
TCO acts as the main conductive layer upon which metal contacts are laid. There are few studies
on SHJ reliability and outdoor studies are especially lacking, though VOC degradation has been
reported for fielded SHJ modules [93, 237] and observed in one system of modules at the FSEC
ERC. This study investigates the degradation of 24 ribbon-tabbed HIT modules from a residential
rooftop system in Florida after 10 years of exposure. These modules exhibited some VOC losses
but saw greater RS degradation. Several device and materials characterization techniques found
that the RS degradation is most likely due to degradation of the c-Si/a-Si:H (i) interface. These
techniques ruled out degradation at the interface between the contact and interconnection.

6.5.2

6.5.2.1

Methods

Module Description and Characterization

The modules were visually inspected before testing. Multi-irradiance I-V and suns-VOC data were
obtained using a Sinton FMT-350 flash tester. EL and qualitative PL images were obtained using
a cooled silicon CCD Sensovation coolSamBa HR-830 with an 850 nm longpass filter. EL images
were taken at bias currents from zero to 1.1ISC . Cell-level dark I-V curves were obtained and
analyzed from these images using the technique described in Section 3.3. An ICI 8320P camera
was used for IR thermography. An injection level of 1ISC was applied and an IR image was taken
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Figure 6.28: Mold growth is visible on the bottom row of two modules (example in top right).
Behind the module shown with mold, the backsheet is severely delaminated. Another module
showed substantial protrusion of the rear ribbon in the backsheet. The two modules on the right
show front delamination. Encapsulant delamination on the busbars varies from minor bubbling to
longer strips.

after waiting 5 minutes under bias. UVF images were obtained indoors using a Nikon D3500.
Module PL imaging at 0.25 suns, line-scan UVF, and dark lock-in thermography (DLIT) were
performed at NREL.
Samples of cells were extracted from the module using the process described in [6]. An improvement upon the technique has been developed which uses nuts rather than custom machined pieces.
The opening in the center reduces the adhered area, accelerating the process of dissolving the glue
while maintaining a sufficiently strong bond for sample removal. Some samples were extracted
after the rear encapsulant was removed.
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6.5.2.2

Device and Materials Characterization

Device characterization consists of TLM, four-point probe, PL imaging, suns-VOC , capacitancevoltage (C-V), temperature-dependent I-V. Materials characterization consists of XPS, time-offlight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS), and work function versus depth profiling.

6.5.3

6.5.3.1

Results and Discussion

Visual Inspection

Every module exhibited encapsulant browning and front side delamination. Delamination varied
in severity from minor bubbling at the encapsulant/metallization interface to full area, as shown
in Fig. 6.28. The modules were installed in portrait and exhibited the most delamination on the
cells in the bottom row. It is likely that moisture accumulation in the bottom row led to accelerated
delamination and mold growth in two modules. One module with mold growth showed severe
backsheet delamination shown in Fig. 6.28. Examples of more common forms of delamination are
shown on the right. Bubbles along the busbar ribbon were prevalent and most commonly on the
bottom rows.
One module showed ribbon protrusion in the backsheet for much of the total ribbon length as
shown in the center image in Fig. 6.28. Several modules exhibit rear ribbon protrusion but in
much lower severity. This module and the modules with mold growth are incapable of producing
usable power; therefore, no measurements could be obtained.
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Figure 6.29: Curves of a) illuminated one-sun I-V with pseudo-I-V, and b) effective minority carrier
lifetime versus excess carrier density. Boxplots of performance characteristics c) show resistive
losses primarily drive degradation, while VOC losses are secondary but significant. n values are
absolute.

6.5.3.2

Electrical Performance

Overall, the performance degradation is driven by increased RS and reduced VOC , as illustrated by
Figs. 6.29a) and 6.29c). The pseudo-fill factor (pFF) and VOC degradation are significant, though
FF, VMP , and RS dominate overall reduction in PMP and PCE. Considering multi-irradiance I-V,
the modules typically show a peak in VMP and PCE at 0.3 suns, and a peak in FF at 0.2 suns.
As shown with broken interconnections, low-intensity peaks of these parameters are indicative of
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resistive degradation [67].
Despite the prevalence of delamination and browning, the ISC of exposed modules does not differ
much from the control module. The median ISC degradation rate was 0.07%/year. One module
exhibited approximately 6% ISC total loss compared to the control module. This module showed
exceptional delamination on all cells on the bottom row and stepping in the I-V curve.
Degradation rates are calculated using the measured parameter of the exposed modules compared
to the control. These rates are shown in Table 6.9. 20 out of the total 24 exposed modules are used,
as two modules could not be measured and two others showed exceptionally high degradation
rates. A median PMP degradation rate of 1.12%/year and mean rate of -1.11%/year were obtained,
respectively. The two exceptional cases showed -3.56%/year and -3.72%/year. These two had
activated bypass diodes, as shown by the I-V curves with approximately one-third of the voltage
lost in Fig. 6.29a).
Effective minority carrier lifetime versus excess carrier density data were obtained using suns-VOC
data. As shown in Fig. 6.29b), there is wide variation between exposed modules and all exposed
modules have much lower lifetimes than the control. For the exposed modules, the median, mean,
and standard deviation lifetimes at VMP were 241µs, 278µs, and 150µs, respectively. The two
modules with activated bypass diodes exhibited the lowest lifetimes; however, it is difficult to say
if the values are representative of the device characteristics or if the analysis resulted in unusual
values.

6.5.3.3

Imaging

Steady-state IR thermography was performed on 16 modules and DLIT on two modules. The
modules that showed homogeneous IR tended to exhibit the lowest degradation rates. Two of the
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Table 6.9: Performance loss rates for various performance characteristics. Average and median
rates omit two outlier modules, for a total of 20 modules. Two other modules could not be measured
due to severe degradation.
Loss Rate (%/year)
Average
Median

ISC
-0.03
-0.07

VOC
-0.47
-0.50

IMP
-0.12
-0.11

VMP
-1.00
-1.06

PMP
-1.11
-1.12

FF
-0.64
-0.64

PCE
-1.11
-1.12

RS
1.18
1.30

pFF
-0.36
-0.37

Figure 6.30: Representative module with a) DLIT, b) EL at ISC , c) resistivity mapping from EL
sweep, d) line scan UVF, e) PL at 0.25 suns, and f) J01 mapping from EL sweep. J01 mapping
correlates well with PL and 0.1ISC EL (not shown). Resistivity mapping correlates well with 1ISC
EL. DLIT, EL, UVF, and PL images courtesy of NREL.

16 modules had a single hotspot in the center of the bottom row. Most modules showed varying
degrees of higher temperatures around the outer edge of the module. For modules with severe
delamination, a high IR signature appears in the non-delaminated regions of delaminated cells, as
appears in the bright regions in Fig. 6.30a).
A common UVF feature is shown in the left of the image in Fig. 6.30d). It is likely due to poor
sealing of the backsheet slits where wires are led out to the junction box. One module showed
a dark line in UVF that covers a crack in EL, while that module and one other showed bright
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yellow lines along cracks. Besides this, there are no features visible in the UVF that are not visible
visually.
EL imaging reveals characteristic dark regions at the corners of most cells. These regions are also
apparent for most cell in PL images, though sometimes at lower intensity. Some modules exhibit
dark cells in the EL even at high injection. The delamination is sufficiently severe to appear in
EL, such as in the short edges in Fig. 6.30b). The pixel brightness correlates well to the RS values
obtained using EL image analysis, shown in Fig. 6.30c). The bright cells have higher RS due to
higher interconnection RS leading to current crowding.
Comparing high injection EL to the PL image in Figs. 6.30b) and 6.30e), respectively, the cells
that appear dark in EL also appear dark in PL. The darkness in the PL image shows recombination
effects and is corroborated by the J01 map in Fig. 6.30f). The bright cells in PL show lower J01
values as expected. The brighter regions in EL and PL show higher RS and lower J01 , while the dark
cells show lower RS and higher J01 . The cells with mid-range darkness show mid-range RS and J01 .
Since some cells degrade noticeably more in either RS or J01 , while some degrade moderately in
both, it is apparent that the cells degrade heterogeneously in both intensity and mode. The module
in Fig. 6.30 may suggest a weak correlation of degradation profile with substring; however, other
modules in this system do not exhibit this apparent correlation.

6.5.3.4

Cored Sample Characterization

Figs. 6.31a)-c) show a drop in VOC , PL count, and increase in J0 . This shows some degradation
between the bulk and intrinsic passivating layers. Large variation in contact resistivity is observed
for the degraded region. Minor increase in TCO sheet resistance is observed. This indicates that
there are likely no changes in lateral carrier transport behavior and that any resistive contributions
of the front contacts is negligible to overall degradation.
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Figure 6.31: Cored sample results showing a) VOC , b) J0 , c) PL count, d) contact resistivity, and
e) sheet resistance between cores sectioned from a good region (left, bright in EL) and from a bad
region (right, dark in EL).

Carrier selectivity is like a partial resistance C-V in Fig. 6.32 shows linearity in the control and
degraded samples. Work function depth profiling showed no changes and the suns-VOC curve
showed linearity across all intensities. The all indicate that carrier selectivity is maintained.
Fig. 6.33 shows that H is higher at the intrinsic a-Si:H / c-Si interface in the good region of an
exposed sample than for a degraded sample. That the control is nearly in between these two suggest
that H migrated from the degraded to the good region. This results in passivation degradation. H
could also react with O and leave behind vacancies. Fig. 6.34 shows the presence of N in the TCO
layer, which is present throughout the TCO for control samples. N disappears throughout the TCO
for degraded samples but reappears in the a-Si layer. The impact of N in TCO is unclear.
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Figure 6.32: C-V data for a control sample, and a good and degraded region of an exposed sample.
Raw and corrected barrier voltages are shown. Linearity in all cases displays good carrier selectivity.

6.5.4

Summary and Conclusions

A residential rooftop in Florida consisted of 24 HIT modules exposed for 10 years. Resistive
losses contributed primarily to overall degradation, though recombination losses were also significant. Results show that passivation degradation of the c-Si/a-Si:H (i) interface contributed to
recombination losses and that issues at the intrinsic layers could be the source of resistive losses.
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Figure 6.33: ToF-SIMS data of H versus depth in a control sample and for a good and degraded
region in an exposed sample. Data courtesy of CWRU.

Figure 6.34: XPS depth profiles are shown for a sample sectioned from a good region (left, bright
in EL) and from a bad region (right, dark in EL).
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY

This study presents 1) a necessary expansion upon the state of the art for PV device characterization, and 2) several studies on the nature of degradation for various cell interconnection technologies. The expansion is a multiscale, multicomponent process that provides information on device
physics, polymer performance, thermal signatures, chemical composition, and degradation mechanisms. The state of the art one-sun I-V curve with an EL image at 1ISC (and maybe also 0.1ISC )
are expanded to: multi-irradiance I-V, suns-VOC , EL at multiple injections with analysis to extract
cell dark I-V curves, IR thermography, and UVF imaging.
The outline of studies is as follows:

1. Characterization
• I-V and EL database of over 1000 modules
• EL image analysis technique for reliably and non-destructively extracting cell dark I-V
curves
• Dataset of 17,064 cell EL images
• Machine learning model for defect detection in EL images
2. Interconnection Reliability
• Impact of performance due to ribbon interconnection failure
• Model for front contact corrosion mechanism in ribbon-tabbed modules under damp
heat
• Ribbon-tabbed modules with rear contact corrosion
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• Response to different accelerated stress conditions of four interconnection technologies
(ribbon, shingled, solder wire, laminated wire)
• Ribbon-tabbed heterojunction modules with degradation at c-Si/a-Si:H (i) interface

A database of over 1000 I-V curve, 1ISC EL image pairs is presented for public use. Modules
of various architectures (framed G/G, frameless G/G, G/BS), cell technologies (Al-BSF, PERC,
PERT, HIT, CIGS, CIS, CdTe, CdS/CdTe), interconnection schemes (monolithic, ribbon tabbed
with 2-5 busbars, shingled, soldered wire, laminated wire), and monocrytalline and multicrystalline, and cell sizes (shingles, tiles, half-cell, full) are included. Pristine, outdoor-exposed, and
modules which underwent AST are included.
An analysis and measurement technique is developed using EL images at multiple injection levels
to non-destructively extract dark I-V curves for each cell. These curves can be analyzed to reliably
extract device properties. Many image acquisition parameters are explored for technique accuracy
and precision. A list of best practices is given.
A machine learning model is developed using annotated EL images for automated defect detection.
A dataset of 17,064 cell EL images was produced and publicized to train the model across nine
defect categories. Using this dataset, the current model is able to identify and localize cracks,
contact defects, corrosion, and interconnect defects out with an average of 0.69 f1-score and a
pixel-level global accuracy of 95.4%.
For ribbon-tabbed modules of four busbars, full interconnection separation influences degradation
differently depending on location of failure. Failures at the edge ribbons impacts performance
much more severely because interconnection redundancy is lost. Inner ribbon breakages reduce
performance slightly until an inner and edge or two inner ribbons are cut (losing redundancy).
Despite this, 10-25 interconnection failures are required for 1% power degradation to be apparent.
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Performance at different light intensities influences energy yield predictions in different ways.
A set of monocrystalline PERC and multicrystalline Al-BSF modules experienced severe resistive
degradation after undergoing DH3200 testing. Both modules used different metallization paste
compositions which led to differences in originating points for front contact corrosion. A degradation model is developed for the mechanism behind front contact corrosion. The deposition of
Sn and Pb on the surface of the Ag gridlines plays a key role in accelerating the corrosion of the
metal-Si interface, with transport of Sn to the glass layer. Since the encapsulant for both modules
was EVA, the formation of acetic acid has contributed to PbO dissolution and glass layer corrosion.
Although Pb played a significant role in contact degradation, Sn migration he predominant factor.
A subset of 156 ribbon-tabbed modules from a system of 180 exposed in Florida for 10 years shows
primarily resistive degradation. The degradation is shown to be mostly due to rear interconnect
corrosion at the Ag/solder interface.
Another study investigates four different interconnection technologies before, during, and after
stages of different accelerated stress testing protocols. The protocols consist of TC500, DH2000,
and NREL’s Qualification Plus [157] (DML1000, TC50, HF10). The results display different
vulnerabilities in different technologies under the same conditions. Baseline performance shows
ribbon tabbed has the highest RS while shingled has the lowest; laminated wire has the highest
recombination and soldered wire the lowest. A novel EL degradation pattern is shown for DHdegraded soldered wire and for laminated wire under each test sequence; however, the pattern in
laminated wire appears to be due to encapsulant issues. Considering all three sequences, soldered
wire showed the best performance while ribbon tabbed performed the worst, though it must be
noted that the ribbon tabbed modules performed well except under DH2000 testing. Manufacturer
and BOM should be considered.
In the final study presented, a system of 24 heterojunction modules from a system in Florida shows
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mostly resistive degradation with non-negligible contributions from recombination. Corrosion of
the c-Si/a-Si:H (i) interface leads to overall degradation.

7.1

Future Directions

A list of ways to expand upon this work is given:

• Explore other bias regimes for EL sweep. For example, examine the changes in extracted
RSH values between multiple injections below 0.5ISC versus collecting the entire curve. Compare results to modules with known failures which induce specific performance trends (e.g.,
low injection with PID, high injection with corrosion).
• Correlate machine learning results to illuminated I-V performance and develop a predictive
model.
• Apply machine learning to UVF cell images in a similar manner to EL images and correlate
features to performance, particularly to ISC losses.
• Explore if trends exist in the EL and I-V database between pixel value distribution, defects,
performance characteristics, module technology factors, and exposure conditions.
• Extend interconnect breakage experiment to modules with different numbers of busbars/wire
technologies to quantify interconnect redundancy effect.
• Develop a model for number of broken ribbon interconnections versus performance loss.
• Examine differences in front contact corrosion in DH for same module vintage with only the
encapsulant builds changing. For example, Sample A has front and rear EVA, Sample B has
front POE and rear EVA, Sample C has front EVA and rear POE, and Sample D has front
and rear POE.
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• Find monocrystalline Al-BSF modules of same or similar vintage in different climates and
examine rear contact degradation.
• Mechanically load the modules of different interconnections after AST to investigate interconnection durability after different treatments. Perhaps corrosion (DH), pre-fatiguing (TC),
or exposure to cold (HF) influence interconnection stability differently.
• Study shingled modules with different ECA compositions.
• Use the modules in the study of four interconnections and perform material characterization
to examine corrosion of ribbons, wires, and ECAs. Use microscopy to evaluate integrity of
wire/solder/Ag interfaces after TC.
• Perform DML on those modules to examine influence of DH and HF on fracture susceptibility, and to compare number of DML cycles to specified power loss to what is observed in
modules after TC.
• Study SHJ modules with Cu contacts and Ag contacts and look at how it interacts with TCO
layer under different conditions.

7.2
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APPENDIX A: COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF CHARACTERIZATION
SCHEMA
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Table A.1: SOA = State of the art; CC = comprehensive characterization. Comparison of the state of the art characterization
techniques used in industry to the presented comprehensive methodology. G is irradiance.
Technique

SOA

CC

Time

Cost

Time-Cost Considerations

EL(ISC )

✓

✓

1ms
1min

LowHigh

ms images with high-cost
InGaAs cameras

EL(I)

X

✓

<5min

EL(ISC )

EL(ISC )

I-V

✓

✓

10s-1min

MidVery
high

X

✓

10s-2min

I-V

Suns-VOC

X

✓

<5s

I-V

IR Imaging

X

✓

1s-5min

MidHigh

UVF
Imaging

X

✓

<1s

LowMid

Single pulse testers: quick,
Illuminated performance (PMP , VMP , IMP ,
high cost; flash testers:
VOC , ISC , RS , FF, RSH , efficiency)
quick to slow, mid cost
Little to no increase of Intensity-dependent performance; distintime; depends on tester
guish RSH versus RS effects
Carrier lifetime versus excess carrier denSome flash testers measure sity, I-V performance without RS contributhis with I-V. No additional tion, comparing to I-V gives most accurate
time.
RS and RSH in industry, decouple recombination from resistive losses
Indoor imaging requires inDetect hotspots and failed substrings; see
jection times from 3-5min.
thermal influence of fractures, interconnecOptimize between cost and
tion failures, shading, and PID
image resolution.
Estimate crack age, cracks under busbars
(invisible in EL), differences in BOMs, delamination, hot cells, edge and junction box
None
sealing issues, backsheet degradation, polymer processing errors

I-V(G)

-
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Value
Displays cell fracture, interconnection failure, corrosion, gridline failures, PID, RS and
J0 effects
Non-destructive dark I-V data for each
cell; cell-level performance. Low injection
shows RSH and recombination effects without significant RS

APPENDIX B: DURABILITY COMPARISON BETWEEN
INTERCONNECTION TECHNOLOGIES
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Table B.1: Summary information of ribbon-tabbed interconnections with respect to processing, performance, and reliability. This
is split into conventional ribbons and Pb-free soldered ribbon. The strengths and limitations of Pb-free solder will be considered
primarily in terms of conventional solder. *Several of these studies show poor results due to BOMs with susceptibility to DHinduced degradation ([11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]).
Technology
Ribbon

Strengths
- Interconnection redundancy [168, 67]
- Mature technology
with
well-integrated
process
- Fracture resilience

Ribbon
(Pb-free
solder)

- Non-toxic
- Higher fatigue life
[62]

Limitations
- Shadowing losses
- Higher RS
- High Ag content
- Pb-based solder
- High temperature processing
- Pb and Sn involved
in corrosion reactions [14,
185, 98, 186, 158]
- Higher melting point
- Higher stresses in TC
[62]
- Challenging to optimize
material for contacting
[66, 58]
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Humidity
Excellent [11,
98, 15, 13, 14,
183, 182, 181]
Good [12, 186]
Poor*
Section 6.3,
[16, 14, 11, 12,
15, 13]

Thermomechanical
Excellent
Section 6.3,
[130, 11, 179]
Good [138]
Poor [167]

Mechanical
Excellent
[188, 134,
151,
179,
138, 42]
Good
Section 6.3

Excellent [186]

Excellent [62]

Presumably
excellent,
but studies
are lacking

Table B.2: Summary information of wire-based interconnection technologies with respect to processing, performance, and reliability. Multiwire and SmartWire share several strengths and limitations, so a general category is shown which applies to both.
Technology
Wire
(General)

Multiwire

SmartWire

Strengths
- ≤50% Ag of ribbon [194]
- Lower shadowing losses,
enhanced light trapping
[195]
- Lower temperature processing (reduced residual
thermal stresses) [195]
- Interconnection redundance
- Lower finger RS losses
[193]
Fracture
resilient
[138, 145]
- Strong mechanical adhesion [56]
- Solder joint redundance
[198]
- Same lamination and contacting step [193]
- Larger, thinner wafers
with low breakage rate possible due to single handling
step [204]

Limitations
- Difficulty and criticality of wire alignment
- Optimization of BOM
for reliability

Humidity
-

Thermomechanical
-

Mechanical
-

- Possible wire bending/misalignment during heating step [56]
- Questionable outdoor
durability [202]
- Challenging solderalloy optimization for
reliability [207]

Poor [202]
Good [203];
Excellent
Section 6.3

Excellent
(TC,
[56]; TC and HF,
Section 6.3)

Excellent
Section 6.3,
[138, 145]

Mixed
Section 6.3
Excellent
[9, 55, 211,
208, 193, 209]

Excellent
[197,
Section 6.3
210, 209, 55, 208, 9,
211, 196, 193]

Good
Section 6.3
Excellent
[207]
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Table B.3: Summary information with respect to processing, performance, and reliability of technologies employing interconnection schemes using ECAs.
Technology
Shingled

MWT

IBC

Strengths
- Shading tolerant, high
packing density, less metal
[214]
- Low CTM losses
[214, 215]
Fracture
resistant
Section 6.3, [138, 139, 216]
- Fracture resilient [217]
- Good heat transport [213]
- ECA mechanically compliant
- Low temperature processing
- High packing density
- Lower shadowing losses
- Less Ag
- Interconnection redundancy [230]
- Low temperature processing
- No shadowing losses
- Fracture resistant [138]
- Thinner cells more feasible
- PID-s resistant [236]
- Low temperature processing

Limitations
- Higher reverse bias
during shading [214]
- Increased edge recombination [216]
- Difficulty controlling
curing process [219]
- Greater opportunities for
process-induced fracture

Humidity
Poor/okay
Section 6.3
Excellent
[218, 222]

Thermomechanical
Excellent (TC and
HF,
Section 6.3,
[138]),[217, 218]

Mechanical
Excellent
(SML:
[216, 138];
DML:
Section 6.3,
[138])

- More processing steps
[228]
- Laser drill optimization
- Complex rear geometries
and layering
- ILD reliability issues if
used [204]
- High bulk quality necessary
- PID-p susceptible [235,
236, 237, 238, 239]
- Processing is expensive,
complex, energy-intensive
- Low breakdown voltage
[240]

Excellent
[226, 204]

Excellent [224, 226]

Presumably
excellent because of Cu
electroplated
rear contacts

Possibly
good [242]
but studies
are lacking

Excellent [239]

Excellent
[138]
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